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SIR GUY DE LUSIGNAN.

CHAPTER XXIV.

On his arrival at Toulouse Sir Guy de Lusignan

went immediately to the monastery indicated by

the Abbot of Saint Victor ; but it was only to

meet with a disappointment similar to that which

he had experienced at Marseille. The brothers of

Saint Saturnine told him that father Philip had

long been missing : that he first went to the sanc-

tuary near Barcelona, and embarked at that port

for the Holy Land, that advice of his having

landed reached them ; but that they could not re-
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SIR GUY

collect in what harbour. They knew nothhig

more of him.

As to papers or anything else concerning the

family ofLusignan, they were perfectly ignorant,

and they appeared more anxious to ask questions

than to answer them, for when they heard that

Lusignan came from Italy, they wanted to know
of him the real opinion of the sacred college with

respect to the order of Dominicans, or friars prea-

chers, (47) newly established in their city. They

knew not what to think of their zeal ; and wished

to know if their influence were great in Rome,

or othei'wise.

Lusignan had little information to give them

on a subject which had never taken up his

thoughts ; and which he scarcely recollected to

have heard mentioned. He indeed remembered

havins: heard but too much of the fanaticism of

the Albigeois and of the bulls issued against them.

It appeared to him that the sacred name of reli-

gion had been misused to justify rebellion on the

one hand and persecution on the other. He

wished that the war between the former Count of

Toulouse and De Montfort could be for ever

veiled from the eye of retrospection : but as those

unhappy times had long sinced passed away ; and

he was not bom when the torch of discord was

blazing amidst those ardent spirits of the south of

Gaul, he could not tell whether it were likely to

be revived or extinguished by the brethren of

Saint Dominick.
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The Palladian city, as Toulouse had long been

called, from the cultivation of arts and letters by

which it was distinguished, was at this period

governed by Alphonso, one of the King's brothers,

who married the only child of the late Count

Raymond.

Lewis, equally wise and generous as an enemy,

never made war without having peace in view

;

and when he concluded this treaty of marriage for

his brother, he advised him to reside as much as

possible in his new states, that he might gain the

affections of the people.

Alphonso was now preparing to join him for

the second time in an expedition to the Holy Land
;

and Sir Guy de Lusignan, from the moment in

which he heard that Philip was gone thither, felt

a strong desire to revisit his native country.

He made himself known to Alphonso, and re-

quested that he might be permitted to attend him
and his royal brother to Palestine. This request

was cheerfully granted ; for the Count of Toulouse

had heard the fame of young Fortebraccio, and

there was something in his appearance so prepos-

sessing as to justify all that was reported in his

favour.

Alphonso named the day for his departure.

He was, he said, to meet the King at Aiguesmortes,

and in the meanwhile he invited Lusignan to

share the pleasures of his court.
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4 SIR GUY

These were, according to the custom of the

times, martial exercises and sports, to which were

added assemblies of poets to celebrate their mis-

tresses, to complain of fancied miseries or to re-

joice in imaginary felicity; to decide on meta-

physical questions of trifling import, and to con-

tend in verse on a theme, which in plain prose

would have been thought ridiculous.

The floral games (48) were not yet instituted
;

but these meetings led to them, and it cannot be

denied that much genius existed in these times

though often misapplied.

Alphonso and his Princess presided at these

assemblies, attended by a splendid train of knights

and ladies ; as had formerly been the custom at

the court of Provence.

The Troubadours of note here met to vie with

each other in sumptuous apparel and in personal

graces, no less than in poetic talent ; but no Sove-

reigns were at this time numbered among the

chief professors of the gay science, as our Richard

Coeur de Lion, the Emperor Frederick, and the

Count de Champagne had been. (49)

Those noble knights,(50) Sabran, Blacas, and

Vandreuil, great in arms and in song, were now

no more, and other poets celebrated their worth.

The number of Troubadours was still great, but

not so illustrious as in the preceding century and

the commencement of that which we are recording.
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The language was called Romane, a corruption of

the Latin, and source of many modern tongues.

Madrigals, sonnets, and compositions in various

metre were recited at these assemblies ; but they

were too courtly to admit of satire, which begun

to be the favourite stile of poetry in those days.

The wandering minstrels were numerous, and
they were well received at the castles of the French

Barons, whose families and dependents crowded

about them, listening to their devout or pastoral

ballads ; but several adventures of gallantry had
given to the nobler Troubadours the reputation of

being dangerous guests and companions.

Sir Guy de Lusignan was skilful in all mar-

tial exercises, and declined no challenge proposed

to him in the listed field on the banks of the fair

river Garonne ; but he excused himself from

giving any proof of poetical talent at a meeting to

which he was invited. He loved too well, to sino-

of his passion before hundreds of auditors, and he

had no taste for adulatory verse. He listened com-

placently, and where he thought applause was due

he gave it with judgment and cheerful courtesy.

He wrote again to Octavio and to the hermit>

informed them of his second disappointment, and

of his intention to accompany Lewis and Alphonso

to the Holy Land ; expressed the warmest interest

in the happiness of the house of Orsini, but ven-

tured not to enquire if the double marriage had

taken place.
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These letters he dispatched by one of his ser-

vants, giving him orders to meet him in Provence

with the answers, and with various things neces-

sary for his expedition.

He was impatient to be gone, and felt that

sorrow of inquietude which impels us to change

of place, although well aware that we cannot

hasten the progress of time by our efforts. Many
days were still to elapse before Alphohso could be

ready for his departure ; and, as Lusignan con-

templated the magnificent chain of the Pyrenees

bounding the horizon, he was tempted to ascend

these mountains, and to view more nearly their

stupendous height, their salubrious springs, and

all the varied scenery which their distant appear-

ance seemed to promise.

He was also curious to behold the pass of

Roncesvalles ; and he said to Hamet, " Methinks,

as I see that rising vapour, amidst those lofty

mountains, I can figure to myself the gigantic

forms of Charlemagne, Orlando, and the other

Paladins, who fell in yonder valley by the arms

of your countrymen."

Hamet knew by heart many of the ballads,

and had read most of the romances, composed

by Moors and Christians on this subject, long

before it became the theme of more modern and

more renowned poets. He urged his lord not to

lose so fair an opportunity of satisfying his cu-

riosity.
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They took a guide and visited all that was re-

markable within their reach. They saw the rock

which the peasants still declare to have been cleft

by the stroke of Durindana, the sword of Orlando,

and every thing that could serve as a recollection

of legendary lore.

Arrived at the summit of one of the most

elevated points of view, Lusignan looked down on

Spain; that country destined ever to be the seat

of war ; where Romans and Carthagenians, Goths

and Saracens, by turns had deluged its fair plains

with the blood of its gallant nation and their

own ; and where in after ages the German, the

Briton, and the Gaul were to seek each other for

destruction. Strange and incomprehensible fate

of a people gifted with genius, generosity and va-

lour ! A people too whose local defences are the

ocean, and a rocky barrier of Titanian construc-

tion !

The Moors were at that time in possession of

a considerable part of Spain, and Hamet reverted

to the days of infancy and youthful joy, when he

dwelt with his parents at Granada. " Too soon,"

he said, "misfortune drove us into a barbarous

country, where I must have worn out a wretched

existence, had I not fallen into your hands, my
noble master."

Sir Guy listened with a smile to the warm

expressions of his grateful follower ; and, while

seated on the barren height of these primeval
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mountains, heard him describe the brilliant

edifices and the enchanting gardens of his native

city, which imagination, powerfully excited,

seemed to present once more in vivid colours

to his view.

They re-descended into France ; and Lusignan

was pleased with the simple and hospitable cha-

racter of the inhabitants of Beam ; but he has-

tened back to Toulouse, where he found AI-

phonso nearly ready for his journey.

These were no longer times in which the

Crusaders prepared for their expedition by peni-

tential devotions of a rigorous nature. The
same forms were observed ; but, as the ceremo-

nies became more splendid they were less im-

pressive. The badge of their vocation was now
an ornament; and, although the manner of re-

ceiving it, together with the staff and humble
wallet, were still an imitation of that prescribed

by the zealous Peter the hermit, to the first cru-

saders, these warlike pilgrims of the thirteenth

century were attended by as many pages, and ac-

companied by as many baggage waggons, as

their fortune or their credit could allow them.

Wealthy Hebrews lent money to Christian

barons for the Conquest of Jerusalem ; and

Saracen merchants assisted them in a similar

manner for the expulsion of Mahometans from

Siria. The reason of state conducted Princes;

and ambition, interest, or love of fame their sub-
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jects, to this sixth crusade. Some, indeed, might

be impelled by other motives ; but the age was

said to be too enlightened for mere enthusiasm •,

though its philosophy was not proof against the

seduction of riches and honours.

Every age has its idol ; which is seldom of

correct proportion : and error is less frequently

succeeded by truth than by a new error of a

different description. It must, however, be

owned, that at this period virtue and vice as-

sumed a degree of energy productive of great

effects ; and the result of this moral convulsion

seems to have developed a strength of mind

and character which, in many instances, excites

our astonishment.

The discordant masses, of which France was

composed, began to harmonize into one great and

powerful whole. Philip Augustus had com-

menced, and Blanche had followed up the plan

with singular prudence as Regent. Lewis, as

King of France, promoted this consolidating

union of her princely dukedoms, which her

geographical situation appeared to indicate, and

without which her greatness must ever have

been precarious.

The royal house of Plantagenet, then reign-

ing in England, and possessing many provinces

in France, seemed alone capable of opposing this

vast and comprehensive project. Henry was,

indeed, at variance with his subjects ; but Lewis
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10 SIR GUY

was too just and too honourable to avail himself

of this dangerous advantage : his policy was of

a nature too exalted to encourage rebellion, and

ferment dissentions. On the contrary, he exerted

all his influence to pacify and bring about a re-

conciliation between the King and his Barons
;

as also to restore order among the people, as far

as his advice could extend.

Connected with Henry by the ties of blood

and of friendship, he gave likewise every sup-

port to his interests in Normandy, Guyenne, and

Aquitaine. There was no rivalry between Lewis

and Prince Edward, as there had been between

Philip Augustus and Coeur de Lion ; but, on

the contrary, a cordial friendship, founded on

mutual esteem ; notwithstanding a considerable

disparity of age and character.

Both heroes were eager for the crusade

;

which, on the part of Lewis, had for object

the performance of a vow. He had the most un-

feigned zeal for the cause of religion : he was

anxious to defend the Christians in Siria, and

to accomplish those beneficial plans which had

failed in his first expedition.

On the part of Edward, it was the desire of

securing the confidence of his people, by the fame

of his noble deeds, and of withdrawing as many
OS possible of the young nobles from the theatre

of discord; as also of emancipating himself from

a difficult and painful situation in his own coun-
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try ; where he could not remain without the risk

of committing himself by promises, which his

honour would force him to keep, and his interest

warned him to avoid.

The vacillating conduct of his unfortunate

father had aided the spirit of the times, and ren-

dered him the sport of factious intrigue. In the

hope of deriving benefit from the assistance of

the late Pontiff", he had bound himself by vow,

either to go in person, or to send one of his sons

on the intended crusade. Both Princes were

willing to go, and preparations were accordingly

made. Edward attended the marriage of a

daughter of France with the heir of Castile, and

was then to embark without delay : while Prince

Edmund was to collect the reinforcements fur-

nished by the immediate allies of England, and to

follow with all imaginable speed.



CHAPTER XXV.

Charles of Anjou, already so often mentioned

in our history, was the youngest brother of the

French monarch, and became Count of Provence

by his union with Beatrix, youngest daughter of

Raymond : Lewis, who had married Margaret,

the eldest, having ceded to him his right in the

succession.

His consort was as ambitious as himself, but

she lived not to see him become King of the

Sicilies. He was now too much occupied with

the defence of his new dominions, and the esta-

blishment of his government, to attend personally

to the affairs of Provence ; and the cities of

Aries, Avignon, and Marseille, had declared
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themselves independent under the protection of

the western empire, at the head of which Ro-

dolph of Hapsburgh, a wise and courageous

Prince, had lately been placed by the voice of

the electors. The King of Arragon had emissa-

ries in Provence, and numerous partisans ; but

no sooner was the crusade published, than the

expectation of beholding Lewis and Margaret

revived in the breasts of the inhabitants of Pro-

vence all their ancient affections. Margaret was

still fondly beloved in the country, whose natives

unceasingly lamented the liberality of her Lord

in giving up the inheritance to Beatrix and

Charles.

The court of Raymond was the most splendid

and the most polished in France ; and Marga-

ret, before she became the consort of Lewis, was

the idol and protectress of all men of letters,

who flocked to it, as of old to that of Ptolemy.

She was now in delicate health, and Lewis would

not allow her to share the fatigue and dangers

of this crusade, as she had those of the former.(5l)

She could only prevail with him to permit her

accompanying him to Aiguesmortes, and witness-

ing his embarkation.

Margaret still preserved remains of that

beauty so often celebrated by the poets of her

time ; and the charms of her mind were as bril-

liant as ever. In all she said or did there was

something truly royal ; but she had no partiality
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for pomp or magnificence, and she considered

them rather as the necessary appendages of her

situation, than as forming any part of the advan-

tages attached to it. In her dress there was a

graceful simplicity, well suited to the taste of

Lewis ; and the moderation visible in all her

establishment )*eceived dignity from her manner,

and splendour from her beneficence.

Her charities to the indigent, and her libe-

rality to genius and talent, were virtues which

she exercised as the daughter of Raymond, and

the wife of Lewis, tempering the profusion of the

former with the prudence and love of justice of

the latter.

The court was at Aix when Alphonso arrived

with his Princess ; and a numerous train of

Knights, among whom was Sir Guy de Lusignan;

and he introduced him to the King and Queen,

to Prince Philip, and his consort Isabella, and

to the other distinguished crusaders, as an orna-

ment belonging to his diadem, which had been

missing till within the last few weeks.

These were the quaint expressions used in

those times by many of the poets and their pa-

trons ; but, in the noble simplicity of language

with which Lewis answered, as well as in his

countenance and manner, there was something

truly captivating. In Lewis all the animation of

the warrior was blended with the mild majesty

of the Christian sage. Fears for his healtli
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alone gave pain to the beholders ; but he spoke

cheerfully, and tried to calm the uneasiness of

his friends by assuring them that a warmer cli-

mate, and the joy of having surmounted every

obstacle that retarded his departure, vrere the

best cordials for the restoration of his strength.

Luslgnan's early exploits, and his distinguished

conduct in the war of Naples, secured him a gra-

cious welcome from " the father of the brave," as

Lewis was emphatically called by his army ; and

the young hero had soon the satisfaction of seeing

his messenger return with letters from Octavio

and the hermit.

The first related to him the nocturnal assault

and the death of Pietro Manero ; expressed his

disappointment at hearing his departure from

Porto d'Anzo, and the pain which his absence

gave him ; assuring him at the same time how
much he approved his joining the crusade, and

adding that as soon as he should have settled mat-

ters at home, he might probably be tempted to

follow him. As he mentioned neither the deten-

tion of Livia, nor any other domestic occurrence,

Lusignan could form no other conjecture than

that the treaty of marriage was broken, and be-

gan heartily to lament the engagement which he

had taken.

He was not long left to these painful reflec-

tions ; for on reading the hermit's letter, and

questioning his servant, all was explained to him.
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and he was convinced that he was pursuing the

only path that prudence and honour could point

out to him.

Anselmo's letter was conceived in the following

terms :

—

Anselmo to Lusignan.

"The good Orsini, as thy servant informs me,

has charged him with a letter for thee ; and he

has no doubt described the circumstances which

have occurred, and more especially the absence of

the Lady Livia from the paternal roof. This in-

sult to the house of Orsini is too painful for re-

flection ; but it is my duty to inform thee that there

is every probability of an amicable conclusion,

and that the Lady Seraphina adheres to her pro-

mise.

*' Thou hast done well, Lusignan, in leaving

Ampiglione, and thou canst not be blamed for

joining Alphonso ; but remember that whatever

may have induced thee to assume the cross, the

cause in which thou art engaged is sacred. Let

it never be said that the excesses committed by

our troops in the east are sanctioned by thy ex-

ample or connivance. Repress them to the best

of thy power, lest the reflections cast on us by the

infidels be justified by thy neglect. Thou wert

very young, my son, when last in Siria, first with

a parent, and afterwards with a protector in whom
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thou coulclst see nothing but what was good and

noble. Thou wilt embark, it is true, with the

best of kings and of men ; but thou wilt be thrown

into the vortex of contending interests. Thou wilt

see thirst of gain, of empire, and of revenge, as-

sume the name of piety. Thou wilt see dissipa-

tion with all its allurements, and hypocrisy with

all its artifices. Preserve, dearest Lusignan, that

firmness of character, that elevation of mind,

which alone can maintain thee in the principles

which thou hast adopted from a conviction of their

truth. Remember that confidence in Heaven is

the sole basis of human virtue ; and that virtue,

active virtue alone, can render thee independent

of the smile or frown of the powerful, and the

breath of popular applause or censure.

* Let no jealous contention, no captious dis-

content estrange thee from the path of duty. Be
not indifferent in matters where religion and mo-

rality are concerned ; bear no hatred to the enemy

;

let humanity triumph over cruelty. Firm in thy

own belief, thou wilt not persecute others for

theirs ; but endeavour to bring them over to a

faith more pure, by thy example and thy benefits;

yet take heed not to be supposed to approve what

charity alone can lead thee to tolerate.

" Need I recommend to thee, Lusignan, the

care of those who may be more immediately

under thy command ? Guardian of their life, their

health, and their honour, thy responsibility is

great ; but I know that thou art aware of it, and
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wilt act up to what I feel far more than I can ex-

press. How dear to us are those who have shared

our dangers and participated in our glory ! Glory!

a word perhaps unsuited to the pen of a hermit

;

but I speak not of that false glory which has not

justice for its basis : Why should not the hero

enjoy his laurels, and the good citizen his oaken

wreath 1 Why should not flowers adorn the dwel-

ling of domestic virtue 1 These are the gifts of an

all-wise Providence ; and while unstained by guilt,

unfaded by arrogance, they promote the moral

good which they reward. They attract other

mortals to similar pursuits ; they establish in this

world the pre-eminence ; of virtue and they pre-

pare the grateful mind for a better, by a humble

acknowledgment of divine protection.

" Farewell ! The hermit of Saint Angelo will

pray for the success and for the preservation of

his friend
!"

The lessons of Anselmo sunk deep into the

heart of Lusignan, and he felt no less grateful for

the judicious frankness with which he seemed to

prepare him for the marriage of Seraphina. In

the wish to direct his thoughts to other pursuits

he recognized the disposition of the hermit, ever

on the watch to remedy the evils and soften the

afilictions which he could not avert ; and studying

the feelings of those whom he sought to advise or

to console, instead of laying down pedantic gene-
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ral rules, which neither enter the heart nor con-

vince the understanding.

The letter had so far the desired effect, that it

quieted the mind of Lusignan on the step he had

taken, and induced him, as much as possible, to

turn his thoughts to the service on which he was

going. He learned with pleasure from his mes-

senger that his knights had done their duty ; the

hope of seeing Octavio in Siria was a prospect

to which he looked forward with satisfaction ; but

when he ventured to ask himself if he were

happy, a sigh was the answer.

He was distinguished not only by Lewis, but

by Margaret, who observed in him a manly sen-

sibility indicative of an affectionate heart ; and as

hers was pierced with being obliged to remain,

while her Lord would be exposing himself to every

danger, she clung to the slightest hope of comfort

which any object afforded her. She thought that

if Lusignan were once warmly attached to Lewis,

he had a heart to attend him in sickness, and an

arm to defend him in battle. His courteous man-

ners, his taste for literature, and the esteem which

the king, his brother, and his sons expressed for

him, induced her often to enter into conversation

with him on the subject ever in her thoughts, the

success, the glory, and the preservation of her

beloved Lord.

Lusignan was touched with the anxiety of Mar-

garet, and repaid the confidence which she placed
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in him by the frankness of his answers, though

he never forgot the respect due to her as a Queen,

and as a heroine. She would also question him
on his own concerns ; and the gracious kindnesg

of her manner to all who approached her, result-

ing from the real benevolence of her character,

made him feel that he could without scruple reply

whenever she deigned to manifest a desire of

knowing what related more immediately to him-

self.

She had thus heard the principal events of his

life ; and, when he received the letters from Am-
piglione, he mentioned them to her, observing

that the remarks of Anselmo on the conduct

of the Europeans in the east resembled what he

had heard on the same subject from the king.

This conformity of sentiments gave Margaret a

desire to see the letter, and Lusignan took it to

her on the following day.

She had scarcely cast her eyes on the writing,

when she started, and Sir Guy perceived her

emotion, but ventured not to enquire the cause of

H. She recovered herself and perused the letter ;

then examined it with great attention, laid it

down, and entered the adjoining apartment

;

whence she returned bringing with her a paper

which she compared with the letter. She at last

turned to Lusignan, and asked him many ques-

tions relative to the age, the figure, features, and

complexion of Anselmo ; all of which he an-
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swered. She appeared disappointed when Sir

Guy mentioned what he guessed might be the

hermit's age.

" No," said she with a sigh," he must be older,

much older."

" Anselmo may be somewhat older than he

appears," replied Lusignan; "but his counte-

nance is healthy, his figure erect and active. He
seems scarcely to have counted sixty winters ; but,

gracious Lady ! may I be pardoned if 1 enquire

what interest you take in my friend ? Have you

known him formerly V^

" You describe your hermit in many respects

like the person to whom my thoughts revert,"

said the Queen ;
" but he was pale, emaciated,

and to all appearance then of the age which you

now ascribe to your friend. His hair was almost

entirely white
;
yet many, many years have elapsed

since I saw him, O could I see him once more !"

" Forgive my curiosity," said Lusignan, " and

deign to inform me of your conjectures. They

who have known Anselmo can hardly mistake

another for him."

" You may have heard of a pilgrim (^2) who

arrived here," said Margaret, '^ at a time when

my father, the late Count Raymond of Provence,

was in circumstances of the utmost difficulty. His

ungrateful subjects rose against him on account

of that excessive liberality which was his ruin,

a ruin hastened by their importunities and mis-
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management of his finances. There was no money
in the treasury, no confidence in the rich, no

hope in the poor. A general discontent pre-

vailed ; and the state was on the eve of perdition,

when the Pilgrim made his appearance, and gave

such good advice to my father, that he insisted

on his undertaking the management of his af-

fairs. It is impossible for me to describe to you,

Sir Guy, the change that took place. There was

no meanness, but no profusion
; payments were

made and exacted with equal punctuality. Abuses

were no longer tolerated, commerce flourished,

and monopoly disappeared with peculation. No
wonder the people of Provence looked on him as

a supernatural being.'*

She proceeded to give an animated account of

all the pilgrim had done, and of the gratitude

expressed by Count Raymond, adding, that he

off'ered in vain to his benefactor riches and

honours, and all that attract the generality of

mankind. Every thing was rejected ; and this

extraordinary man seemed to have no other in-

terest in life than the good which he could

efi*ect.

Allowing for the enthusiasm with which Mar-

garet spoke, and the glowing colours with which

she painted, Lusignan could not help seeing in

the portrait drawn by her a striking resemblance

to Anselmo. Her pilgrim had not perhaps been

able to effectuate all that she fondly attributed to
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him ; but that he had done much good, and

saved the Prince and country from impending

ruin, was an incontrovertible fact, and Lusignan

thought no man more capable of doing it than

the hermit of Saint Angelo.
*' The Pilgrim," she continued, " was told of

the superstitious ideas excited by his mysterious

arrival, and by his disinterested services. Alas

!

he said, what could tempt me to amass riches at

the expense of this poor people, and of the Prince

who trusts me ? I have no child ; and of what

use would they be to me ? Tears stole down his

manly cheek as he spoke. He was no angel, but

a human being, who, like the rest of us, had

known affliction. He was however superior to

most men, not only for that integrity and con-

tempt of gain for which he would claim no merit,

but in discernment, in firmness, and in unwearied

activity. Just, impartial, and judicious, he was

hurried away by no passion ; he was warped by

no prejudice ; but as such a man could neither

be bribed nor flattered, he was envied and per-

secuted. Charges were brought against him;

and some impression was made on the mind of

my father, naturally just and honourable, but not

inaccessible to misrepresentation, when conveyed

through channels where confidence had once been

placed. The former favourites prevailed so far

as to raise doubts in Raymond, which the open

frankness of his nature soon led him to manifest.
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*' The Pilgrim heard them with a calm dig-

nity, and made no reply ; but in a few days he

laid before my father so clear a statement of his

proceedings, such ample vouchers for his in-

tegrity, that all suspicion vanished like a mist

before the rays of the sun. This my generous

father acknowledged in presence of his court,

and offered to the Pilgrim every atonement in his

power. I shall never forget his answer. * Prince!'

he said, ' I blame you not for doing what I

myself advised. Pursue the course you have

adopted. Look into your own affairs ; but give

the man whom you have trusted an opportunity

of justifying himself, if falsely accused.'

" Again my father offered honours and re-

wards, and again they were rejected. A few days

after the scene which I have described, he found

not the Pilgrim at the usual hour waiting for

him in the room adjoining to his chamber ; the

room, Lusignan, where we are now conversing

;

but on that table he found instructions for the

future regulation of his finances, and advice still

more important for the conduct of his life.

*' These were the last benefits conferred on us

by the Pilgrim. He had disappeared, and since

that day nothing has been heard of him. Ray-

mond made every enquiry that imagination could

suggest, but all in vain. His name, his family,

and his country are equally unknown to us. Tell

me, I beseech you, Lusignan, all that you know
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of your Hermit, whose sentiments appear to me,

if possible, still more similar to those of our Pil-

grim than are the characters traced by his hand

in that letter."

VOL TI.



CHAPTER XXVI,

LusiGNAN had little intelligence to give, and that

little the reader already knows. He told the

Queen that he had every reason to believe An-

selmo a native of Italy, and thought he must

have been a soldier in his youth, and one of no

common class ; as he had a perfect knowledge of

military affairs ; with respect to discovering, as

she wished, whether he had ever been in Pro-

vence, Lusignan could only promise condition-

ally ; for he confessed that such was his respect

for the Hermit, that he could not press on him

any question that he might be unwilling to

answer.

" I perfectly understand this feeling," said

Margaret ; "for it is natural and praise-worthy.

Here again, Sir Guy, I observe a similarity be-
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tween the Hermit and the Pilgnm. The latter

inspired many, who wished to interrogate him,

with a respectful awe which stopped them in the

midst of enquiry. When my father first re-

quested that he would tell him who he was, his

answer satisfied him, because he thought it plain

and simple. ' I know not of having injured any

man,' said the Pilgrim, ' and therefore fear no

detection, and as I have nothing to hope from

others, my story concerns only myself.' Raymond
indeed hoped that a longer intercourse would

-induce him to be more explicit; but, as I have

said, no more was ever known."

While Margaret was speaking, the King en-

tered the apartment, and the subject of the con-

versation was communicated to him. He asked

to see Anselmo's letter ; and, on examining it,

concurred with Margaret in her opinion of the

resemblance of the hand writing with that of the

Pilgrim.

After perusing the letter attentively, and more
especially the observations relative to the Cru-

saders, Lewis said,

—

"I go prepared to encounter many difficulties,

and perhaps more from false friends than from

open enemies ; but I have reason to hope that

many of the infidels are ready for conversion, and
only wait the moment when they may receive

instruction, and be supported in declaring their

willingness to adopt our faith. Such a man as

c 2
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Anselmo, whether he be the Pilgrim who saved

Provence, or any other instrument of Providence

resembhng him, would be invaluable to us in the

East."

" I doubt. Sire," answered Lusignan, '* whether

he could be induced to leave the asylum which

he has chosen. His sphere of action might be

more extensive, but his beneficence and activity

could not be greater than in the happy circle

where they are at present exercised."

"Heaven forbid," replied the good King,
" that we should seek to deprive any community

of so great a blessing, or presumptuously imagine

that we are ourselves engaged in the only good

work !

"

" There is much good required, much good

to be done everywhere, " interrupted warmly the

Queen. ** O ! could you stay in this kingdom,

how much might you do ! How much evil might

you not prevent !

"

*' Dearest Margaret," said the King, pointing

to the cross on his habit, *' Recollect my vow,

and add not to my pain in parting from thee,

the thought of depriving my subjects of any

blessing by my absence. Blest they will be ;

for thou wilt remain with them."

Margaret's eyes filled with tears, but she

was silent ; and Lusignan turned his head

aside, that he might not be seen to give way

to the soft infection. The King observed it.
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and with a smile of benignant kindness left the

room.
" Lusignan !

" said the Queen, " we have

not been long acquainted, but I am much mis-

taken if we have not a common friend. Your

hermit must be my pilgrim—let me know what

he says in answer to your next letter, and,"

added she in a tone scarcely audible, " tell me
at the same time what you think of the King's

health. I need not say, attach yourself to him ;

you cannot do otherwise, for you have a heart

to feel his worth. Go to him now and tell him

I am better—say that I will be ready for the

hour of repast."

Sir Guy hastened to the King, whom he

found seated beneath a tree in the garden at-

tached to the palace. Lewis preferred the simple

canopy of nature to that suspended over his

chair of state ; and often had his subjects be-

held him thus enthroned dispensing justice and

administering consolation.

His thoughts were now engaged, as it might

seem with the most tender recollections, and his

countenance wore the traces of sorrow.

Lusignan approached respectfully and de-

livered Margaret's message. Lewis rose, but

spoke not, and it was evident that in leaving

her whom he so fondly loved, and who for so

many years had been the faithful partner of all

his joys and sorrows, he sustained a harder
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combat than any he was about to wage with the

enemy.

He soon however collected himself, and re-

smned the cheerful aspect which inspired hope

and serenity in all around him. The Queen,

with the Princesses and their Lords, joined him

in the hall where the table was spread ; and the

conversation of Lewis was, as usual, affable and

instructive. During dinner he perceived two

of the younger Barons, (53) who were at the far-

ther extremity of the table, conversing together

in a whisper, and courteously addressing them

he said, *' No doubt we lose much by not hearing

what you are saying ; for, if good, the company

should profit by it ; and if the reverse, it should

not be uttered even in a whisper."

It was always painful to Lewis when he felt

himself obliged to reprehend any one ; but he

considered good breeding, that good breeding

which is of all nations and all ages, as no less

a duty than an advantage in society; and he

had reason to know that nothing short of what

he now said would have corrected the young men
to whom he spoke.

When they arose from table he observed some

of his knights rallying another on the sumptuous

habit which, contrary to his usual custom he

happened that day to wear. Lewis was no friend

to idle pomp, or the vain study of personal ap-

pearance, but he wished to see propriety in all
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things, and he had often remarked that this

knight was particularly deficient in attention to

this with respect to his clothing ; Lewis took this

opportunity to correct, by commending, for he

said " Sir Martin, you are right—we must not

be neglectful of our dress ; for a proper habili-

ment make us more respected by our servants,

and more agreeable to our wives."

The good king was indeed not only the best

of monarchs, but the model of courteous chivalry,

and his ardent devotion was free from all tincture

of harsh and unsocial strictness. He was severe

to himself alone, and his watchfulness over the

conduct of his court, his army and his people,

was accompanied with such true benevolence,

that few were there sufficiently unfeeling not to

fear his displeasure more than the punishment

which he might be constrained to inflict.

It is impossible to give an adequate idea of

the affection and veneration which he excited
;

or of the grief, which all, who were not to ac-

company him, felt at his departure.

The sorrow of Margaret was indeed over-

whelming. She was to part from a husband

equally beloved and revered ; from her three

sons, and from many of those friends whose ad-

vice and attachment had supported her through

painful trials. Tristram, Count de Nevers, that

idolized Prince, whom she had borne during

the sad captivity of her Lord in Palestine, was
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now scarcely twenty years of age ; yet he too

was to follow the steps of his heroic father : she

had refused the Regency in the hope that she

might yet be permitted to embark ; but she at

last submitted to remain, and made every effort

to surmount, or at least to conceal, her anguish

in the presence of those who were to be torn from

her.

Again she recommended to Lusignan to watch

over the King's safety, and added that of Prince

Tristram, and of all who were most dear to her

;

almost at the same time reproaching herself for

what she said. ** Is it not selfish, " thought she,

" thus to urge a young stranger to expose his

life for that of others ? May he not have friends

to whom his life is as precious as that of Tristram

is to me? No. He has no mother : but I will be

a mother to him, if his protecting shield defend

those I love."

The dreadful moment arrived, Margaret ac-

companied the King to Aignesmortes ; the fleet

got under weigh, and she departed for her soli-

tary residence in the wood of Vincennes.

The bay of Cagliari, in the island of Sardinia,

was the place appointed as the rendezvous of the

Crusaders ; and Lewis expected there to meet his

brother Charles of Anjou, and the King of Ar-

ragon. There also it was to be finally decided

what was to be the first point of attack ; but the

general opinion was that Lewis would accede to
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the wishes of the King of Naples, and begin

by the city of Tunis. Omar, the Prince of that

country, hoped to ward off the blow by giving

out that it was his intention to become a Chris-

tian ; but this artifice produced an effect directly

opposite to that which he meant to create. It

disposed Lewis still more to begin the campaign

by landing in that neighbourhood, for the pur-

pose of aiding the Moorish Prince in his sup-

posed pious undertaking, and enabling him to

withstand the menaces of Benducar, Sultan of

Egypt, who, as he represented, wanted to force

him into a league against the crusaders.

On the arrival of Lewis at Cagliari, he found

letters from his brother, excusing himself for

not meeting them there, and promising to join

him at any given time in Africa, whither he

earnestly requested him to proceed.

A council was held as soon as the whole of the

fleet was assembled ; for Lewis had preceded the

rest by two or three days. In this council the mat-

ter was debated, and many were of opinion that it

would be more expedient to sail directly for

Ptolemais ; but the friends of Charles brought

forward every argument likely to influence the

King, who, from the purest motives, adopted a

measure, in one respect at least, totally contrary

to his inclination ; for he was ardently desirous

of arriving as soon as possible in the Holy

Land.

c 5
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To Charles it was of the highest importance

to secure the tranquillity of his new dominions, by

the overawing influence of so great a force in

the vicinity of Sicily.

The King of Arragon marie his appearance

at Cagliari. He had been previously expected at

Marseille, but sent word that he would join

Lewis in Sardinia ; and, as he kept his promise,

it was hoped that he might have hostile inten-

tions against the infidels alone.

Edward of England was diligently employed

in collecting his father's forces, and Lewis ap-

pointed Tunis as their place of meeting. He was

to sail as soon as the fleet could be made ready,

and Prince Edmund was to follow him with

succours from Flanders and Brabant.

Li the mean time, the wild rocks and ancient

forests of Sardinia presented a scene of pictur-

esque animation not to be described : Princes,

Knights, and Dames, of various countries, were

seen wandering indiscriminately with the native

islanders, amidst their romantic hills and val-

leys, waiting impatiently for the moment of de-

parture.

On the eve of the day fixed for the sailing of

the fleet, Lusignan happened to be walking alone

in a sequestered situation on the rocks, near the

entrance of the bay. He was indulging medita-

tions, which frequently occupied his mind. His

thoughts were centered in Ampiglione ; and, as
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he watched the vessels coming in, he nourished

a hope that he might receive other letters before

his departure for Tunis. The weather had given

some indications of an approaching storm ; but

the mariners flattered themselves with a change

of wind that would give it another direction,

when the sky rapidly darkened ; and one of

those short, but violent tempests, which afflict

the Mediterranean, broke forth in all its fury.

Lusignan turned with the intention of mak-

ing the best of his way to the city, but he per-

ceived a vessel in the greatest distress. Her

masts were shivered, her sails were carried away,

and she was driving against the rocky coast,

where instant destruction awaited her.

Lusignan flew to the farthest point of the

rocks projecting into the sea, as he hoped tliat

he might afford some assistance to the unfortu-

nate persons whom he beheld in such imminent

danger. He saw the confusion and dismay of

the seamen ; and he heard the shrieks of the

aff'righted passengers, amongst whom he clearly

distinguished Don Alonzo, at the instant when,

throwing himself into the sea, he boldly attempt-

ed to stem the waves, and reach the shore ; but

his vain efforts were mocked by the surges,

which foamed around, below, and above him.

He was sinking
;

yet again raised his head to

breathe, and descried Lusignan on the rock,

when, drawing forth from his bosom a glove, he
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threw it up to him with all his remaining

strength, he exclaimed, " By all that is most sa-

cred, I implore that this glove maybe taken to

James, King of Arragon !"

As the glove fell at the feet of Lusignan, he

plunged into the foaming sea ; and, with almost

supernatural vigour, caught the sinking Alonzo

in his arms, and swam with him to the shore.

Alonzo was lifeless, but soon recovered ; and

he scarcely thanked his deliverer, before he asked

him for the glove. It was that of Conradine.

Lusignan was scarcely conscious of its having

fallen at his feet, or of the words uttered by the

Spaniard, whom humanity had instantaneously

prompted him to save. It was on recollection

that he understood the meaning of Alonzo, the

object of his voyage, and his anxiety to save

the badge of empire and revenge.

" The glove," repeated Sir Guy, recovering

breath ;
" what glove do you mean ?" But, before

the sentence was finished, Alonzo had picked up
the object of his search, and disappeared behind

the rock.

Truchses, the person who being on horse-

back near the scaffold, when the unfortunate

Conradine threw down his glove, dismounted,

took it up, and again springing on his horse,

rode off with it to his friend Don Alonzo, telling

him that his master, the King of Arragon, was
the designated heir of the two Sicilies, that he
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would instantly set off for Spain, with this infor-

mation, and begged him to follow with the glove,

as the secret was of too great importance to be

trusted to any one else, and yet must not rest

with one precarious life. Besides which, though

his action had been momentary, it had been

observed, and, were he arrested before he could

embark, the glove would be lost.

Don Alonzo undertook the dangerous office,

and concealed himself until he could find a safe

conveyance. His first intention was to sail for

Barcelona ; but, happening to know the captain

of the vessel on board of which Lusignan found

him, and who was bound for Marseille, he

embarked in the hope of meeting the King of

Arragon in that port, where, it was said, he was

expected.

Disappointed in this, he took his passage in

a small vessel to reach him at Cagliari.

He knew not whether Truchses had succeeded

in acquitting himself of the duty which he had

undertaken to perform ; and he considered it as

one of the highest importance. When, there-

fore, he thought his mortal existence at an

end, his chief anxiety was for the glove of Con-

radine.

The King of Arragon that evening complain-

ed of indisposition, gave to Prince Ferdinand

the command of a few vessels to accompany

Lewis on his expedition to the east, and returned
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with his fleet by the first fair wind to Barcelona

whence he soon dispatched a secret agent to Rome,
of whose meetings with Sciarra Colonna and

Massimo, we have already had occasion to make
mention.

Lusignan astonished at the sudden departure

of the Spaniard, began to reflect on what had

happened, and painfully foresaw the result ; but

it was now too late to prevent it ; and he was not

so blinded by the spirit of party as to condemn

Alonzo for following the dictates of conscience.

He debated for some time with himself whether

he should speak of the circumstance ; but the

suspicion which it would excite might endanger

the zealous Spaniard, without obviating any of the

fatal consequences to be expected from the rivalry

of Arragon and Anjou. He was therefore silent,

and he met the Spaniard no more on the island.

The storm lasted for three succeeding days ;

and he had an opportunity of seeing much of

Lewis, to whom, as Margaret had predicted, he

became greatly attached. In early youth he had

imbibed an exalted admiration of his character,

from all that Aymar had told him of his heroic

valour, unshaken truth, and unbounded benevo-

lence. He recollected with what rapture he used

to listen, when his father would talk of the mag-

nanimity and patience of Lewis during his capti-

vity, and of the respect with which his dignified

deportment inspired the most savage of his ene-
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mies. He still saw in him the paternal chief, the

monarch whom every heart was willing to obey

;

but while he contemplated in him the living mo-
del of a christian king, he resembled the traveller

whose eyes are fixed on the western horizon, and

who, seeing the sun gradually descend in all its

pure unclouded splendour, foretells how soon he

is to be left in darkness and difficulties. The de-

clining health of the monarch was too visible not

to give pain to the beholder ; and yet he omitted

no duty, he shunned no fatigue ; and when the sea

became calm and the wind favourable, he was

as usual, the first on board, and sailed for Africa

with a cheerful countenance.



CHAPTER XXVII.

The voyage was short and prosperous, the fleet

kept together, and the Prince of Arragon with his

unimportant squadron was yet attentive to every

duty, and appeared to join heartily in the expedi-

tion. Sir Guy was therefore satisfied that he had

done well not to disturb the mind of others by

conjectures that harrassed his own ; and his ima-

gination was soon interested in the most lively

manner by the place to which their course was

first steered.

Here once stood Carthage, that powerful city,

which, though nearly deprived of local existence,

still lived in the annals of fame. A Saracen Co-

lony was established in the midst of its extensive

ruins, and had commenced building habitations,
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according to the light and airy style of architec-

ture of their country. They formed a striking

contrast to the massive vestiges of antiquity ; and

the melancholy grandeur of the scene. The

plains around appeared to be fertile, and the hills

were covered vrith olive trees. It vras here that

the troops first landed ; a Chaplain having been

previously sent to salute the soil, in the name

of Heaven and of the King, to denote peace-

ful intentions. No opposition was made to the

disembarkation ; but it was soon discovered that

the Moors were hostile to the Crusaders. They

refused all amicable offers, and the King led his

army to the attack of a strong castle seated on the

promontory still called the hill of Byrsa. Here

once stood the principal fortress of Carthage,

while the city occupied the whole peninsula for

the length of nearly twenty miles, with its two

magnificent harbours, its lake, and sumptuous

arsenal. (54)

The castle was of considerable importance at

this moment, as it commanded the wells and cis-

terns from which the troops must be supplied with

water. It was strongly fortified ; but the resist-

ance made by the garrison proved ineffectual.

Sir Guy de Lusignan was foremost in the fight

;

he deserved and obtained the thanks of Lewis,

ever watchful to discover and acknowledge merit.

The success of this enterprise was immediately

followed by the occupation of the new town;
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which surrendered to the elated army without

further contention ; and the Princesses, with the

ladies who accompanied and attended them, were

lodged in that part of it which still bore the appel-

lation of the " Palace of Dido."

It was in consequence of these first successes,

and to reward those who had in the greatest mea-

sure contributed to them, that Lewis instituted a

new order, entitled the order of the Shell and

Galley, emblems of the naval and warlike pilgri-

mage in which they were engaged, and conferred

this distinction on Sir Guy de Lusignan immedi-

ately after giving it to his brother and his sons.

The camp was formed on the isthmus, and

Lewis waited only the arrival of his brother the

King of Naples, with a supply of arms and warlike

machines from Sicily, to commence the siege of

Tunis ; as he perceived but too clearly that Omar
had held out to him a nugatory prospect of con-

version.

The young Count de Nevers took great delight

in the society and conversation of Sir Guy de Lu-

signan, and they passed much of their time, while

the army was in this state of forced inaction, in

visiting the ruins of Carthage, and all the circum-

jacent places which could afford any interesting

remembrances. Tristram grew fond of searching

for knowledge amid the vestiges of the once for-

midable rival of Rome, and Lusignan, who had

long been devoted to these studies, saw before him
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a wide field of instruction, which served to occupy

his leisure moments, and wile away the tedious

hours of expectation.

In their conversations they often dwelt on the

power, the riches, and the fame of the Phoenician

city, which for so many ages was the terror of the

world ; of that great repuhlic which swept the sea

with its fleets, and overran the continent with its

mercenaries, under the guidance of their powerful

leaders: yet had, as it were, disappeared from the

face of the day, leaving no memorials of its great-

ness, save the ruins they were now contemplating,

and a few empty names, transmitted to posterity

by the passing mariner.

Nor less astonishino* thouerh less celebrated

in the page of history, appeared to them the fate

of the second Carthage, splendid and opulent as

the first ; the dream of Caesar, (55) and the child

of Augustus ; which became the terrific seat of

empire of the barbarous Genserick and his Van-

dals, and was again overturned by the torrent of

Saracen invasion.

The King sometimes met them in their walks,

and when he found them talking of Hannibal,

and Scipio, Jugurthe and Massarisse, Sophonisbe

and Dido, he would remind them of the martyrs

Ciprian and Lactantius, great in learning and in

piety, of Monica and her son Augustine, whose

classic studies, and whose love of pleasure was

succeeded in riper years by the severest duties of
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episcopacy, and the profound knowledge which

ranked him among the fathers of the church.

He too was once an inhabitant of the palace of

the Phoenician Queen, and when he laid aside as

profane many of his early studies, he neglected

not those of an antiquary. (56)

What is the potent charm which attracts us

to this science? Is it not the love of immortality?

The consolatory reflection that the fame of the

great and good of past ages dies not like the

fading flower of the field? We bring again to

life the genius, the talents, and the virtues of

men who breathed in the remotest times, while

we view their works, and decipher the records of

their actions.

One day, as the Prince and Lusignan were

examining the vestiges of the arsenal, and endea-

vouring to trace the limits of the two harbours,

the warlike and the mercantile, whence issued

the fleets of Hanno, of Hamilcar, and of Hanni-

bal, Tristram exclaimed,— "What a dream is

life ! Of how short duration to the sons of earth,

and even to Empires how fleeting, though some-

what longer ; we are pilgrims, Lusignan ; but

are we not always pilgrims on this habitable

globe ? Whether we wander on the gay banks

of the Seine, or on the desert sands of Libia, we
are still rapidly advancing to the termination of

our wearisome journey. Mine I feel will soon be

completed ; but, if my strength fail beneath the
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weight of this sultry atmosphere, how know I

that it might not equally have decayed in the

rosy bowers of pleasure, and amid the sparkling

goblets of joy? I, in particular, was born a pil-

grim ; (57) and methinks it will become me to end

my transitory existence as I began it."

Lusignan had for some days observed a lan-

guor stealing gradually over the animated youth,

and he had tried to keep him from too much
exertion, during the excessive heat of the day.

His remonstrances easily prevailed when a scheme

af pleasure was alone in view ; but where duty

was concerned, no consideration could tempt the

Prince to listen to them.

The army of the cross was continually harrassed

by the enemy ; who, accustomed to the climate,

and perfectly acquainted with the ground, attack-

ed them with every advantage. The skirmishes

were frequent, and more fatiguing than a regular

engagement.

No vessel from Sicily came in sight. Day

after day passed in anxious expectation of Charles,

and night closed with disappointment of the hope

which morning had raised. The noxious exhala-

tions from the lake and salt marshes increased

with approaching autumn ; and, when a fresh

and healthful gale happened to blow, the artful

Moors found means to convert it into an evil, by

heaping up mounts of the light sand of their

country between the Christian army and the
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point whence the wind blew. By so doing they

often involved them in an oppressive and per-

nicious cloud, resembling that so fatal to travel-

lers in the desert.

Disease and death prevailed throughout the

camp. The Counts of Nemours, Montmorency,

and Vendome had paid the tribute, and other

victims were preparing to follow them ; the phy-

sician caught the fatal infection from his suffering

patient, and the priest from his dying penitent,

when Tristram, calm and collected, sunk to rest

in the arms of his royal father, leaving the most

tender remembrances to Margaret, whose absence

he seemed less to lament than the sorrow which

she was to feel when the news of his dissolution

should reach her.

She was indeed to feel the most poignant and

accumulated misery : all that her tender solici-

tude and anxiety had anticipated was now has-

tening to overwhelm her. The resignation of

Lewis was exemplary; but his strength, without

the pressure of malady, was scarcely sufficient to

contend with the variety of sorrow by which he

was surrounded. In addition to the loss of his

beloved son, and of so many others who were

dear to him, was now joined that of Pierre de

Villebois, his chancellor, in whom he had the

greatest confidence, and who expired shortly after

the death of the Count de Nevers.
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Charles neither wrote nor came, and the

King, who saw his friends and subjects dying

around him, thought he could read in the pale

countenances of those who were still at their

posts, reproachful comments on the tardy mea-

sures of him who had been the chief cause of the

miseries to which they were exposed. Lewis felt

as a king and as a brother
;
perhaps also he felt

that his zeal for Omar's conversion had been

excited purposely on one hand by the policy of

Charles, and on the other by the falsehood of

the Moor. A noble and ingenuous mind is

deeply wounded by the discovery of design and

artifice, where they have been least expected,

and his was in that state when he began to feel

the influence of the fatal contagion.

The sad intelligence of his illness was soon

spread throughout the camp. How, indeed,

could it be concealed from soldiers accustomed

to behold their chief, present in every action,

beside the couch of every sick and wounded
warrior, and indefatigable in every exertion for

the good of his army and of his allies? A
general consternation succeeded, and every

avenue to the royal tent was thronged with

anxious and enquiring soldiers of all ranks and

all nations.

Never was monarch more beloved, and never

was one who more fully deserved the affections

of his subjects. At this distance of time from
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that in which he lived, we might suppose that

the enthusiastic spirit of the age exaggerated his

virtues and noble qualities, did not his actions,

by the concurrent testimony of historians, prove

him to have been one of the most intrepid of

men, and one of the most just and benevolent of

Princes. His manners were, as we have before

remarked, peculiarly captivating. His smile, the

expression of his eyes, the sound of his voice, all

went to the heart ; and as his admonitions were

never enforced by severity, they rarely failed of

making a powerful and lasting impression.

The latest days of his useful and glorious life

were devoted to the composition of those instruc-

tions to Philip, his eldest son, which have been

preserved to us, and remain as a last and noble

proof of his love for his people, of his solicitude

for the honour of his crown and of his family

;

and of his integrity, founded on the strong basis

of religion. (^S)

Lusignan was at this awful period recover-

ing slowly from the malady which he had caught

in his attendance on Prince Tristram, or on Ha-

met; for he had been equally devoted to both;

and his faithful servant fell sick on the day pre-

ceding that which deprived him of the amiable

Prince. Hamet soon shook off the disorder, as

being accustomed to similar climates ; and the

same advantage, added to great natural strength

of constitution, would have, no doubt, produced
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as Speedy a recovery in Lusignan, had not his

mind been deeply affected. He felt the loss of

the Count de Nevers acutely, and he anticipated

the grief of Margaret, who had so earnestly re-

commended the Prince to his care. He felt

more than ever his absence from Ampiglione, and

in his feverish dreams, he saw Mario the hus-

band of Seraphina. An unusual languor and

depression of spirits resisted all his efforts to

surmount them ; and when the last dreadful

stroke, the death of Lewis, reached him, it seem-

ed as if he were annihilated. Though he had

long used himself to consider that excellent

Prince more as an inhabitant of the skies than

of the earth, yet, when he learned that the spirit

had actually fled to better regions, he sunk

into hopeless dejection. The universe appeared

to him one vast void, in which he was con-

demned to wander without a guide to direct,

without a friend to lighten the toils of the way.

Hamet essayed to rouse him with visions of

fame. They appeared to him as unsubstantial, as

the images presented to his imagination by the

delirium of his illness, and he heard with in-

difference the news of the arrival of the fleet

from Sicily, so long the object of his ardent an-

ticipations .

Charles was indeed arrived. He entered the

bay at the moment when his royal brother ex-

pired, and the general silence that pervaded the

VOL. II. D
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camp excited in him apprehensions which were

soon realized. Ambition had not so much dead-

sned the finer feelings of Charles as to render

Aim insensible to the scene before him. He
loved the King ; he revered his virtues ; and he

wept over his cold remains with unfeigned and

unmitigated sorrow.

Philip succeeded to the throne of France,

and to the command of the army ; but he, too,

was at that moment weighed down with grief

and sickness ; and all men turned to Charles for

advice and support. He had courage and abili-

ties equal to the task, which he knew to be the

first wish of him whom he now lamented, but

self-interest prevailed over sorrow and incipient

remorse.

Charles joined with his nephew in setting on

foot anegociation withOmar, King of Tunis; Phi-

lip was impatient to return to France, and a peace

was concluded on terms highly advantageous to

the King of the Two Sicilies, for Omar was wil-

ling to pay him a considerable tribute as an exemp-

tion from farther molestation. The interests of

Palestine and of the allies were forgotten ; and, as

a colouring to the whole, or as if to appease the

manes of Lewis, it was stipulated that the King

of Tunis should grant safe conduct to mission-

aries, for the purpose of their preaching a purer

faith to him and to his subjects. This condition

also he accepted without hesitation, happy to dis-
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engage himself, by a few empty words, from the

formidable force with which he was surrounded,

and knowing that he could easily rid himself of

a few unfortunate men who would be left in his

power.

Hamet brought to his master the first news

of this treaty : for Lusignan had not admitted

any of the knights, with whom he was acquaint-

ed, since he was taken ill. He had, in the be-

ginning, excluded them, lest they should catch

the disorder ; and he had afterwards felt that

listless indifference which rendered society irk-

some ; but Hamet's communication produced the

salutary effect of which all other remedies had

failed. Indignation roused him from despond-

ency, and his attachment to the memory of

Lewis, no less than his martial ardour, excited

in him anger and disgust, when he heard of a

measure which rendered fruitless the heavy sa-

crifices already made.

He arose from the couch on which he was

reclining, and resolved to exert himself: with

some difficulty he dragged his weary limbs to

the tent of Alphonso, Count of Toulouse, whom
he found inconsolable for the loss of Lewis, and

under the necessity, as he said, of giving up all

thoughts of the crusade. He was gracious in his

manner to Sir Guy, and invited him to return

and take up his residence at the court of Tou-

louse.

D 2
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To this Lusignan respectfully replied, that he

still wished to serve in Palestine, and that

he had an additional motive in the desire of

discovering what had been the fate of his

uncle.

Alphonso assured him that he could not dis-

approve such motives, and would do all in his

power to facilitate the accomplishment of his

plan ; but advised him to wait till the fulfilment

of the treaty with the King of Tunis, when an

exchange of prisoners would take place ; adding

that, as many monks and friars were said to be

of the number, it was possible Philip de Lu-

signan might be found among them. He then

took him to the King's tent, where the young

Monarch received him with kindness, and gave

him counsel similar to that of Alphonso.

In the midst of this conversation the King

of Naples entered, and instantly recognized Lu-

signan, who was known to him in Abruzzo.

Charles (59) had a commanding figure, a dark

complexion, fine eyes, and regular features ; but

the expression of his countenance was stern and

haughty. He addressed Sir Guy by the name of

Fortebraccio ; and, after speaking a few words in

private to Philip, commanded the young warrior

to follow him.

When they arrived at his magnificent pa-

vilion, Charles fixed his eyes attentively on Lu-

signan, and said, " How long is it since you left
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the banner of Orsini? and what was his motive

for leaving me V
*' Orsini, Sire," replied Lusignan, " conceived

that when victory had decided in favour of your

Majesty's arms, his assistance could be no longer

necessary."

"It is more easy to win a kingdom than to

retain it," said Charles, in a tone almost confi-

dential ; and condescended to give his reasons

for an apparent forgetfulness of past promises

and future glory in the relinquishment of an

expedition productive, at its outset, of such

calamities.

Lusignan heaved a sigh, and contented himself

with answering that it became him not to enquire

into the motives of his Majesty's actions.

As he said this he was retiring, when Charles

called him back, and said that he recollected a

question he had to ask him.

Lusignan stopped, and with cold respect stood

waiting for the question, which, after a few mo-

ments pause, the King thus put to him :

" I understand, Sir Guy, from the person who
was nearest to my brother when he died, that

even at that moment his principal anxiety was for

the conversion of the King of Tunis, and of his

subjects, and that he named a Spaniard, long a

captive in Africa, and recently become a Domini-

can friar, as the most likely person to succeed,

from his former intimacy with Omar, on account
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of their common study of astronomy. His name
is, I think, Alonzo Pacheco. Are you acquainted

with him, Sir Guy, and have you any farther par-

ticulars to tell me respecting him ?"

Lusignan, on hearing this, began to suspect

that Charles had been apprised, though in what

manner he could not guess, of the knowledge

which he had accidently acquired of Alonzo's

fatal commision. He would not, by declaring what

he knew, expose this singular man to the resent-

ment and perhaps the revenge of Charles. As a

subject of Arragon, was he to be blamed for

acting as he did 1 Would it not be cruel to be-

tray him ? And yet Lusignan was of a nature so

frank and open that he abhorred speaking on any

subject that he could not perfectly explain, and

where any appearance of mystery could be traced.

His only answer was that he had been a pas-

senger in the same vessel with Don Alonzo from

Porto d'Anzo to Marseille, and had seen no

more of him till he rescued him from the waves

in Sardinia ; that he knew not what afterwards

became of him, and that he was ignorant of his

having embraced the order of Saint Dominick.
" Do you not suppose him," said Charles with

a penetrating look, " to be a secret agent of the

Arragonese ?"

*' I believe him to be attached to his master,"

replied Lusignan; "but in as far as I can judge

of the character of Don Alonzo, I should think
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him a man of integrity; gloomy perhaps, and
unsocial ; reserved, but incapable of falsehood."

" I thought, young Knight," said Charles,

with a countenance expressive of dissatisfaction*

" I thought you might have had reason to form a

very different opinion of him ; but, if he be your

friend, I expect you not to betray him. I know
what passes amidst remote rocks and in the

interior of dwellings. I want no fresh informa-

tion. I have friends, to whom my interests are

as dear as their own, who are devoted to me,

and who are the only persons worthy of my
confidence."

Thus saying he turned away abruptly, and left

Sir Guy convinced that he was acquainted with

the whole of the affair, but displeased with him

for not having sought to gain his favour by a

disclosure of it.

Languid and heart-broken as he then was, his

spirit rose in proportion with the difficulties that

surrounded him. Philip had appeared kind and

even friendly towards him ; but he saw in him

an instability of character, which precluded his

attaching himself to that monarch ; besides Lu-

signan was resolved to pursue his voyage to Siria,

and Philip and Alphonso were on the eve of re-

turning to France. He therefore went back to

his tent, determined to seek the best and most

honourable means of accomplishing his purpose,

but doubtful how to attain them.



CHAPTER XXVIIL

On the day appointed for the solemn signature

of the treaty, the brilliant army of Naples,

Sicily, and Provence, appeared in all its splen-

dour. The freshness of the arms, accoutrements,

and habits, the gay plumes nodding on the daz-

ling helmets, the beautiful horses holding high

their heads, and pawing the ground, or moving

in cadence to the music, forming a striking con-

trast to the melancholy aspect of the warlike

bands who had suffered so severely since their

departure from Sardinia. Their ranks thinned by

death, they, worn by fatigue and illness, and dis-

pirited for the loss of their beloved monarch and

leader, unwillingly joined the pompous pageant*
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They were indignant at the pacific termination of

a campaign which had cost them so dear, and

would have undergone new labours and encoun-

tered new perils to revenge themselves on the

enemy for the distress they had experienced, ra-

ther than give up tamely an expedition which

seemed to have commenced under such happy

auspices.

Lusignan, and a few others of the convales

cents, availed themselves of their exemption from

duty during illness to avoid the sight ofwhat they

could not approve ; and either remained in the

camp, or wandered on the sands to watch the

arrival of vessels from Europe.

Sir Guy was one of these, as he was ever an-

xious to receive news from Italy ; the autumnal

rains had cleared the air, and the sea breeze re-

freshed and invigorated the warriors, as they

conversed together on the shore.

White sails appeared to thicken in the offing,

and the number encreased, as they were brought

forward by a favourable wind, so as to convince

the beholders that a considerable fleet was ap-

proaching. Some pretended it to be that of Arra-

gon, which was still expected by many, and that

King having been long in a bad state of health,

added to the constant assurances of his good faith

given by Prince Ferdinand, had rendered his sud-

den departure from Cagliari less a motive for sus-

picion than had been at first imagined.

D 5
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Lusignan however guessed more correctly, and

said to his companions, " This is certainly the

gallant Edward, Prince of England, the faithful

ally of our lamented King, and the hero to whom
Palestine, after his loss, must look for deliver-

ance."

Many of the ships soon came so near that the

British colours could be clearly distinguished

;

and the Royal Henry, on board of which was the

Prince, with all her sails set, proudly entered the

harbour of Goletta.

No words can describe the sensations of the

mournful followers of Lewis, when they beheld

a fleet which he would have hailed with such

delight, and the approach of a Prince whom
he loved as a near and dear relative, and

whom he esteemed for those great qualities,

which no one knew better than Lewis how to

appreciate.

Young Montmorency, who had the loss of a

father to deplore, in aggravation of his recent

sorrow, was standing on the beach with Lusig-

nan, as the flag ship came in. *' Come, my
friend," he said, " be ours the painful duty

to acquaint the noble Edward with the awful

event, which otherwise he might learn from

men whose feelings are less congenial with his

own."

So saying he leaped into a boat, and was fol-

lowed by Lusignan. They were rowed to the
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side of the Royal vessel, which had just dropped

anchor.

Edward was on the deck, glowing with health

and animation. His lofty stature, and fine fea-

tures, his curling hair blown about by the breeze,

the smile of gracious welcome with which he held

out his hand to Montmorency, whom he had re-

cognised in the boat, all struck Lusignan as fully

answering the idea he had formed of the Prince

of England.

Beside him stood his bride, Eleonora of Cas-

tile, calm and lovely as the glassy surface of the

waves that bore the royal freight. She too was

prepared to address Montmorency ; but her eye

glanced on his sable garment and that of his

companion. The colour fled her cheek ; she he-

sitated and faintly said, " Is this your brother ? I

fear, I fear your noble father
"

" I have indeed lost that father, honoured Lady,

whom you grace with your remembrance," an-

swered Montmorency ; " but this is Sir Guy de

Lusignan ; my brother in arms and in misfor-

tune ; for we have both lost a father, the father

of his people, the best of monarchs."

Lusignan concealed his face with his cloak as

the melancholy tale was told. Edward heard it

in silence, Eleonora sunk on the bosom of her

nearest attendant and wept. The British seamen,

warm admirers of courage and generous senti-

ments even in an enemy, felt the loss of their
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great ally of their nation, and the friend of their

Prince. Mute, dispirited, and totally changed in

appearance from the natural hilarity of their

character, they stood mournfully listening to the

sad narrator's story

.

Edward raised his large expressive eyes to the

vault of heaven. " Blest spirit !" he exclaimed,

"if it be permitted thee to look down upon thy

sorrowing friends, thou seest that I fulfil my pro-

mise ! Thou knowest that no delay on my part

has been the cause that I arrive too late. But,

come Montmorency, let us pursue the path to

which Lewis led the way ! Let us push the siege

of yonder city, where I still see waving the

Moorish banners, and then sail for Ptolema'is.

The friends of Lewis shall be my friends. His

sons shall be my brothers. You say the king is

nearly recovered. I will hasten to him. But

where is the Count de Nevers ? O ! how he must

feel his loss ?"

" The brave young Prince was spared that

misery," answered Montmorency; "he reached

the blissful region of peace three weeks before

our great calamity, and my father had preceded

him.''

" I dare ask no more," said Edward. " Let

us proceed to learn the last instructions of our

heroic friend ! He wrote me that, should any

thing happen to him ; for he was ever mindful of

that hour which none can escape. Sir Pierre de
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Villebois, Ids chancellor, would communicate to

me various things of moment. Let us see him as

soon as we are on shore."

"Villebois," replied the afflicted Baron, "ex-

pired before his master. The faial contagion

swept away many who were dear to him. It

has now ceased ; but great indeed have been our

losses !"

" Ha! thy virtue was tried," said the Prince,

"before it were permitted thee to enjoy tby pre-

sent felicity. O ! Lewis ! thou hast indeed been

tried. Let us hasten to the camp, and plant the

standard of the cross on yonder walls. Those

banners offend my sight. Charles, with his Sici-

lian army, has, no doubt, been long arrived. On
which side has he encamped ?"

" To the north, my Lord," said Lusignan

advancing ; for he perceived that Montmorency

could not speak. Edward fixed his piercing eyes

on the speaker, and remarked the manly beauty

and graceful dignity that distinguished him even

now when grief and illness were strongly marked

on his countenance. " Pardon me. Sir knight,''

he said, " your friend here named you, but my
thoughts were at that moment absorbed by all

these fatal tidings."

Montmorency recovered himself and repeated

" Sir Guy de Lusignan ; much and justly valued

by our lamented monarch, and by the now alas

!

widowed Queen."
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" I have often heard him mentioned," replied

Prince Edward, " Sir Knight, you wear a noble

name, and nobly you have upheld it. The love

you bore to Lewis renders you dear to me : and

Eleonora will gladly welcome the friend of

Margaret."

The Princess endeavoured to speak with com-

posure and with kindness ; but the shock had

overcome her firmness. She wept for Lewis, and

she feared for Edward.

The Prince assumed some appearance of cheer-

fulness to calm ihe feelings of his consort. " Well,

my friends," he said, " we must on shore. Order

out the barge, Tracey, and have the awning ready.

The princess too must have her thickest veil.

This African sun is powerful. My friends," add-

ed he, turning to Montmorency and Lusignan,

" you accompany me ; and as soon as we have

lodged the Princess, we will seek the Kings of

France and Sicily."

Montmorency, however unwilling, now felt

himself obliged to speak ;
" The kings, my Lord,"

he said, " are at this moment engaged in signing

a treaty with the king of Tunis."

" A treaty with Omar, the petty tyrant, who
crouches beneath the nod of Benducar !" repeated

indignantly the British Prince, " What treaty ?

What madness is this? Why was not I con-

sulted?"

As he spoke he paced the deck with hurried
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steps, and anger flashing from his eyes. " Of
what nature is this treaty, Montmorency V turn-

ing quick upon him as he repeated the question.

The young Baron was again silent, and Lusig-

nan said, " We understand the conditions to be

the restitution of all christian captives, a safe con-

duct to Missionaries, and an annual tribute to the

King of Sicily."

'* O ! grant me patience," exclaimed the Prince,

" and did the noble Lewis fight and die for this ?

Did Tristram sink into an early grave ? Did gal-

lant chiefs and faithful vassals perish for a paltry

tribute to the brother of Lewis. Let me
remember that. O grant me patience, blessed

Saint George !"

The barge had long been announced as in

readiness. Eleonora's women threw a veil over

that which she already wore ; and she stood trem-

bling, supporting herself by the cordage, which

she grasped. Edward still paced the deck, and

seemed not to hear the reiterated assurances of

Sir Lionel Tracey, that " All was ready." At

length he slowly and silently approached the side,

stepped over it, and turned to receive the still

trembling hand of the Princess, placed her in the

barge ; and seating himself beside her, beckoned

to the rest to take their places ; the rowers assum-

ed theirs ; and with well-measured strokes soon

reached the shore.

No one spoke, till the Prince, recovering his
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usual manner, turned to Sir Lionel, who, as com-

mander of the Royal Henry, was now holding the

rudder of the barge. "Tracey!'' he said, "I
thank you for your core of the Princess and these

Ladies ; but they will not ; unless you promise to

be their faithful knight on shore, and not lo be so

fond of your ship as to forget that you have friends

in our camp."

The princess gracefully bowed her assent, and

added, *' My Lord ! I know the way to entice Sir

Lionel Tracey, even from his Royal Henry. Only

let him know that his arm or his counsel is want-

ed ; and he will fly to our assistance."

"Tracey!" said Edward in a whisper, '* Let

all be in readiness for sailing as soon as possible.

We have less to do than we expected. Come
to me to-morrow morning ; and you shall hear

more."

Having said this he landed, and chose for his

encampment the most convenient spot that he

could find near the sea. His pavilion was erected,

and he resolved, instead of seeking Charles as he

had intended, to await his visit.

He went to the tent of Philip, as a mark of

respect, which be thought due to that monarch ;

but he found him not returned ; and both the

Princes afterwards came to him.

Charles, after many declarations of esteem

and affection, in which he was seconded by Philip,

entered upon the state of public affairs, and en-
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larged on the advantages of the treaty which

they had that morning signed. He then ex-

pressed his intention of remaining in Africa until

the conditions, which had been stipulated should

be fully accomplished ; and the King of France

also said that, although under an absolute neces-

sity of taking possession of his throne and inhe-

ritance, he had consented to stay till every article

should be fulfilled.

" As I was not consulted," answered Edward
coldly, " it is unnecessary that I should give my
opinion on a treaty which concerns me not. If it

be advantageous to the kingdoms of Sicily and

Naples, I rejoice in it on that account, and" added

the Prince, addressing himself more particularly

to Charles, "the chief political reason for this

expedition, which has deprived us of the best of

monarchs and of men, being to enable your Ma-
jesty to act more freely in Palestine, I trust that

no farther delay will be found to protract our stay

in this fatal land, and defer our departure for

Ptolemais."

Charles was not easily disconcerted, and would

have resisted reproof in any other shape ; but

he had not a reply ready, and left it to his

nephew.
*' Our chief motive for this expedition," said

Philip, " was, as you may remember, my gallant

cousin, the conversion of the King of Tunis and

his infidel subjects.'*
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A contemptuous smile was Edward's an-

swer, and Philip said no more. Charles, how-

ever, continued the subject, and said that the

last wish of his brother was their conversion,

and undoubtedly the principal motive with him

for beginning the campaign in that country.

"That Lewis was as sincere in his piety as he

was just and honourable among men I know,"

said the Prince, " and the infidels know it as well

as we ; but who shall say that all were equally

sincere in their representations'? Omar for ex-

ample : who shall answer for his sincerity ? but

let that be as it may ; we have no more time

to lose ; no more christian lives to sacrifice

;

unless we abandon those in Siria to the mer-

ciless rage of our enemies. Let Philip depart,

if the state of his kingdom require his presence.

It would be unjust to detain him, but let his

army, or the major part of it, go with us. It

cannot be wanted in France. My father's duke-

doms are at peace, and so shall remain. Is it

needful to say that no unfair advantage shall

be taken ? and were it otherwise, are there not

soldiers enough remaining, who with Philip at

their head, could well defend his rights ? Mean-
time you. Royal Charles, and myself will lead

these brave followers of your brother to accom-

plish his glorious designs, and Edmund will soon

join us in the east with a strong reinforcement."

** What,'* said the unblushing Charles, " can
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make you, Prince, thus anxious to pursue your

voyage to Palestine? My brother, and the Legate,

(60) the two great promoters of this crusade are

no more."

"What? King of Sicily," exclaimed the

British Prince. " My vow and my honour. When
have you known me break the one or forfeit the

other ?"

" My affairs and the good of my subjects,"

said Charles, *' peremptorily demand my speedy

return to my kingdom."
'* And mine to France," subjoined the young

monarch.
" My father's affairs," said the Prince of En-

gland, with dignified calmness, " require that his

son should be known and respected as a man of

firm resolves and unshaken probity. The good

of his people depends on their being taught

the value of religion and good faith ; of mutual

confidence between allies, and between the so-

vereign and his subjects, and that true patri-

otism which causes a nation to support the

integrity of its character no less than the glory

of its arms. Their Prince, their first fellow

subject—O ! long may he be nothing more,

—

shall not set them the example of fickleness,

or disgrace the generous country which has en-

trusted to his care the noblest and bravest of her
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No coolness arose between Philip and Edward

;

for many circumstances justified the return of the

first in the mind of his ally ; and the love and

veneration which the late king had inspired ren-

dered his son dear to many. To none more so

than the British Prince, but he could not so

easily brook the conduct of Charles, whose selfish

policy and unbounded ambition were manifest.

He had voluntarily undertaken the crusade, had
consented to it as one of the conditions of his in-

vestiture, had persuaded others to assume the

cross, and had brought forward no difficulties

as to leaving his kingdom and his people, until

he had attained, what was evidently his principal

object, the tribute from Tunis.
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His brother and the Pope's Legate, the only

two men of whom he stood in awe, because he

had pledged himself to them, had fallen victims

to his delay ; and he now threw off the mask
with perfect indifference. It is also to be remem-

bered that the Pontiff, who had supported him,

was no more, and that the Cardinals in conclave

had not yet elected another. The sole excuse

that could be made for him was his suspicion of

the King of Arragon, and this consideration had

in the sequel great weight with the generous

Edward.

After the conference it was impossible for the

Prince, magnanimous and resolute as he was, not

to reflect with pain on the abandonment which

he was about to experience. Charles had dis-

tinguished qualities : his valour, his judgment,

and his military skill were great. He was in

the vigour of life, and had long experience of that

warfare which was again to be undertaken. He
was at the head of a noble army, and his presence

was in itself a host.

Edward felt all the importance of success in

Siria. The Christian Princes in that part of the

globe were looking to the arrival of the crusadei'S

as their last hope ; and it was no less essential

to the Prince that he should carry back to his

divided country a name and reputation, before

which contending parties might tremble. He
had succeeded in removing from the island some
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of the most turbulent and powerful Barons, whom
the love of glory, and the example of the French

nobles had excited, to prefer a campaign in Pales-

tine to domestic discord. His great plan was

formed, and he knew that his absence from

England at this period would be finally condu-

cive to its success ; but he was neither so rash nor

so enthusiastic as to be blind to the faded pros-

pect before him. He had anticipated brilliant

victories from the valour of Lewis and Charles,

aided by his own exertions ; and it now required

all his strength of mind to retain that elastic

energy which, on so many occasions, elevated

him above disappointment and difficulties. Yet

he soon became collected, and capable of taking

those measures which the unexpected departure

of his allies rendered it necessary for him to

adopt.

To Eleonora he spoke cheerfully ; to his

Barons with hopeful animation ; and to the re-

maining friends of Lewis with so much kindness,

that, in addition to their zeal and martial ardour,

they conceived an affection for him which caused

many of them to join his standard and prepare

for accompanying him to the Holy Land.

Philip, who appeared desirous of keeping on

good terms with the Prince, refused permission

to few of those who asked it, and those who

came with this sanction were received with open

arms.
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Edward was not so ready to encourage volun-

teers from the army of Charles, as he wished to

have no farther discussion with him ; and he

heard, that except in the moment of action, there

was little discipline among his troops.

Sir Guy de Lusignan, finding that some of

the most distinguished Knights of Lewis were to

follow the fortunes of Edward, made no hesita-

tion in offering his services ; and they were joy-

fully accepted. The sagacious Prince was well

aware of the utility to he derived from the talents

and information which the young warrior was

universally allowed to possess.

The exchange of prisoners took place, but

no Philip de Lusignan was to be found amongst

them, nor was any intelligence obtained from

those of his order who happened to be in the

number of captives taken by the cruisers of Omar
in their way to or from Palestine.

Nothing now remained but the payment of

the tribute to the King of Sicily, previous to the

departure of the Princes to their several destina-

tions. Edward was resolved to wait till the last

moment, that neither Charles nor Philip might

have cause to say that he left them before the

business, for which they landed in that part of

Africa, was completed ; and he availed himself of

this delay by adding hourly to the number of his

crusaders.
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I

He was joined from Sicily by Theobald, Arch- j

bishop of Liege, who was deputed to accompany -

him on his expedition as Legate from the Holy See. J

This added weight and consistency to the enter- 1

prize ; of which the British Prince was decidedly

the head ; and he began to be considered in a light

which tended progressively to render him the

arbitrator of Europe.
!

As the day when the final arrangements were i

to take place approached, Lusignan felt more and

more desirous to leave a shore so productive of 1

misery. His notions of religious duty were too |

enlightened and too charitable to make him adopt
i

the spirit of a crusade as an act of piety in the j

destruction of infidels ; but he thought that to j

support the honour of Europe against Asia, to 1

protect his fellow Christians against their enemies,

and to defend principalities established by valour,

and abandoned by jealous rivalry to the vengeance

of the conquered, were motives for war as just ^

and as lawful as most of those which history has
j

handed down to us. !

In addition to all this, Siria was his native
|

country, the scene of his earliest recollections,

and the land where reposed the mortal remain

of Aymar. He therefore cast away all doubts,
i

spoke of nothing but Palestine ; and, when he

observed the joy felt by Edward in hearing him

converse on that topic, he could not recur to the

painful ideas which had preyed upon his mind.
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The tribute was duly paid, and the mission-

aries admitted ; but before they entered the city

of Tunis, Lusignan, as he was sitting in his tent,

saw Don Alonzo enter in the habit of a Domi-

nican. He rose to receive him, and the Spaniard

thus addressed him,

" Sir Guy de Lusignan, I cannot enter yonder

walls without expressing my esteem and grati-

tude. You saved my life, and you vindicated my
honour. It is true that I took the glove of Con-

radine to James of Arragon, and in so doing I only

acted as a loyal subject, and a faithful friend. I

felt myself called upon to perform this duty. You
were silent, and I thank you. This is the only

act of my life in which I have taken part in

public affairs. I avowed it to Charles of Anjou

when he sent for me to preach our faith in Tunis.

That Lewis designated me is also true. He

knew me formerly, and knew my intercourse

with Omar,"

Lusignan shuddered as Alonzo spoke, for he

considered him as the devoted victim of a sense

of duty, perhaps exaggerated, but noble in the

extreme. " Go not," said he, "to Tunis; your

piety, your powerful mind may be of greater use

elsewhere. O ! go not to the faithless Omar,

and trust not Charles."

"I trust not this world," answered the Span-

iard. " Charles knows me now, but it is too

late ; and I accepted not his offer of exemption.

VOL. II. E
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I go whither I am called ; my blessing, Sir

Knight, rests with you."

So sajdng he departed, and joined the other

missionaries. Lusignan was affected at the in-

terview ; but he felt happy inasmuch as he had

not been the cause of exposing him to the re-

sentment of Charles ; who had, he doubted not,

learned all the circumstances from spies, whom
he kept in the court of Arragon.

His change of conduct to Lusignan was re-

markable, and probably owing to his conversation

with Don Alonzo. When he met him after-

wards in presence of Philip, he, together with

that monarch, expressed concern that they were

to lose him, and promised a gracious reception

at his return from the Holy Land.

Charles had requested of his nephew, that

he might be allowed to transport part of the

sacred remains of Lewis, to the Abbey of Mon-
reale, near Palermo. To this Philip consented

;

and devoutly removing the rest on board his own
fleet, the two monarchs sailed without loss of

time, leaving Edward and his army indignant

spectators of their departure.

"There!" said the British Prince to Lusig-

nan, as the last of their vessels quitted the

harbour, " there go our allies ; worshipping the

reliques of Lewis, whose plans they have aban-

doned whose precepts they have scorned, and

whose orders they have disobeyed. The name
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of Lewis is still their tower of strength; but,

Lusignan, let us rather follow his example, than

make a vain parade of our attachment! Let

them return to their kingdoms, and govern them

with justice. I will then forgive them leaving

us in the midst of that course of honour to

which they spurred us. Let us see if their

wordly policy succeed better than our chivalrous

devotion. We are not destitute. Our hands,

our hearts are with us ; and heaven will smile

on those whom unsullied faith, and manly cou_

rage, lead to the performance of their duty."

All was ready. The British fleet, though

small in number, proudly rode unaided and un"

appalled in the deserted bay. The Africans con-

templated it with wonder and admiration. The

active mariners unfurled the sails, and the shore

resounded with their cheerful acclamations. Lu-

sio:nan fororot his cares, and felt the ardour in-

spired by the busy scene. He, at a sign from

the Prince, sprang into the barge that wafted

Edward and Eleanora to the Royal Henry, and

hope and animation again sparkled in his eyes.

The wind was favourable for the British

squadron, but it was less so for the fleets of

France and Sicily. The weather was fair, and

the Prince and Princess stood on deck with the

Legate, watching the evolutions of J;heir splendid

allies, whose vessels, glittering with ornaments,

and hoisting a variety of colours, were endeavour-

E 2
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ing, by tacking, to reach the object of their des-

tination ; which was the island of Sicily.

Night came on, and deprived the spectators

of their view ; but the watchful Tracey observed

that the light vapours, which had adorned the

western horizon with gold and purple, were

becoming more dense; and, as he listened, he

heard a shrill whistling wind, which at inter-

vals was accompanied by distant thunder and

vivid flashes of lightning. At the same time

an awful calm detained the British squadron

almost stationary.

It lasted not long. The storm approached in

all its fearful violence. The night was tremend-

ous ; and towards break of day, it became doubt-

ful whether any hope of preservation could be

entertained. The masts were shivered by light-

ning, and the roaring of the wind and sea

equalled the appalling noise of the thunder. A
general consternation pervaded the ship, and it

was not till the ensuing evening that Tracey

began to augur well of the voyage.

Meanwhile a dreadful spectacle presented

itself. The sea was covered with wrecks, the

remains of the shattered and sinking vessels of

Charles and Philip ; and Edward was shocked

to behold the almost total destruction of those

fleets which had so lately abandoned him.

Off Malta, the Royal Henry fell in with a

vessel from Trapani. She gave the dreadful
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tidings, for which Edward was prepared by what

he had already witnessed ; but he mourned the

loss of those brave men, whom he had once

hoped to see triumphant in the Holy Land.

Four thousand had perished, and the rest were

saved with difficulty ; for nearly all the ships

had foundered ; and the safe arrival of the two

monarchs was solely attributed to the remains

of the heroic Lewis, which they bore with them

in their respective vessels. The treasure, extort-

ed from the King of Tunis, was swallowed by

the waves.

Edward raised his eyes to heaven in silent

acknowledgment of his preservation, that of his

Eleonora, and of his brave companions ; for, to

his unspeakable satisfaction, not one of his ships

or gallies wa s missing.

A solemn service, at which the Legate offi-

ciated , was performed in gratitude for their de-

liverance, and the skill and presence of mind

shown by Sir Lionel Tracey, were rewarded by

the heartfelt thanks of Edward, as he threw

over his neck a gold chain, to which was sus-

pended a medal of Saint lago, at the particular

request of his Castilian Princess.

Lusignan had been all activity during the

storm ; and the intrepidity which he displayed

on this occasion endeared him not only to

Tracey, but to all the English officers and sea-

man. He possessed an advantage over many
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other noble and valiant knights, who were on

board, that of having been early accustomed to

the element which braces and gives vigour to

the frame, while it necessarily teaches decision

and fortitude. He had taken great delight on

all occasions in studying the wondrous science

which conducts man through the paths of the

ocean ; and he was therefore essentially useful

at a time of such peculiar danger and distress.

Ample justice was done to his merit in this res-

pect by Sir Lionel, in his report to the Prince,

and Edward more than ever esteemed and

valued his society.

The wind continued fair till they nearly ap-

proached the coast of Siria. It then changed,

and they were obliged to remain for two days in

sight of Tripoli. Boats came off with a depu-

tation from the government and from the Knights

Templars, with a request that the Prince and

Princess would land to repose themselves from

the fatigues of the voyage ; this was declined,

but Edward received the deputies with great

courtesy, and made many enquiries respecting

the fortifications and the general state of defence

of their city.

Eleonora enquired of the gardens, palaces,

and churches, one of which, she had been told,

contained the monument of Jeffrey Rudel, Prince

of Blaye, (61) erected to him by the Countess

Malesinda, of whom he was the devoted knight.
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" It is to be seen, " answered a Templar, " in the

church of our order, and represents a knight in

armour, stretched on a tomb, having on one side

of him his lance, and on the other a lute. At

his feet lies his dog, the emblem of fidelity, and

perhaps the portrait of some favorite animal of

that species who accompanied him from Brit-

tany ; for the inscription says it was thence he

came, and that he died shortly after landing at

Tripoli."

Edward seemed disposed to learn more of the

story ; and Lusignan, who had often heard it,

said that he believed it to be perfectly true, at

least as far as the principal facts could be traced.

" We are told, " continued Sir Guy, " that he

was a gallant warrior and a troubadour of note ;

who, being in his castle unemployed, was so much
struck with the accounts brought by minstrels

and pilgrims from Siria of the beauty and ta-

lents of Melesinda, heiress of this country, that

his imagination dwelling on this one idea, it be-

came a violent passion, and he actually set sail

for this port with no other purpose than that of

beholding the fair Countess."

" Who, no doubt, " interrupted Edward, " re-

warded the gallant enthusiast for the length and

labours of the voyage."

" We are told, " said Lusignan, " as this

knight may perhaps infer from the epitaph he

has mentioned, that Rudel being seized with a
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mortal illness on board his vessel, yet lived to

be carried on shore, and expired in presence of

the lady, who was so much moved by the adven-

ture that she took the veil."

" That she erected the monument to his

honour," said the Templar, " is the general belief

;

but history mentions no heiress of Tripoli having

taken the veil."

" That was unfortunate for the next heir,"

said the Prince smiling, " but as to the Prince of

Blaye, I confess that I regret his lance more than

his lute."

" Yet, my Lord," replied the Knight Templar,

who was a Provengal, " the productions of the

one are remembered, while the deeds of the

other are forgotten. We have still a few poems

of Rudel, though none particularly interesting;

and your Highness seems to be no friend to

poetry. Yet your great ancestor and model,

Coeur de Lion, was himself a troubadour without

detriment to his valour."

" Would he had been less of the troubadour,

and more of the statesman !
'' exclaimed the

Prince; "it would have saved our race some

trouble."

"Gallant Prince!" said one of the deputies,

(62) the name of Richard is still a terror to the

Saracens ; and the Christians of this country,

while they pronounce it with reverence, look to

his royal nephews for that support of which they
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stand so much in need. It is a proud prero-

gative of the sovereigns of Great Britain, and

their noble nation, to be the protectors of the op-

pressed, and the vindicators of justice and hu-

manity."

Edward, although not romantic like his illus-

trious ancestor, was by no means insensible to

the charms of glory. He thanked the deputies

for their visit, and dismissed them honourably

;

inviting them to confer with him at Ptolemai's,

and promising to seize the first opportunity of

inspecting their city.

B 5
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When the deputies from Tripoli were gone, the

Prince renewed the conversation respecting Coeur

de Lion.

" I wish," said he, " the gallant Richard had

been less the hero of romance ; for the jealousy

excited by his brilliant qualities made him many

enemies amongst the other Sovereign Princes,

who would have been overawed by more solid

endowments : what he won by his genius and

valour, he lost by his rash and imprudent con-

fidence. He had a noble disdain for the en-

venomed shafts of calumny ; but he seemed to

forget that his foes and competitors were not as

chivalrous as himself."
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" It is impossible," said Lusignan, " to reflect

on his magnanimity and his achievements, with-

out a mixture of admiration and of regret. From
early youth I have dwelt on the animating theme,

and have lamented his fate as I have repeated

the complaint which he composed in his pri-

son. (63) Surely it is unaffectedly touching and

dignified."

" Come, Lusignan !
" said the Prince cheer-

fully, as he pointed to the Royal Standard float-

ing in the air ; " let us prefer reality to fiction.

Is it not more fitting us to be on board our war-

like vessel, surrounded by our brave companions,

than to be wandering about in disguise, and sing-

ing complaints of our subjects, when we have

taught them to forget us? The thought of

Richard has made me an enemy to poetry ; but

not to all poets, Lusignan, and certainly not to

Blandel, of whom I have now a descendant in

my service."

"The poet was esteemed sacred, even in the

early times described by Homer, " said Lusignan,

" but then indeed, " added he, " their lay was

usually in praise of the Deity, or of heroes."

" I am not ambitious of their praise, " said

the Prince, " and I cannot understand the sacred

nature of their character. Let them not meddle

with public affairs like your satirical firebrands

of Provence, or like the Welsh bards, our bitter

enemies, who excite Llewellyn and his people
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against us ! and I am willing enough to suffer

them ; but if they encroach on my profession

which is, or is to be, that of governing, I will not

spare them."

"Then you will be called a ruthless Prince,"

Said Lusignan, " and future poets will inveigh

against you, let your deeds stand ever so high in

the annals of history."

" I fear them not," replied Edward ;
" but I

wish the wind would come about, and let us

leave the tomb of Rudel, as a warning to those

who abandon the beaten track of reason for the

unsu1)stantial visions of fancy."

"The tomb is a great undeceiver," said Lu-

signan. " If we suppose, for a moment, that it

was a speculation of Jeffrey Rudel, to try what

his poetic talents and his gallant appearance

might do in captivating the rich and potent

heiress of Tripoli— that would have been no

romance. That, in the eyes of many, would

have been discreet, politic, and wise. Yet, still,

it would have ended in that tomb. The poet,

the philosopher, the warrior, and the statesman,

has each his chimera, which, when we coldly

look on his grave, will vanish before the eye of

reason."

Edwar'd became thoughtful, and remained

silent for some time. At last he exclaimed, "Sir

Guy, you have early learned to weigh the various

pursuits of men. What say you to our present
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expedition ? There are some bold enough to say

that a crusade is nothing better than enthusiastic

folly."

"The same may be said of all warfare," re-

plied Lusignan, " excepting that waged for the

defence of our country."

"True," said the Prince; "but to defend

that country with efficacy, we must raise its re-

putation ; we must render its name a terror to

its enemies; we must keep ourselves in harness

that we may gain experience, and that we may not

become indolent. Oh ! there are millions of rea-

sons by which a conqueror may prove himself to

be nothing more than the disinterested defender

of his country."

" I am not skilled in these subtilties," said

Lusignan, smiling, " and I leave to sovereigns

the task of explaining why they lead their sol-

diers into battle. This I know, that it is our duty

to follow where they lead, when once we are

engaged under their banners."

" And share the execrations of the poets,"

continued the Prince. " Well, Fortebraccio,

for you will be again known by that name in

Siria, I understand to what your arguments have

tended. That noble spark which vivifies our

being, and lights us to heroic deeds, must not be

examined by the unimpassioned eye of dull and

cautious calculation. All pursuits are laudable

but those which have injustice or selfish gratifi-
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cation for their basis ; and that in which we are

engaged must ever bear the stamp of honour and

of duty."

At this moment, Sir Lionel Tracey announced

with joy a change of wind, that in a very short

time brought them to Ptolomais. No sooner

had the squadron cast anchor than the Patriarch,

and all the principal inhabitants came out to re-

ceive the Prince of England and the Legate, on

their landing. They were conducted to a palace,

fitted up with eastern magnificence, and the

apartments destined for Eleonora opened on a

delightful garden.

The city of Ptolomais, or Saint John of Acre,

was filled with crusaders of different nations.

Its appearance was that of a moving mass ; and

it would have been difficult to annex to it the

name or character of any particular country.

The language and the manners of the inhabitants

partook of them all. The climate pronounced it

to be Siria ; but, in other respects, Ptolomais

was what each new comer wished it to be : what-

ever he sought or desired gave the colouring to

the place. To the devout, it was the first station

of their pilgrimage ; to the warlike, a school for

military exercise; to the dissipated and profligate,

a scene of luxury and intemperance. The artful

Greeks, who made of the crusaders objects of

lucrative speculation, availed themselves of the

helpless ignorance of the great mass of pilgrims,
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as their Emperors did of the imprudence and

rivalry of the western Princes. They came hither

from Asia Minor and from the nearest islands?

rendered themselves useful, and penetrated into

the most secret recesses of unguarded policy.

Lusignan came not as a sti'anger. He was,

on the contrary, so well acquainted with the

country, that Edward consulted him on all occa-

sions. The papal galleys were hourly expected ;

but, as they were not vessels of a description to

weather a storm, it was surmised that they had

taken refuge somewhere ; and that their progress

had been necessarily retarded. A report was

spread of renewed hostilities between the barons

of the Pontiiic states ; but it could not be traced

to any authentic source; and the Legate found

no letters on his arrival, although anxiously ex-

pecting news of the conclave.

The Prince was actively employed in prepar-

ing every thing for the commencement of mili-

tary operations; and he was planning a treaty

with the Tartars, whom he understood to be

enemies of Benducar, for the purpose of in-

ducing them to oppose his entrance into Pales-

tine.

He was also looking forward to the succour

which was to be brought him by his brother,

Prince Edmund, and which would be a valuable

reinforcement ; as, though small in number, it

was to consist of chosen troops.
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In this expectation, it was natural that Ed-

ward should pass a great part of his time in con-

templating that element which was to convey to

him so great an accession of strength, and a bro-

ther well worthy of the affection which he bore

him. He watched the vessels that came in

sight, and Lusignan, who was not less anxious

for news from Italy, was generally with him.

One evening they perceived, just as the sun

was setting, a small galliot at a distance, with

another vessel closely following her; but night

came on before they could make out of what

country they were, and they could only ascertain

that the two vessels were steering the same

course, and making for the harbour.

Edward returned to the palace ; but desired

Lusignan to make enquiry concerning the vessels,

and to ask if they had fallen in with the squadron

of Prince Edmund.
When Sir Guy arrived at the port, he was

told that a galliot with prisoners belonging to her,

had just been brought in by a Genoese vessel, and

that the captors were landing them at the quay

appropriated to that nation. He hastened to the

spot, and his heart beat as he approached the

dwelling of the Genoese Commissary ; for he

thought, whenever a vessel from any part of Italy

arrived, he might have tidings of the friends

whom he had left. A vague idea of happiness

took possession of his mind ; for Lusignan was
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ever more prompt to hope than to fear ; and he

entered, without farther delay, the hall, where he

perceived the agent in conversation with a young

man in a religious habit. Other persons had en-

tered, and Sir Guy, leaning against a column,

listened to the folio ^ving dialogue.

" You were taken, I think you said, by the

pirates at no great distance from your convent ?"

" At the distance of a few miles."

" What is your name and country ?"

"I am an Italian; and I was called in the

convent, brother Alexis."

" That is not sufficient information for us. The

men, who, according to your report made you

and your companions prisoners, employ so many
artifices, that we are obliged to make strict en-

quiry. Of what town, and of what family are

you:

Lusignan was anxious to hear the reply to

this question ; for he thought he recognized the

voice and features; but he could hardly trust his

senses at a moment when this recognition occa-

sioned thoughts of the most flattering nature.

The young man paused awhile ; but at length

he said, " For my noviciate I assumed the name

of brother Alexis ; but I am the grandson of An-

drea Manero, Lord of Saracinesco and Sambuci,

in the ecclesiastical states, and my name is Mario

Manero."
" And how fell you into the hands of the
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Corsair?" " I was wounded in the defence of a

Lady, and carried off senseless."

" In that habit 1 very extraordinary ! Pray

where precisely happened this adventure ?"

" In the country, between Ampiglione and

Cantalupo, a few miles distant, as I have said, from

Saint Cosimato, where I dwelt."

" Very strange !" continued the Genoese ;

'' an inland country, as I should guess ! A friar

defending a Lady ! What is the Lady's name ?"

It will be readily believed tliat the anxious

curiosity of Sir Guy was raised to the highest

pitch, when Mario gave answer,

" The Lady is a daughter of Octavio Orsini, a

powerful Baron of that neighbourhood ; and Lord

of Ampiglione."

A sudden chillness shot through the veins of

Lusignan ; for his first thought was Seraphina

;

but a moment's reflection brought Livia to his

mind ; and all the feelings of a brother succeeded

it. He stood, as he imagined, unseen, wrapped

in his cloak; and the hall was by this time

thronged with curious spectators. He knew not

whether to break through the crowd or to wait

for farther intelligence in his present situation;

when the agent perceived him, apologized for not

having sooner observed his presence, and asked

his commands.

This address made Lusignan recover himself,

and he said, " I come from the Prince of England
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to enquire if the vessels just arrived have brought

tidings of the squadron under Prince Edmund,
who is daily expected by him."

" The Captain of our vessel who retook this

captive and others," said the agent, " saw a fleet

off Cyprus, which he supposed to be that of

Prince Edmund of England ; but lost sight of

them, and soon after fell in with the pirate, fought

him, and rescued these christians. I have been

particular in my questions to this noble youth,

because we suspect the pirate to be one of those

employed by the old man of the mountains ;
(64)

and they, who are fertile in stratagems, have

more than once caused one of their own people to

pass for a captive, that he might thus be set at

liberty by us, and render service to them."

" This young man speaks truth," answered

Sir Guy, "for I recollected his voice and counte-

nance when I first saw him : but where are the

others? Will you allow me to see them? It is

most probable that I know some or all of these

highly respected Italians."

The Commissary, who was about to call in

another person of the parly, consented to the

request of Lusignan in the conviction that he

should derive from him all the information that

he wanted ; and he led him into an adjoining

chamber where he found two females covered

with long thick veils, and heard himself addressed

by the well known voice of Anselmo.
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Confused, delighted, and alarmed, the knight

was overwhelmed with the conflict of sensations

that pressed upon him. " Anselmo !" he could

only say, "Anselmo! Is it possible?" but this

sentence was sufficient to produce a joyful excla-

mation from one of the veiled females, who dis-

covered herself immediately, and proved to be

the faithful Vincenza.

When the other lifted up her veil, Lusignan

forgot every thing but the happiness of the mo-
ment; and how much was that happiness en-

creased when he felt his hand grasped by Sera-

phina, who, in accents that vibrated to his heart,

said "Lusignan! dearest Lusignan! my early

friend ! my father's friend !"

All utterance was denied him. He could only

retain firmly the hand of Seraphina, which he

covered with ardent kisses. She tried to release

it ; but in vain, till, by the interference of Vin-

cenza, who feared that her Lady was fainting, he

saw the necessity of seating her in a chair, and
sparing her agitated feelings.

Anselmo now interposed and begged him to

be calm. " Providence," he said, " is most

kind to us, dear Lusignan, in bringing you
hither, and I trust that it may be in your power
to alleviate the distress of this patient sufferer,

by indicating some monastery, where she may be

placed in safety with the good Vincenza, till we
can find means to restore her to the noble

Octavio."
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" O ! not a monastery," replied the liappy

and elated Lusignan ;
" I have an asylum where

she will find a congenial mind ; Eleonora of

Castile, the virtuous, the beloved consort of the

Prince of Britain will receive her with open

arms."

The hermit raised his grateful eyes to heaven,

and strove to conquer the objections urged by

Seraphina, who still seemed anxious to seek re-

fuge in a monastery. She knew not Eleonora
;

but Anselmo felt the advantage of such protection

for a charge so precious. She at length consented

in deference to his judgment, and Lusignan flew

to the generous Princess ; explained to her in

hurried accents all that had passed; and Edward,

who was present, took his arm, and hastened

with him to the Genoese quarter. All this was

done with the zeal and speed of unfeigned bene-

volence, a quality which the Prince and his Eleo-

nora so completely possessed in common, that an

interchange of looks was sufficient for either of

them to interpret and accomplish the wishes of

the other, where good was to be done or kindness

shown.

When Lusignan again looked at Seraphina,

he was struck with an alteration in her counte-

nance, and he saw the tears fall fast down her

cheeks. She could scarcely speak, and she in

vain attempted to express her sense of Edward's

goodness. She entreated Anselmo not to leave
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her ; and she added, what planted daggers in the

heart of Lusignan, that she could not go without

speaking to Mario.

Anselmo sought the young Baron, and she

said, in a tone of melancholy sweetness,—" I am
ahout, Sir Mario, to place myself under the pro-

tection of the Princess of England, who takes

compassion of my wretchedness. Her gracious

Lord has been pleased to come in person to assure

me of this noble kindness, which heaven has

sent as a consolation amidst my troubles."

Mario assented with some embarrassment

;

and the Prince invited him with Anselmo to

share the hospitality of his palace. At the same

moment two of the principal attendants of Eleo-

nora arrived with gentle greetings, and orders to

conduct the stranger to her presence.

Seraphina bowed her head in grateful ac-

knowledgment, and followed with Vincenza, cast-

ing on Lusignan, as she passed him, in silence, a

look of the deepest anguish.



CHAPTER XXXI.

On Seraphina's arrival at the palace, the Prin-

cess received her with the most gracious kind-

ness, asked her no questions, urged no conver-

sation ; but, recommending to her rest and quiet,

ordered her and her attendant to be conducted

to the apartments already prepared for them.

Lusignan remained thunderstruck at all he

saw and heard. The first moment in which

Seraphina beheld him, seemed to have restored

her to him, with all the frankness of early af-

fection ; but a few more had produced a total

change in her ; she spoke to him no more, and

seemed to wait the approbation of Manero, before

she would accept the protection which he had

advised.

He was lost in these reflections while the Prince

was enquiring of Anselmo and Manero the story
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of their captivity, and of the manner in which

it had commenced. Anselmo informed him of

the principal circumstances ; but these were not

sufficient for the anxious Lusignan, w^ho, as soon

as Edward dismissed the rescued captives to their

several chambers, went to that of the hermit,

and expressed the earnest desire which he felt of

hearing all that had taken place since he had

last heard from him ; no less than his astonish-

ment at meeting him in that distant country

.

Anselmo briefly made him acquainted with

the events which have been related in some of

our former chapters, subsequent to the informa-

tion which he had given him of the death of

Pietro, and the absence of Livia. He told him

of the prosperous state in which the affairs of

Octavio appeared to be, and of the reconciliation

which had taken place at Rome between him

and Alessandro Massimo. He also mentioned

the discovery of the infant, and of the unfortu-

nate woman, whose death precluded all expla-

nation of this singular event.

*' Octavio," said Anselmo, "had removed Julia

and Seraphina to Cantalupo, while he was putting

his castle at Ampiglione in a better state of de-

fence ; and these works were nearly terminated.

The day was fixed for the restitution of Livia,

when on the night preceding the expected event,

w^hile all appeared to be peace and security, a

party of Saracens came over the mountains, as is

supposed from Nocera, entered by stratagem the
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palace of Cantalupo, and rendered themselves

masters of it, notwithstanding the resistance made

by the servants, many of whom must have fallen

in the struggle. The mansion was plundered,

and the ladies carried off with a few of their

female attendants."

Lusignan shuddered with horror as he lis-

tened, and impatiently waited for the sequel of

the story.

*' Mario Manero," continued Anselmo, *' had

received a severe shock in the death of his bro-

ther, and he was scarcely recovered from a fever,

the consequence of his grief, when it was re-

ported that he was gone on a distant pilgrimage

;

and his grandfather positively assigned this as

the cause of his absence : he knew not the real

place of his retreat, which was the convent of

Saint Cosimato, or rather one of the cells in the

rock above it."

Lusignan was more astonished and more anxi-

ous than ever. He hastily enquired how Mario,

having assumed the habit, and following the

strictest discipline of these Cenobites, could have

been armed for the defence of the captive ladies.

" He was not armed," replied the hermit.

" He was wandering before break of day, as was

often his practise, on the hills, over which is a

short road from Ampiglione to Cantalupo. He,

it seems, heard the shrieks of the Ladies, who

perceived some one at no great distance, by the

faint light of dawn. Perhaps he knew the voices;

VOL. I. F
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but at all events, his humanity impelled him to

the most daring action. He seized the arms of

one of the Saracens, and vigorously attacked the

party. He was wounded, and fell senseless on

the ground ; but he recovered strength enough

to seek a neighbouring cottage, which happened

to be that where Peppo and his wife, who had

the care of the poor deserted child, resided. They

bound up his wounds and there I found him,

about an hour after, in the utmost despair. Much
time had already been lost ; but I thought some

hope of rescue might still be entertained ; and

it ocurred to me, that in the direction where

Mario met the captive Ladies, their foes must

be taking them to the sea side. The nearest

places were (65) Torre Paterno or Pratica, and

I knew that pirates were often lurking on the

coast in their vicinity. We called some men,

who were working in the fields, and taking what

arms we could find in the cottage, as well as

every thing that could be turned into a weapon,

we took the shortest way over rocks and preci-

pices, known only to the peasants of the country,

and came up with the party, as I had predicted,

near the sea shore. We attacked the robbers, and

rescued the prisoners ; but two or three ofthe pea-

sants were, I fear, killed in the first encounter.

Another more decisive followed, for we were

assailed by a fresh party. I received a severe

wound in my arm, was struck down by another,

and should have been destroyed, had not the
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tears and supplications of Vincenza prevailed with

the pirates to spare my life, and that of Mario

in the hope of ransom ; (66) which she reminded

them they would be assured of obtaining from

the brethren devoted to that charitable purpose.

The two Ladies were strictly guarded, and could

nether speak nor move. I observed an elderly

man, whose face, I thought, was not new to me,

speaking and apparently giving directions to the

robbers; and Mario, as he has since told me,

perceived in him a resemblance with a man
named Benfadi, one who pretended to read the

stars, and dwells at Saracinesco ; ^3ut the habit

was different ; and he might be mistaken.

Otherwise it would raise in me strange sus-

sicions."

Lusignan checked himself as he was about to

interrupt Anselmo, and the latter continued.

" The man disappeared ; and we remained

prisoners with the pirates ; for such they were

who had last attacked us. Two vessels were

waiting at a little distance from Torre Paterno
;

a signal was made by our conductors, which they

on board immediately answered. A boat came

on shore, and we were incapable of making
farther opposition. We were embarked, after

some debate on the manner of our distribution.

It was finally decided that the Lady Julia, with

her attendants and most of the treasure, should

be taken on board the larger of the two vessels,

and the Lady Seraphina with Vincenza, Mario

p 2
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and myself, in the smaller. We sailed in com-

pany, and kept close together during the greatest

part of the voyage. At length we met the

Genoese, whose bravery once more restored us

to liberty/'

" Your preservation is indeed wonderful," said

Lusio;nan, " but what became of the other ves-

sel with the wife of Orsini ?

"

" Seeing ours engaged with the Genoese,'*

said the hermit, " the captain of the other vessel,

instead of giving assistance to his companion,

exhorted him to make a brave defence and sailed

away. We could only account for this by his

having the plunder, and wishing to make sure

of it.*'

" But how," exclaimed Sir Guy, " could they

abandon a 'prize of such inestimable value as the

lovely daughter of Orsini?"

" It was for her I trembled," answered An-

selmo, "as I feared her destination was the

harem of some savage Sultan."

Lusignan shuddered at the horrid thought,

and the hermit pursued his explanation. " In

the first instance," said he, ** the simplicity of

her dress compared with the more splendid ha-

biliments of Julia, and even of her attendants,

induced them to believe a well meant falsehood

of Vincenza ; who, desirous to save her Lady,

before we embarked, claimed her as her daugh-

ter, and representing her as an unimportant

prize, endeavoured to obtain an exemption from
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captivity for both of them. This deception was

favoured by the usual selfishness of Julia ; who,

careless of her valuable charge, and occupied

solely by her own alarms and distress, took not

the slightest notice of her. The captain of our

vessel, however, was too much struck with her

beauty to relinquish her, and hastily took her

with her supposed mother on board his galliot.

There we found it necessary to inform him of

the truth; that we might secure her being

treated with more respect and consideration.

The captain and his advisers seemed to think

that her birth, added to her personal charms,

would ensure them treasures from Benducar, or

some other powerful despot ; and they behaved

to her with a deference suitable to that idea ;

while her meek and pious fortitude might

alone have inspired the most savage barbarians

with a reverence for her virtues."

Lusignan assented warmly to this remark ;

but he was fearful to question Anselmo respecting

her behaviour to Mario. The Hermit guessed

his thoughts, and said,"

—

" The conduct of Seraphina has been marked

throughout the whole of her trials by the utmost

consistency and propriety. She considered her-

self as under promise to her father that she will

adhere to her former engagement with Mario, if

such are the conditions of peace between him and

Andrea. At the same time her anxiety of mind,

and the terror which she has experienced, have
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SO far subdued her, that I think it would be dan-

gerous to expose her to any new agitation. Tran-

quillity, repose, and a just and tender sense of the

mercies conferred on her, are the only remedies

which her friends can prescribe for the restora-

tion of her peace. As to Mario, his situation

must necessarily inspire every feeling mind with

compassion."

"Compassion'." repeated Lusignan with as-

tonishment.

"Yes, Lusignan," replied the Hermit; "com-

passion. And you will feel it for him, when we

have leisure to enter more fully on the subject.

All I will now say is that he is no less deserving

of pity than of esteem."

Anselmo now enquired of Sir Guy what had

been the result of his researches with regard to

his Uncle, and was grieved to learn that they had

hitherto been unsuccessful. They then parted for

the night ; but it is not to be supposed that Lusig-

nan had much rest.

As soon as morning appeared, his first care

was to seek out Vincenza, and to learn of her

how Seraphina had reposed. Her answer was by

no means favourable ; for she said that the alarm

which her Lady had experienced, and the grief

she felt in being absent from her father and

sister, preyed on her health, and overcame her

fortitude.

Lusignan ventured to question Vincenza on

the subject of Mario ; and she said that his con-
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duct was that of a man devoted to her Lady, but

that he had few opportunities of speaking to her

during the voyage, the pirate having kept him,

as well as the other captives, at a distance from

the cabin, and obliged them to assist in working

the vessel, as soon as they were capable of doing-

it. She added that he appeared very melancholy,

and careless of his health ; and must have died

of his wound, had not the hermit, in the midst of

his own sufferings from a similar cause, watched

over him as a father.

Lusignan now asked Vincenza what she

thought of Seraphina's sentiments towards Mario

;

but she was silent : the tears came into her eyes,

and nothing that he could say, although he was

always a great favourite with the faithful attend-

ant, could induce her to explain herself. He
pressed her with various questions, to which she

made no reply ; and, as it is natural, when we
are displeased with appearances, to interpret every

thing unfavourably, he concluded that Vincenza,

conjecturing his attachment, was unwilling to give

him pain by being more explicit.

During his conversation with Anselmo on the

preceding evening, he had perfectly understood

his meaning so far as to be aware of his wish to

dissuade him from attempting to disturb the

feelings of Seraphina. He thought that all hope

on his part must be relinquished, and lamented

the revival of a passion, which absence had not

been able to eradicate.
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Vincenza supplied many deficiencies in the

hermit's narrative, and spoke at length of the

heroic courage with which he had fought to libe-

rate them, when he came up with them, on their

way to the coast; and when the Genoese cruiser

fell in them. She said that, on this last occasion,

it was entirely owing to his presence of mind that

the vessel was re-captured ; for that he had libe-

rated himself, Mario, and the other Christian

captives, armed them and obliged the pirate to

yield, by this double attack, to the power of the

assailants. Nay, she added, he had saved much
bloodshed ; for the captain would have been des-

perate, even when he saw he was overpowered ;

and Anselmo talked to him in his own language,

and persuaded him to throw down his weapons,

and surrender at discretion.

Lusignan could believe any thing to the

honour of Anselmo; but he was prevented from

expressing his opinion by the entrance of this

extraordinary man, to whom praise was an

offence.

Seraphina was confined during several davs

to her chamber by fever ; and the compassionate

Eleonora treated her with a kindness and affec-

tion more like those of a sister than of a stranger

and a Princess. The moment for Edward's de-

parture from Ptolemais approached ; Prince Ed-

mund arrived, and their united forces were to

march, without delay, into the heart of the

country.
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The character of Edward was that of decision :

his understanding was clear and his temper warm,
but regulated by prudence. He had reflected on

the conduct of his father's predecessors on the

throne of England, and he had studied their

different characters. He contrasted the romantic

temerity of Richard with the mean and deceitful

policy of John ; while he mourned over the irre-

solute weakness of Henry, whom he loved and

served with unfeigned filial affection. These were

so many shoals which he was resolved to avoid

;

and he rarely formed a plan without well weigh-

ing the possibility of its execution, and the con-

sequences with which its success or its failure

might be attended.

Edward had conceived a great esteem for

Lusignan, and thought him in danger from ex-

cess of sensibility. He had sometimes upbraided

him, half in sport, and half in earnest, for wan-

dering on the shore by moonlight, and he had

more than once heard the accents of his lute. In

these fears, however, the clear-sighted Edward

was mistaken, for the feelings of Lusignan never

interfered with his duty ; they might render him

unhappy, and they might be discerned in his

countenance, but they could not influence his

actions, where they might in any way oppose the

firmness and rectitude of his principles.

" I wish you to be ready to accompany me,"

said the Prince to him, "on the day fixed for

our departure. You will be grieved to bid fare-

F 5
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well to your friends ; but the Princess will, for

the present, remain at Ptolemais, and she will,

with the Legate, take every necessary measure

for the safe return of the Lady Seraphina."

" Of that T entertain not the slightest doubt,"

answered Sir Guy ;
" and I acknowledge your

kindness, noble Prince ! on this as on every other

occasion ; but my obligations to Octavio Orsini

are of long standing, and of a peculiar nature.

He has had for me the solicitude of a father ; and

shall I not feel for his offspring as for a sister? I

have heard rumours of fresh disturbances between

him and the neighbouring Barons. The preda-

tory attack of the Saracens on his palace may
have been part of a new plot to disturb his peace.

I therefore cannot leave this port till I have fur-

ther intelligence, and, however painful it would

be to me to leave your Highness at this moment,

I may find it my duty to fly to his assistance."

"Alas! poor Fortebraccio
!

" answered the

Prince, with a smile by no means agreeable to

him whom he addressed. " I understand you

but too well ; and I am sorry for it on your

account as well as on my own."
" No, Prince ! you understand me not," re-

plied Lusignan somewhat warmly. " My words

have their full meaning, and nothing more. I

quitted Orsinij because I thought my presence

injurious to the interests of his house. If I return

to him, it will be because I wish to ward off the

danger or share it with him."
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Edward turned away with some displeasure

;

and Lusignan felt once more as if he were des-

tined to lose every friend when he most loved and

valued them. The vague reports from Italy still

continued, but nothing positive was knovm, he-

cause no vessel from that country had reached

Ptolemai's since the captured Galliot.



CHAPTER XXXII.

A FEW days before the time fixed by Edward for

his march, the Pontific galleys came in sight.

They had been long on their voyage, and the

news which they brought could not be of a recent

date. While waiting at Cyprus for favourable

weather, as that was the last place at which they

touched, it was said that Octavio Orsini was

again at war with Massimo and Sciarra Colonna,

but whether from a supposition that they had a

share in the attack on Cantalupo, which was

known imperfectly, or because Livia was still

detained at Palestrina, was not ascertained. All

this however added to the uneasiness already con-

ceived by the hermit no less than by Lusignan.

The conclave still lasted, and it was impossible to

tell on whom the choice of the Cardinals would

fall. The Roman Barons of the Ghibeline faction

had evidently been premature in their interpre-
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tation of the wishes of the King of Arragon, or

circumstances had retarded his operations. His

plan was deep, but not yet ready to burst on the

devoted head of Charles ; and the soldiers col-

lected from all parts of the country, besame so

insolent, and committed such depredations, that

suspicion and alarm were every where prevalent.

Anselmo, foreseeing the misery and indigna-

tion of Octavio when he should hear of what had

happened at Cantalupo, had dispatched letters to

him from Seraphina as soon they were retaken,

having met a vessel bound for Cyprus ; and

thence for Italy ; but what was to be done it was

difficult to decide, and to wait for more correct

information appeared indispensable.

While thus uncertain, they saw other other

vessels arrive, and in one of them came Isodore

in company with some of the charitable friars

whom we have before mentioned as ransomers of

captives.

After the dreadful scene near Torre Paterno,

the wife of Peppo, who was brought back wound-

ed, by his companions, went to Saint Angelo and

informed Isodore of the sad event. He lost no

time in vain lamentations ; but, as his great ob-

ject was to redeem Anselmo, he collected what

money he could, and hastened to Porto d'Anzo,

where he had heard that a vessel was about to

sail with these friars.

The good man was roused from his habitual

equanimity by the happiness of finding the
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hermit, sooner than his most sanguine hopes

could have promised, and finding him already

free, recovered from his wounds, and appearing

as if his exertions and labours had re-invigorated

and restored him to youth.

The tidings which he brought produced on

the contrary great afiliction in Anselmo and Lu-

signan. He had heard that as soon as Orsini,

who was at Rome, received intelligence of the

attack on Cantalupo and the dreadful conse-

quences, he went immediately thither and was

about to pursue the robbers on the mountains

;

when he was told, by the peasants, of the different

direction which they had taken, of the intended

rescue, and of the final embarkation of the captive

ladies at Torre Paterno. His purpose was then

to fit out vessels and follow them ; but whilst they

were preparing, and Isidore was on the eve of his

departure from Porto d'Anzo, he was told that a

new robbery had been committed by people of

Ampiglione on a servant of Massimo, bearing

letters of importance from him to Sciarra Colon-

na ; that the man had been wounded and his pa-

pers seized ; which had excited in so high a de-

gree the fury of Massimo, that fatal consequences

might be apprehended.

Lusignan now felt that his immediate duty

was to return to Italy, and assist his early bene-

factor against his enemies. He could offer him
little more than his single arm ; but it would be

fulfilling what he considered as a sacred obliga-
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tion ; and nothing that Edward could say had

power to stop him.

Isodore's story was so imperfect, from his

haste to depart, that the Prince conjured Sir Guy
to wait at least till farther accounts should be

received.

*' I can never forgive myself. Prince," said

Lusignan. " If I defer going to my protector, to

my second father, when he stands in need of

hands and hearts that are faithful. There is some

treachery ; there is something for which we can-

not account. Anselmo has formed a similar sus-

picion and a similar resolution ; not indeed to

engage in hostile dissensions ; for he has given up

arms except in defence of the helpless ; but to en-

deavour, if possible, to restore peace and concord

to the unhappy country. We have hired a bark.

O ! may we not arrive too late !"

It was indeed too late. Before the bark could

be made ready, before the time of Edward's stay

at Ptolemais was expired ; other vessels came in

after a much shorter passage ; and the Legate not

only received letters with fatal news, but saw the

persons who brought them, and informed him of

the most minute circumstances.

It was in the morning of the day when Livia

was to have been restored to her father, that Oc-

tavio received the fatal intelligence of what had

passed the preceding night at Cantalupo, and

nearly at the same time he was told of the attack

made by his people on the servant of Massimo

;
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but he was too much shocked and irritated at the

first of these communications to think of the se-

cond. He hastened as was said to his deserted

palace, and prepared for following the robbers

over the mountains, and even to Nocera, as it

was reported they came from thence ; but the

peasants who fled from the pirates, brought more

certain information, and he then resolved to pur-

sue by sea the galliots which had been seen

hovering near the coast, and on board of which

there could be no doubt the captives were now

embarked. He wrote to a noble lady, his relative

at Rome, to receive Livia, and permit her to re-

main with her until his return ; and he arrived at

Porto d'Anzo not more than three days after

Isodore and the friars had sailed thence. He
found four well equipped galleys, and was at the

moment of going on board, when a hasty messen-

ger from Ampiglione reached him : with the news

of the forces collected at San Vito and Palestrina

being actually in the field, and marching, as was

supposed, towards Ampiglione.

Obliged to relinquish his proposed voyage, he

flew to the defence of his principal castle, and

collecting all the troops he could muster on so

sudden an alarm, he stationed himself in a wood (6'')

through which the enemy must pass, and fell on

them near the fountain of Saint Martino. The

action was furious on both sides and lasted long.

Octavio fought with his usual valour ; but receiv-

ing a mortal wound, he was conveyed by his atten-
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dants into the church of the neighbouring convent,

and there expired in the arms of a young warrior,

who, as it was said, had quitted the enemy's rank

to defend him.

One of the persons who narrated these events

to the Legate came from Tivoli, and said that, as

he was setting off, he observed a great redness

in the sky, and that it was in the direction of

Ampiglione. He was convinced that city was on

fire.

When these circumstances were communicated

by the Legate to Lusignan, they struck him to

the heart, and he lamented the death of Octavio,

as that of a father. He regretted having left him,

and he was grieved to find that Anselmo still per-

sisted in his intention of returning to Saint An-

gelo. It was, he said, exposing himself to every

danger; and of what use could it be were he

to attempt expostulation with rash and violent

men, who would listen neither to the voice of piety

nor to that of reason.

*' It is true," said Anselmo, " most true, that

I can have little influence, that I have long with-

drawn myself from the active scenes of this un-

happy world ; and that I have no right to inter-

fere in the concerns of those who are the rulers of

states ; but it is the duty of all men to do good

and to prevent evil. I have for many years la-

boured, as far as my humble endeavours could

reach, to introduce milder manners aud more of

moral principle than the poor of my vicinity had
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been accustomed to practice. Their chiefs, en-

gaged in private feuds or distant warfare, have

neither time nor perhaps inclination to attend

to them in these points, not considering that the

better the man, the more faithful is the vassal, and

the more intrepid the soldier. On the contrary

they counteract by their example the simple lessons

of truth and of experience ; they have omitted

punishing lawless excesses, and encouraging in-

dustrious habits. The late catastrophe must have

greatly encreased the misery of these poor people
;

and as it renders my task more difficult, so it

makes my presence more necessary."

*' You, Lusignan," continued Anselmo, " have

now no duties left to perform at Ampiglione. You
could do nothing to protect the Lady Livia ; but,

after the termination of the conclave, the Bishop

of Tivoli may have power to right her wrongs,

and I will lose no time in seeing him. Her sis-

ter, already placed by your care in kind and ho-

norable hands, may yet want your advice—at

least your countenance."

" But Mario Manero,*' interrupted Sir Guy.
** I have already," said the hermit, " told you,

that Seraphina considers herself bound by con-

tract to espouse him ; but there is something inex-

plicable in his conduct. I dare not say to you,

hope the best ! I will only remind you that, inde-

pendent of all other sentiments, the beloved child

of your noble friend has a strong claim on your

disinterested services."
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"O! Anselmo," exclaimed Lusignan, "can
you doubt my ardent zeal for her service ? Would
I not freely give my life to save her from one

painful moment ?"

" Moderate this transport, my son," replied

the hermit. " Your life must be now devoted to

the cause in which you are engaged, and to the

duty which you may resume with honour. Mario

Manero should be in Italy. His presence may be

there essentially useful. His heart is prone to

virtue ; and his mind is released from many of its

errors ; but he is still in a state of trouble and

agitation. I will use every argument capable of

inducing him to return, and, if possible, not to

exact a renewal of promises before his departure.

There is a mystery in the late affairs which we
cannot yet develop ; and if Andrea Manero should

not be guilty
"

Lusignan understood him but too well. How-
ever he only said, " the kindness of the British

Prince has been such that I confess I should leave

him with reluctance."

" At all events remain with Edward for the

present," said the hermit ; " make farther en-

quiries respecting your uncle ; and be assured that

if Providence preserve your life and prolong mine,

we shall meet again; and possibly in happier

moments."

The reasoning of Anselmo was too just, and

his motives for returning too noble, to admit of

farther reply ; and Lusignan felt that no duty at
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present called him to depart. Edward, who fear-

ed nothing so much as the loss of Fortebraccio,

conferred on him a distinguished command in his

army, honoured him with every mark of favour,

and took great delight in his conversation. Ele-

onora shared the satisfaction expressed by the

Prince at retaining Lusignan ; but they both re-

gretted the motive which had changed his reso-

lution, and pitied sincerely the unhappy Sera-

phina. The Legate had related to them all that

he had been told, and in addition to their compas-

sionate feelings towards the daughter, they la-

mented the loss of a man whose fame stood high

in Palestine, and whom Edward had hoped to see

in arms, united with the other brave leaders who

meant to join his standard.

He was also grieved that Anselmo was re-

solved to depart, and earnestly strove to detain

him ; but he found all his efforts fruitless ; and

the bark, which was to convey him and Isidore,

was to sail in eight-and-forty hours.

Lusignan had accompanied the hermit to see

if every thing were ready, and was returning

with him to the palace of Edward, when they

met a venerable Tartar chief, on horseback, well

attended, who had just been holding a conference

with the British Prince. They saluted him ac-

cording to the custom of the East, and, as he

returned their courtesy, he fixed his eyes on the

hermit, and exclaimed, in the language of his

country, *' Is it you, my friend and benefactor?
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Can you have forgotten the man, who owes to

you life and liberty ? I know it is your old cus-

tom to forget the good you have done."

*' Many years have passed since we met," an-

swered the hermit, "and I am so much altered by

years and difference of habit, that I did not think

you could have recollected me. I knew you in-

stantly, friend Osmar ; for the whiteness of your

beard alone reminds me that we are no longer

young."
*' Recollect you," echoed the Tartar, spring-

ing from his horse with an agility that justified

the remark of Anselmo. " How should I forget

my preserver? But why this change of habit,

my friend ?" added he, touching the hood. " Of
all men, I should have least suspected you of

giving up the life of warlike exercises. Did you

not say that temperance and activity were the

surest means of retarding the progress of age,

and have I not followed the precept ?"

" I trust I have not entirely disobeyed it,"

replied Anselmo, " but I am willing briefly to

inform you of what principally occasioned the

change. Go, Lusignan," said he, turning to him,
*' I will attend my old acquaintance to his cara-

vansera, and soon rejoin you at the palace."

Not a word of this conversation between An-

selmo and the Tartar had escaped the ear of

Lusignan. He had long been anxious to learn

the story of the hermit's life ; which, he was

sure, must have been full of incident, and inter-
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woven with affairs of importance ; but his curi-

osity had been constantly disappointed by Ansel-

mo's unwillingness to enter on the subject of past

events. The present, he thought, was a favour-

able opportunity to renew the trial, or, at least,

to discover whether he were the pilgrim men-

tioned by Margaret, or any other person whose

life had been marked by peculiar vicissitudes of

fortune.

On Sir Guy's arrival at the palace, he met

Vincenza bathed in tears. Seraphina had been

apprized of her loss by the kind and considerate

Princess, who had taken on herself that painful

task. She had met the fatal communication with

considerable fortitude ; but had afterwards fallen

into agonies of grief, which alarmed those about

her. The first sign of recovery, Vincenza said,

was the anxiety which she expressed for her

sister ; and the Princess had availed herself of

this to turn her thoughts in that direction, by

telling her that Anselmo was going to Saint

Ane-elo, and would write all that he could

learn. Vincenza prayed for blessings on the

head of the Princess, and told Lusignan that she

left her, endeavouring to persuade Seraphina to

remain with her, at least, till these letters should

arrive.

" And what said the dear mourner ?'' enquired

Lusignan impatiently.

Vincenza seemed unwilling to reply ; but, on

a repetition of the question, she faintly answered,
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" My Lady asked what Mario Manero meant to

do ; and the Princess replied that she understood

he was wild with grief, and so distracted with

the accounts received of the events which had

taken place, that it was impossible to collect

from his disjointed sentences what his inten-

tions might be ; adding, however, that the

Prince would seek to discover them, either

from Father Anselmo or from Sir Guy de Lu-

signan."

" What was her reply ?"

At this question, Vincenza, still in a tone of

hesitation, began to say, " she conjured the Prin-

cess, Sir, when you were named "

" For heaven's sake, tell me without circum-

locution," cried Lusignan ;
" I am ready to bear

all ; to suffer all."

" Nay, Sir," returned Vincenza, completely

off her guard, " there is nothing for you to suffer

in this case. The Lady Seraphina said with

much passion, O, kind Princess, persuade Sir

Guy de Lusignan to remain with your gallant

Lord. He is worthy to be the friend of Edward:
he was the friend of my father, and the friend of

our childhood. He has already sacrificed too

much to our unhappy house. As she spoke thus,

she burst into a flood of tears."

" What more said she," exclaimed the de-

Ughted Lusignan, " Speak, Vincenza, hide no-

thing from me."
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** She said, continued the attendant, "that

she feared you would accompany father Anselm

to Italy, and expose yourself to dangers which

you were not bound to meet ; and that if the

Lady Livia were to be restored, it must be by

other means."



CHAPTER XXXIII.
1

The hermit entered as Vincenza ended what

she had to say, and, having conquered her first

scruples, she repeated to him the whole of the

conversation, as she had before related it ; and

she also told Anselmo that her Lady wished to

see him in the evening, when she hoped to be

more composed. She then left the room, and

the hermit said to Lusignan, " You see that

others are of my opinion, that you ought to re-

main here. I will now tell you that I have had

some difficulty in extricating myself from my
grateful Tartar. He was my prisoner many
years ago at Jaffa. He fought bravely, was

wounded, and I took him home with me. When
VOL. II. G
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he recovered, of course, I gave him liberty, and

he has since become a friend to the Christians in

the East. He would now have loaded me with

presents ; but I told him my story, and convinced

him that to me they would be useless incum-

brances."

" O ! would I had been the Tartar," said

Lusignan, whose curiosity was more than ever

excited.

" My story is simply this," said the hermit,

almost negligently. '
' I am by birth an Italian :

I was a soldier of the Emperor Frederick, and

afterwards an inhabitant of Jaffa. I had worldly

affections ; and I shared the common lot of mor-

tals " Here Lusignan perceived that he

suppressed a sigh, and then continued, " at

length, I thought I could be of use to the simple

inhabitants of Orsini's domains, and I now re-

turn to them."

" Forgive me, O forgive me," cried Lusignan,

disappointed in the extreme, "but I promised the

unhappy Margaret, the widow of the virtuous

Lewis, to ask you if you were the angel pilgrim,

who restored Provence and Raymond to honour

and to happiness?"

"Certainly no angel, my dear Lusignan,"

replied the hermit, with a smile ;
" but ask me

nothing more. Were it possible that any par-

ticulars of my life could, by my narrating them,

be of service to you, I would willingly comply

with your request; but, as it is, there can be
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no reason for such waste of time : I have yet

much to do in the short space of it which is left

me before I quit this shore. The money brought

by Isodore for my release, must be employed in

a similar manner. Would it might restore Phi-

lip de Lusignan to liberty ! For I conclude he

must be a captive somewhere in this country.

The friars, with whom Isodore came, are mak-
ing enquiry."

Lusignan had not time to express his sense

of the active beneficence of Anselmo before

Isodore entered saying, that the friars were not

yet returned from Gaza, whither they v/ere

gone on this charitable purpose ; but he en-

treated Anselmo to visit Mario Manero, as he

thought him nearly out of his senses, and no

one else had the" power of calming him.

Anselmo immediately followed Isodore to the

chamber, where they found him seated on the

ground ; his head leaning against the wall, and
his arms crossed on his breast. He appeared

overcome with grief, exhausted with fasting, and

scarcely conscious of their entrance. As they

approached nearer, he started and rose ; but

was so weak that he was obliged to support

himself by grasping the casement, which opened,

and the air revived him. He looked on Anselmo

with kindness and said, " My friend, my father !

you have brought me to a consciousness of my
follies and my misery; and I am ready to do

G 2
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whatever you may enjoin me. Impose any pe-

nance, order any sacrifice, there is nothing I will

not do to atone for my misdeeds, and to appease

the wrath of offended heaven."

" It may appear strange to you, " answered

the hermit, " if I attempt to lessen your sense of

past errors ; hut your self-accusation seems to

bear with it too deep a tincture of melancholy.

We ought to feel that we have erred ; but we
augment the fault when we lose, in self upbraid-

ings, that time which we might usefully employ

in repairing the evils to which we have contri-

buted, perhaps through inadvertency."

"Alas!" replied the young man in a mournful

accent, "how can I repair the ill I have done?

Can I restore Orsini to life, to his family, to his

possessions 1
"

" You may assist, " said the hermit, " greatly

assist, in restoring these possessions to his injured

family. You may appease anger
;
you may re-

concile contending parties. In short you may do

much good by returning to Italy, and none by

remaining here."

" But how can I leave Seraphina?" said the

unhappy Mario.

" Seraphina acknowledges her engagement,"

replied Anselmo. " Andrea appears to have

taken no part in the late cruel events. The

house of Orsini is desolate ; and j^ou alone may
claim a right to restore the fallen fortunes of that
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unfortunate house by mediating with the adverse

party. Cardinal Cesarini will aid you in all that

is just and pacific."

Mario thought for a while, and then said,

" Will Seraphina consent to give her hand to the

murderer of her father ?
"

"You are not his murderer," said Anselmo.

" Your brother, your rash unfortunate brother,

by giving way to the most dangerous of all

passions, revenge, was the cause of much misery;

but others were also in fault. The good Octavio

was convinced of your innocence ; and all was

restored to peace. Livia might have returned,

and the bond of union might have been sealed,

when the same infernal passion raised fresh en-

mity against Octavio ; unjustly raised it, I am
convinced ; for he was incapable of treachery,

or falsehood. Your only fault, my young friend,

is inactive indecision. Rouse thyself, Mario

!

Let it not be said that, active only for evil,

Manero, in all the vigor of youth, refused to be

so for the good of his country, and of those whom
he professed to love !

"

A deep sigh from Mario was the prelude

to this sad reply,— " I have no self- confi-

dence, no energy left, Seraphina cannot esteem

me."

"These doubts are unworthy of you," an-

swered the hermit, "you have youth, talent, and

inclination to do what is right. Firmness and

perseverance alone are wanting."
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*' My mind, " said the unfortunate young

man, always reverts to the time which I have

lost ; to the opportunities of good which I have

suffered to escape me ; to the griefs which I have

endured, and to the errors which I have com-

mitted. My foreboding heart announces evil

;

and my future prospects appear to me clouded

by adversity. Seraphina loves me not. No one

loves me."

"Thou art unjust, my dear Mario," cried

Anselmo in a tone of affectionate sympathy. " We
all love you, we all feel for you."

" Aye, I understand you, " replied Mario, '' I

know you are good, you saved my worthless life

;

you all pity me, feel for me ; but I am a stranger

to your hearts.

"

Anselmo was greatly affected by these words

;

yet wisely considering them as a milder expres-

sion of sorrow, and as a more rational disposition

of the mind than he had before observed in the

course of their conversations, he contented him-

self with saying, "I will not deceive you Manero.

The course of your early days, and the pursuits

into which you were led, could not conciliate

the esteem or affection of those who accurately

weigh the duties of life. Your family has also

been the cause of much evil to that of Orsini

;

but I repeptt it, you are unjust if you now think

that we love you not ; or that esteem for your

virtues has not an equal share in our sentiments

with compassion for your misfortunes. At the
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same time you should remember that you are

the sole heir of Manero. He is aged, and you

are the plighted protector of the orphan.

"

" The orphan !
" interrupted Mario, shud-

dering with horror, *' O ! for pity's sake talk

not of orphans ! There is no orphan."

"I understand you not," said Anselmo, as-

tonished at the vehemence with which these words

were uttered. "Explain thyself, Mario! What
can this mean ?

"

Mario recollected himself and said, *' Forgive

me, Anselmo, bear with me. I sometimes fear

that I shall become distracted. The remem-

brance of scenes of horror comes across my mind

at intervals, and I know not what words I utter."

" If, " said the hermit with a gravity almost

bordering on reproof, " if there be any thing

necessary to be revealed, any thing which con-

science prompts thee to utter, thou art wrong,

Mario, in striving to conceal it.

"

"Tell me, Anselmo," said Mario earnestly,

" and tell me truly, is there no mercy for a crime

committed in the transport of jealous rage? "

" There is mercy for all who repent and

trust, " replied Anselmo, " but tell me in return,

if any crime of this nature weigh heavy on thy

soul. No wonder thou art wretched, unfortunate

young man ! tell me thy misery ! Isodore depart

and be silent on what has passed."

As Isodore was leaving the apartment in silent

horror, Mario called him back.
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" Stay, Isodore, " he cried, '' depart not, I,

thanks be to heaven, am not guilty ; unless to

have witnessed such a crime be guilt."

*'To witness, and not endeavour to prevent

it, " said the hermit, " is perhaps greater guilt

than its actual commission ; for the spectator has

no passion to plead in his excuse : but surely

Mario, thy nature is too gentle for such a sup-

position."

" Heaven is my witness, " said Mario, " all

that I could, I did."

" Then why torture thyself," said Anselmo,

"with these fearful recollections? Is there aught

thou canst do to repair the evil by revealing the

circumstances'?

"

" Nothing, " answered Mario. " All is over
;

all has been long past remedy. "

Anselmo guessed that the unhappy young

man alluded to some action of his brother which

must have struck him forcibly at the time, and

often perhaps recurred more painfully to his

mind since the death of Pietro. His starting at

the word orphan, and his saying " there is no

orphan, " brought to Anselmo's recollection a

report which had gained belief, that Pietro had

in one of his wild adventures carried off from

Nocera, a Saracen lady, whose parents were no

more. Had he destroyed this unhappy victim

in a fit of jealous rage? Would it be well

that Mario should divulge it ? and if urged to

do so, might he not afterwards reproach him-
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self for having injured the memory of his bro-

ther ? These reflections passed rapidly through

the mind of Anselmo, as he gazed at the afflicted,

but open countenance of the young Manero ; and

he resolved to endeavour for the present only

to calm his agitated feelings, by speaking in

general terms ; and while he pointed out the

criminality of indulging violent and destructive

passions, he spoke of repentance being possibly

felt, though too late for repairing injuries ; a

dreadful warning for ourselves, but not such as

to permit our despairing of the mercy of hea-

ven towards others, whose hearts we could not

read nor judge of the real state of their con-

science.

The hermit thus succeeded in quieting the

mind of Mario to some degree, without hinting

to him that he conjectured who had been the

guilty person ; after which he led him back to

the expediency of his return to Italy.

Mario asked if Seraphina were to accompany

them. " Certainly not by my advice, " answered

the hermit, "she is now under safe and honoruable

protection ; and in her present affliction, in the

uncertainity of her sister's fate, what could she

do in her distracted country?
"

" Does Sir Guy de Lusignan return with us ?

With you I mean," said Mario, "for I am not

yet decided as to my unhappy self."

In reply to this question, Anselmo, curbing

the impatient feeling of vexation which it gave

G 5
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him, said " I am sorry you are not decided to

do what is right and necessary. As to Lusig-

nan, he is a stranger, and has no call to inter-

fere in these affairs. He follows the standard

of the British Prince, who succeeds the King

of France in the command of the army. Every

man, my young friend, should weigh which are

his own duties, his first incumbent duties, per-

form these to the best of his power, and then

do what more good he can."

'^ He will be amply repaid," said Mario, " for

all the dangers and fatigue of a crusade by the

society in which he will be placed."

The hermit now assumed an aspect of serious

disapprobation. "Mario!" said he, "this is

trifling, and unworthy the character you ought to

support ; that by which you can alone efface the

faults and follies of your past existence, and

throw a veil over those of your lost brother. Par-

don the frankness of my speech. I am your

friend, and would wish you to act in a manner

suitable to your situation, and to the events which

call forth the exercise of talent and of virtue. If,

however, you cannot command your feelings ; if

a petty jealousy can delay your steps, why not

ask the hand of your promised bride, and entreat

her to accompany you 1 It were better to deserve

that hand by respecting her deep affliction, and

by restoring peace and tranquillity at home ; but

if suspicion thus torment you, and prevent your

return, put an end to it by uniting her fate with

yours."
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Mario, to the surprise of Anselmo, now fell

into a greater agony of grief than he had be-

fore indulged. He uttered only broken sen-

tences ; but at length Anselmo could not doubt

that he had bound himself by a solemn engage-

ment to renounce the world and its pursuits. The

painful conflict, now passing in his mind, was

visible to the compassionate hermit ; who at last

obtained a full and circumstantial relation of what

had passed in the chapel, and on the road from

Ampiglione to Saracinesco.

Anselmo then gave him his opinion on the

nature of such vows as are the effect of a heated

imagination, and said that, with respect to a re-

nunciation of the world and its pursuits, the safest

manner of interpreting it was to give up all busi-

ness and all pleasures that could militate against

virtue and religion, an obligation enjoined by the

baptismal vow, and which was not to be contracted

in a moment of enthusiastic delusion.

Mario wished to believe his instructor; but

his conscience told him that, when he offered up

this vow, he mentally renounced all that was dear

to him ; and Anselmo, highly respecting the truth

and rectitude of this avowal, which he made

without hesitation, felt more than ever interested

for him, and could only counsel his departure.

Mario was relieved by the disclosure which he

had now made, and he thanked the hermit ; as-

sured him that he would accompany him, and

by no means delay his voyage. He promised to
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reflect coolly on all that he had said, and summon
resolution to accomplish what it might be his duty

to undertake.

Anselmo was gratified by this favourable

change, and to obviate any further uneasiness, he

took occasion to tell him that Edward was about

to take the field, and Lusignan to attend him

;

adding that the Princess would remain at Ptole-

mais, and that Seraphina might continue with her.

These last communications had a great eff'ect

;

he consented to take some care of his health,

went to offer up his prayers at the nearest church

;

and afterwards began to occupy himself in pre-

paring for his voyage.



CHAPTER XXXIV.

Anselmo in the painful duty which he had so

successfully fulfilled, had only considered the ge-

neral good, and the honour of the house of

Orsini. He would not allow himself to listen to

any other voice than that of justice ; but we haye

said that it was to him a painful duty, because he

regretted that two beings so worthy of each other

as Lusignan and Seraphina could not be united,

and that he was himself obliged, as it were, to

perpetuate the obstacle that divided them, by re-

calling Mario to the world which he had aban-

doned.

For what more peculiarly concerned himself,

he was accustomed to sacrifice, and yet he could

not without emotion look forward to the approach-

ing moment which was to separate him from

them.
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The friars returned from Gaza without having

discovered Philip de Lusignan, but they had left

directions with their brethren there to make every

possible enquiry ; and they brought melancholy

news, which had arrived at that port from Tunis.

One of their order had escaped with difficulty the

fate of the missionaries, most of whom had fallen

victims of their zeal, and of the artful cruelty of

Omar : there were a few Franciscans, but the

most were Dominicans ; and Lusignan thought

immediately of Don Alonzo.

In answer to his enquiries the friars said that

Alonzo was one of the martyrs, though the King

of Tunis would have been glad to spare his life,

as he had formerly a regard for him when he was

a prisoner in Barbary ;
" but," added the man

who told the story, and who was himself a Spani-

ard, employed to redeem captives from Omar,
" Alonzo was ever of an unbending temper, and

though wise and virtuous, unfit for the mission

which he had undertaken."

Anselmo, aware of the interest which Sir Guy
took in the fate of this unfortunate missionary,

asked the friar if he knew of what family, and of

what character in life this Don Alonzo had been ?

"Alonzo de Pacheco y Ribeiras," said the

friar, " was of a noble family in Arragon, and had

an employment at that court. He married a

beautiful woman, whose alFections he could never

gain ; and she left him for the son of the moorish

King of Granada. The natural severity of dis-
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position, which had always appeared in Pacheco,

assumed a darker tint from this adventure, equally

wounding to his feelings and his honour. He

left the monarch who esteemed him, and the

country which he loved, to embark on a pilgrim-

age to the Holy Land. He was taken by a Cor-

sair from Tunis, and kept there many years a

prisoner ; but treated with kindness by the father

of Omar ; who, when he succeeded him on the

throne, granted Pacheco his liberty, and he ar-

rived at Naples on his way to Barcelona, a short

time before the execution of the unfortunate son

of Frederick. It is supposed that he carried his

glove to our Monarch, and James would have

loaded him vfith riches and honours ; but he pre-

ferred entering the new order of Friars Preachers,

established by Dominick, and it is said that the

good King Lewis of France on his death-bed, re-

commended that he should be one of those em-

ployed to convert the King of Tunis. The thought

was just and natural. Alonzo was at first received

by the Moorish Prince with much of his former

kindness ; but Alonzo's zeal overstepped the bounds

of prudence, and the means of gentle persuasion

were unknown to him. The king was irritated,

and Pacheco paid the forfeit of a life devoted to

austere virtue. I saw him expire with a fortitude

deserving admiration ; but I think that several

other missionaries, and less zealous in the cause,

but more mild and prudent, might have been

saved, had he not rendered them with himself

obnoxious to the Tunisians and their ruler."
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Anselmo sighed as he heard the recital :
*' At

least/' said he, " Alonzo was sincere ; and the

early events of his life must naturally have had

great influence on his character. May the bre-

thren of his order adopt other modes of instruc-

tion, and remember that mercy, no less than truth,

is a distinctive attribute of our Holy religion !"

The sad conclusion of Alonzo's eventful story

affected Lusignan, and the frequent disappoint-

ments which he experienced in the search of his

uncle added to his grief for the departure of

Anselmo.
" Tell me not you are sorry," said the hermit,

" for it is necessary that I should go, and it is

important that Mario should arrive in Italy, while

yet his mediation may be useful."

Mario entered as they were speaking ; he had

abandoned the religious habit, and re-assumed

that of a knight. His dress was entirely black,

his countenance pale, but his eyes sparkling with

animation. He advanced with hurried steps to-

wards Anselmo, and neither looking to the right

nor left, told him that he had prepared every

thing for his voyage, but would not go without

taking leave of Seraphina.

This proposal, though disapproved, could not

well be refused by Anselmo, who observed the

confusion which Lusignan vainly strove to hide
;

and he told Mario that he must previously inform

her protectress, the Princess, of his intention.

*'The Lady Seraphina is aware of her loss,"
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continued he ;
*' but I conjure you to be careful

of what you say to her. Revive nothing of the

past; anticipate nothing of the future ; and abridge

as much as possible an interview which at this

moment must be trying to both."

Mario promised to follow his directions, and

Anselmo, taking Lusignan with him, went to the

apartment of Edward.
" Prince !" he said, " I am about to depart for

Saint Angelo. I thank you for the generous

kindness, with which you have deigned to receive

me ; and I recommend to you the young warrior,

whom above all others I have found worthy of

esteem and confidence. Is it not presumptuous

in me thus to speak, and to recommend one whom
you have already adopted as your brother in

arms ? but I know him thoroughly ; and I also

know that he at this moment needs your utmost

friendship."

" Why will you leave us?" said the Prince, in

a manner no less earnest than persuasive. " Stay

with us; and we will all become your children.

Eleonora in particular wishes you to remain, and

the unhappy daughter of Orsini requires the

comfort of your presence."

" I leave her in charge," answered Anselmo,

" to the heart of a sister, and the mind of a

heroine. My blessing, if I may humbly think it

aught avails, I leave to her and to her Royal

protectors ; a blessing on their domestic life ; on

their family and on their country ! The friend
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of the stranger and of the helpless must be

blessed!"

Never was the radiant expression of counte-

nance, which we have noticed in Anselmo, more

visible than at this moment, when, raising his

imploring eyes to heaven, he mentally prayed for

those whom he was about to leave.

He next requested to see the Princess. " Wait

here till I return," said Edward, "and I hope

the Princess will have more power with you than

I have."

The hermit, when left alone with Lusignan,

assured him that he would not allow Mario to

wound the feelings of Seraphina, by agitating

recollections or precipitate measures. In a few

minutes Edward came back ; and, saying the

Princess would see him, conducted him to her

presence.

She felt for the hermit an esteem and rever-

ence, that had been greatly encreased by all she

had heard of him from her unhappy guest; on

whose account she much wished to retain him in

Siria. She also thought that his advice might

be essentially serviceable to the Prince, and she

left no argument unessayed to prolong his stay.

a Prii^cess !'' replied the inflexible hermit,

" I have been so long under the necessity of com-

bating my inclinations, that I ought to wonder at

the pain I now feel in refusing what it would be

my greatest satisfaction to accept. But my return

cannot be deferred ; and I must secure that of
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Manero, who at length has promised to accom-

pany me. May I venture to ask you, Princess,

if the Lady Seraphina has disclosed to you the

situation in which she is placed with respect to

that young Baron ?"

"She has," said Eieonora ; "hut I cannot

think that it is a subject on which she likes to

dwell. She told me that, anxious no obstacle

should arise on her part, to prevent the re-esta-

blishment of peace, she had promised her hand

;

and would keep that promise, more sacred to

her than ever, because the father, to whom she

repeated it, is no more. She has also the addi-

tional tie of gratitude towards Mario, for his con-

duct in her defence, and the hardships suffered

by him on her account. She would, therefore,

think herself equally faithless and unjust if she

were to break her engagement; but that she

feels any deeper interest in him I do not be-

lieve."

" All that you have told me, Princess," an-

swered the hermit, " convinces me more and

more of the expediency of the measures which

we are about to pursue. Manero will acquire,

when accustomed to act for himself, that de-

cision of character which he has hitherto want-

ed ; and the orphan heiresses of Orsini require

a support. The bold and powerful Sciarra Co-

lonna is still master of one of them ; and their

states are left to defenders, who may be faithful,

but who have no authority, and no chief to

guide them."
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*'Do you not," said the Princess, "think

that Sir Guy de Lusignan is devoted to their

interests ?
"

" Lusignan,'^ said Ansehno, " is worthy of all

confidence ; but his sword is nearly all his patri-

mony ; he has neither connexions nor friends in

Italy to aid him ; and his distinguished qua-

lities would only serve to excite jealous hostility."

" It would be an insult to your superiority,"

said Eleonora with a gentle smile, " were I to

enter more fully upon the subject with you, my
reverend Father; but I am so fortunate myself

;

the duty which sanctifies my attachment to Ed-

ward renders me so unconscious of danger, that,

perhaps, I do not sufficiently reflect on the ne-

cessity of sacrificing inclination to pi'udence and

to reason."

" Mistake me not, Princess, " replied the

hermit, *' I honour affection founded on virtuous

principle, and I think that mere worldly consi-

derations are not to be weighed in the balance
;

but here are positive duties and obligations en-

joined, in the first instance, too rashly, but not

now to be infringed. Nothing, however, is yet

certain; and, in the mean while your protec-

tion, gracious Lady ! ensures the safety of this

unhappy child of Orsini. The sovereign Disposer

of events will care for the future welfare of those

who obey his laws, and will give them what may
be best for them, here or hereafter."

The Princess said no more, but led the hermit

to Seraphina, and left them together. Vincenza
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alone was with her Lady, whose altered coun-

tenance struck Anselmo painfully as he entered.

He informed her of his having succeeded in

persuading Manero to accompany him ; asked

permission that he might take leave of her, and

assured her that much might be expected from

his efforts for the pacification of the country, and

the protection of her sister.

Seraphina thanked him with tears of grati-

tude, and spoke much of her father. " Think

not," she said, " Anselmo, that I am not resigned

to my loss ; but is it not the greatest I could

experience ? I tenderly loved my father ; and I

was torn from him, never more to behold him!

"

"Bless Heaven, dearest Lady!" replied An-

selmo, struggling with his sorrow, " that Heaven

which enabled you to do your duty, and saved you

from the poignant regret you would now feel, had

you opposed his will, or could reproach yourself

with any of the miseries which have fallen on

your family."

To this consolatory reflection Seraphina as-

sented in silence, and Mario was admitted.

When he beheld Seraphina, his looks became

more animated than she had ever seen them ;

but as he contemplated the deep affliction ma-

nifested in her countenance, he remained for

some moments silent ; and then, addressing her

respectfully, he said,

"Once more, let me ask, dearest Lady, if you

can foro'ive the misfortunes of which I, or rather,
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I should say, my family, have been the cause?

I leave you, that I may endeavour to r£pair

them. What else, mdeed, could tear me from

you ?
"

'' Farewell! noble Manero !
" said Seraphina,

mildly, *' I attribute none of my afflictions to

you. Save my unfortunate sister ; and protect

the desolate inhabitants of our states, and rest

assured of my gratitude."

Encourged by these expressions, Mario, for-

getful of his vow and recent promise to the her-

mit, forgetful of all but Seraphina, threw himself

at her feet, and, inspired with the eloquence of

passion, would have poured forth all the trans-

ports of his soul, had not Anselmo, in a voice of

solemn abjuration, urged his departure, and hur-

ried him from the apartment, by the most pow-

erful appeal to his humanity.

It was expected that they would embark on

the following morning ; but the hermit had pre-

pared every thing for their sailing that night : he

wished to spare Lusignan the pain of bidding

him farewell, and he feared lest the purpose of

Mario might change. He, therefore, took him

to the vessel, where Isodore was busily employed.

Mario felt the necessity of embarking. In

mournful silence he stepped on board ; seated

himself near the stern, and kept his eyes fixed on

the shore, as long as the faint light of the atmos-

phere suffered it to be visible. On the ensuing

morning it was entirely out of sight : a favourable
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wind impelled their sails ; and their navigation

was no less speedy than prosperous.

The departure of Mario was a considerable

relief to the mind of Seraphina. She felt a re-

pugnance to the name of Manero, which she

condemned in herself as unjust, when applied

to him, who had evinced such regret for the

past, and to whom she had such recent obliga-

tions.



CHAPTER XXXV.

The arrival of Edward and his brother with the

forces under their command made a great change

in the affairs of the Europeans established in

Siria. Nothing but this expected succour had

kept up the hopes of the people of Ptolema'is,

whom an impending siege had greatly alarmed.

To meet the enemy in the field was the only

plan consistent with the ardent spirit of the

British Prince, and he was impatient to put it

in execution. He left the city on the day which

he had appointed, and Lusignan accompanied

him.

The army of the crusaders was at that time

by no means strong in numbers, but it was com-

posed of some of the noblest and bravest men of

every country in Europe. They were engaged in

the same cause, following the same leader, and

pursuing the same path of glory. It was impos-
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sible that friendships should not be here formed

between individuals of rival nations, or that emu-

lation should not take place of prejudice, among
those who must necessarily look to each other for

mutual support and assistance.

There was never perhaps a period of history,

at which Europe appeared more like one great

family, than that which immediately preceded

this crusade. The benevolent views and the

sound policy of Lewis the Ninth, had made him

consider the good of other countries as essential

to that of his own, and the love of justice, pre-

eminent among his many virtues, as it excluded

partiality, deprived jealous enmity of all preten*

sion to complaint.

The beneficial result of this system was visible

in the army of which Edward now assumed the

command ; and, when he reviewed this flower of

European chivalry on the plains of Gaza, no

wonder if his elated mind presaged conquests

even superior to those of Godfrey de Bouillon. (68)

Lusignan, like the hero of the house of Este,

described by the bard of Palestine, (69) appeared

at this review in all the lustre of youth, of martial

training, and of personal advantages. Distin-

guished among the chosen leaders to whom Ed-

ward had entrusted his squadrons, he attracted

every eye ; and Edward applauded himself for

having attached the young warrior to his standard.

The brilliant successes of the British Prince

in Siria are too well known to be here described.

VOL. II. H
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His arms were every where triumphant, and all

appeared to promise a glorious termination of the

campaign, by the recovery of the places which had

been lost through the jealousies and divided in-

terests of those who had preceded him.

Not less brave than Coeur de Lion, and far

more versed in the knowledge of mankind, Ed-

ward took pains to acquaint himself with every

thing relative to the state of the countiy in which

he was pursuing his conquests, and encouraged

those whom he thought capable of giving him

information on these subjects.

From this motive he entered one day into

conversation with a young man, named Haly,

who introduced himself by bringing a confidential

letter from Jaffa, (7^) with advices which the

Prince expected.

Edward found him intelligent, and allowed

him to remain in the camp ; as, from the letter

which he delivered, there was reason to believe

him attached to the cause of the crusaders, and

likely to be useful in keeping up their communi-

cation with the Tartars.

He had great quickness and penetration

;

spoke with fluency the different languages of the

East, and appeared in every respect to be well

informed.

Lusignan, who was a good physiognomist,

liked not the expression of his countenance,

although he might sometimes be entertained by

the anecdotes which he related, and by the de-
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scriptions which he gave of parts of the conntry

unknown to the Christians.

He observed with pain that Haly, who ap-

peared to him artful and enterprising, had read

the character of the Prince, and was endeavour-

ing to take advantage of its only vulnerable part.

Edward loved power. It was indeed his

ruling passion ; and it was perhaps fortunate for

him in many respects that it was so ; for he

might otherwise have sunk, like his father, be-

neath the weight of contending factions ; and

might have injured his country, while he dis-

honoured himself; but Edward had also a pas-

sion for conquest ; and the energy of mind with

which he was endowed impelled him to great

achievements.

Haly left nothing untried to gain the ear of

the Prince, and his suggestions were as crafty

as they were unprincipled. He would say that

it was the duty of a man of genius to rule his

fellow-creatures for their happiness : he would

talk of native superiority of talent, and of the in-

significant equality of all else. Edward would

smile and say that Haly was no courtier, when
he was thus presenting the most powerful of all

adulatory potions to a man, who felt that he

ought to maintain by his abilities that superiority

which birth alone could only precariously esta-

blish.

The conduct of Leicester and of the other

Barons, enemies of the throne, had very natu-

H 2
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rally excited the resentment of Edward ; and

sometimes he might carry too far his dislike of

the pride and exclusive privileges of this highest

class of his father's subjects. Haly was too cun-

ning not to perceive this, and he would try to

widen the breach by intermixing derision and

argument ; for he would permit himself lively

sarcasms on the stately deportment of the British

nobles, and on their splendid and numerous de-

pendants. The Prince, without seeming to ap-

prove, would always listen, and sometimes smile

at the ridicule cast on those whom he had not

yet learned cordially to love.

At other times Haly would talk widely of

plans of conquest ; avail himself of the unguarded

moments in which the Prince would express dis-

pleasure at the failure of some of his allies in

fulfilling their engagements, would give hints of

the weak state of some countries, of the bad

government of others, and of the discontent of

the subjects. On all occasions he would repeat

whatever was calculated to irritate Edward against

states or individuals.

Sir Guy de Lusignan happened to be informed

of a circumstance in which the conduct of some

of the knights of Poitou, and of two or three of

the English Barons had been grossly misrepre-

sented to the Prince, and he felt it his duty to

acquaint him with the truth. This conversation

took place in the Royal tent ; and Haly, who,

seated on the ground, according to the custom of
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his country, was busily employed in writing, ap-

peared not to be attending to what was said. He
was translating dispatches from the Sultan of

Egypt, which had been intercepted by a party of

light horse ; but Lusignan at last caught a fiend-

like glance, which convinced him that Haly was

listening with malice. He, however, continued

to give the explanation which he had begun, till

they were interrupted by the arrival of Clifford^

Montgomery, Arundel, and some other English

knights ; and Lusignan left the tent reflecting on

what had passed.

He had already hinted to Edward his doubts

of Haly, whom he resolved to watch narrowly

;

and he was no less decided to continue warning

the Prince of the danger which he incurred by

trusting him. He sought to investigate the rea-

sons why this stranger remained in the camp ;

whether as an agent of Benducar, or of some

other ruler, who might seek to gain intelligence,

or to excite dissension among the crusaders.

Whatever he might be, he was, in Lusignan's

opinion, a designing traitor. He pretended to be

devoted to Edward ; and the information, given

by him, proved, in general, correct ; but he might

have reasons for sacrificing some points to gain

more fully the confidence of him whom he meant

ultimately to betray.

Sometimes Sir Guy was tempted to believe

that Haly had no connexion with the enemy : for

he was often the cause of doing them much harm

;
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yet even then he could not think him sincerely-

zealous for the success of the Prince, and con-

cluded that he might be a spy employed by Mi-

chael Paleologus, the Greek Emperor, who took

every opportunity to impede the progress of the

christian army, in the fear that, should the cru-

sade prove successful, the Latin Emperors might

re-establish themselves on the throne of Constan-

tinople.

Haly had many protectors, and ingratiated

himself with several of the principal commanders,

more especially with some of the Knights Tem-

plars, as was believed, though he was not openly

seen in their tents. He associated with men of

all ages and situations, fomented the discontent of

those who imagined they had reasons to complain,

and made himself agreable to others by flattering

their different tastes and pursuits. Many of the

English Knights, unaware of the mischief which

he never ceased to do them by raising or encou-

rao-ino- the distrust and resentment of the Prince

against them, fell into the snares which he was

continually spreading for them.

To many of these he recommended himself by

his excellent horsemanship ; and the love of plea-

sure often threw them into his power. He had

tried this bait with Lusignan ; and had thought

that it could not fail of success with one so young,

and of a temper so gay and ardent ; but he soon

found that Lusignan was not to be led away by

ordinary allurements, and he sought to ensnare
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him by seductions artfully veiled and ennobled by
talent and refinement.

All was in vain. Fortebraccio disliked the

man ; and neither the counsels of Anselmo, nor

the image of Seraphina, could be, through his

ministry, effaced or forgotten.

With others, as we have said, he was more
successful. The palace of Alcina (71) and the

gardens ofArmida were at that time no fictions in

Siria ; and Haly could procure access for all who
were willing to follow him.

With the gloomy he succeeded no less than

with the dissipated ; and with the avaricious no

less than with the extravagant ; exciting division

wherever he had influence, and keeping himself

clear from discovery by casting the blame on those

who listened to his delusions ; dropping at the

same time obscure hints against those, whose cha-

racter was generally thought proof against the

venomed shafts of calumny.

The discipline of the army began visibly to

decline, and Edward was displeased. Punish-

ments seemed only to excite dissatisfaction without

putting a stop to the evils which they were in-

tended to correct. At the same time delays suc-

ceeded delays with respect to all active operations,

and it appeared as if a potent spell had paralyzed

the whole.

That Haly had associates there could be little

doubt ; but among the dijfferent strangers who fre-

quented the camp, it was difficult to know who
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they were, though Lusignan was most anxious to

discover whatever concerned a person whom he

considered as so dangerous; for, unfortunately,

he still preserved his influence with Edward hy

making himself useful. The intelligence which

he gave was in most instances correct ; and Lu-

signan was surprised at his exactitude : persuaded

however that sooner or later he should have it in

his power to lay before the Prince incontest-

able proofs of the falsehood of this man, he at

length thought that a favourable opportunity was

offered.

A considerable body of troops, under the com-

mand of one of the Lieutenants of Benducar, was

encamped in a strong position between A sealon

and the mountains. Haly represented it as im-

pregnable ; but Lusignan discovered that there

was a way of approaching it, neither perilous nor

difficult ; known only to the people of the country,

and which he had traced from the suggestion of

Hamet. He was convinced that Haly could not

have been ignorant of this passage.

He lost no time in acquainting the Prince

with the discovery, and saw that he was startled.

It struck him that Haly must have known the

road, and he had positively asserted the contrary;

but scarcely a quarter of an hour elapsed before

Haly appeared and gave information similar to

that which had already reached the Prince ; ac-

counting for the delay in a manner so perfectly

natural, that Edward thought it unjust to enter-

tain any farther suspicion.
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All was prepared for an attack on the enemy's

camp. The army was to be in motion two hom*s

before day break ; and the secrecy with which the

preparations were conducted seemed to give the

fairest prospect of success. Very few were ac-

quainted with the real intentions of the Prince

;

and the general opinion appeared to be that the

army was to march in a contrary direction.

The Prince was the more anxious to exert

every effort for clearing the country of the enemy,

as he had been disappointed in his expectations of

reinforcements from Spain. The Tartars had ap-

peared and disappeared in their usual desultory

mode of warfare, and the Chief, who had come to

the camp to settle their plan of operations, was

mortified when he found that he could not pre-

vail with his nation, to adhere more steadily to their

purpose of keeping the Egyptians out of Pales-

tine. He was now gone back to Ptolemai's with

the purpose of enrolling more troops from Tripoli

and other places on the coast. Before his depar-

ture, Lusignan had tried to discover what he knew
of Anselmo ; but he could get no answer except

that Anselmo had been a brave warrior, and that

all who had known him must remember him by

the benefits which he had conferred.

The zeal of the Tartar chief was the more
welcome to Edward, as he received about this

time accounts that the King of Cyprus had enter-

ed into a separate negotiation with Benducar,

which would probably end in the agreement for a

truce of considerable duration.

h5
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Edward dismissed at an early hour the officers

who had taken his directions for the next morn-

ing, and sat down to write to Eleonora by a mes-

senger who was to be dispatched that night to

Ptohnema'is. Lusignan was the last that left the

tent; and he then walked round to see if the

troops under his command were in readiness for

their approaching departure. He had scarcely

been gone half an hour when he heard an alarm

sounded. — Confusion prevailed throughout the

camp, and a variety of rumours reached his ears.

An assault from the enemy was the general sup-

position, and was industriously circulated by per-

sons who could not afterwards be traced. At length

it was announced as certain that the Prince had

been stabbed in his tent.
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Some said |^that he was killed ; others that he

still breathed ; but all asserted that the wound was

mortal.

The soldiers in consternation flocked to the

pavilion ; and the crowd became so great that it

was difficult for Lusignan to make his way through

it. When he entered he found Edward bleeding

;

but with an undisturbed countenance.

" My friends," he said, " the wound is slight

;

and it is only in my arm. The traitor has paid

the forfeit of his rash attempt." (^^2) Sir Guy drew

near, and perceived Haly on the floor, writhing

in the agonies of death. A poniard was deep in

his breast, and his eyes were closed, but, as Ed-

ward spoke, they opened once more ; and, as they

gleamed on Lusignan, the half extinguished voice

was heard to say, " My task is done ; I die con-

tent— he cannot live." These words of direful

import were his last. He expired in tortures ; but

with a ghastly smile on his pale and distorted

visage.

Edward, while the Surgeon was binding up

his wound, gave directions for calming the tumult

of the soldiers, and assembling them in order that

they might be ready to march at the appointed

hour. As he spoke, his countenance changed,

and became of a dark and uncertain colour. His

head turned giddy, and he fell on the shoulder of

his nearest attendant. His arm began to swell as

if bitten by the serpent of Libia. The aff'righted

surgeon said that some strange poison must have
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done this ; and, when the dagger was extracted

from the body of Haly, the fatal truth was con-

firmed.

All was now affliction and horror. The

affrio-hted attendants ran from the tent in dif-
o

ferent directions, to seek assistance they knew

not where; but Lusignan, who was acquainted

with the country, had disappeared on the first

suspicion of poison, which the words of the dying

Haly had excited in him ; and he returned bring-

ing with him an Arabian Physician, skilled in

the science of administering antidotes.

This man examined the wound, applied sooth-

ing herbs, but held out no encouraging hope of

ultimate recovery.

A messenger was dispatched to Ptolema'is

with the dreadful tidings, and another to Prince

Edmund, who was at some distance with the

troops under his command.

Edward, when he came to himself, w^as per-

fectly collected ; he suffered acute pain ; but he

bore it with a firmness worthy of his heroic

character. He said, that while he was writing

Haly came behind him, and was about to plunge

the dagger into him— that he had just time to

wai'd off the blow so as to receive it only in his

arm ; that, in the struggle, he threw the traitor

on the floor, seized the dagger, and struck it into

his breast. C''^;

While he related this, the Physician observed

the agony with which he contended. Fresh re-

medies were applied ; they were chiefly narcotics ;
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and at last they so far succeeded as to lessen the

torturing pain ; and Edward sank into a kind

of torpor, which was only interrupted by con-

vulsive starts and half uttered groans.

He was in this state when to the astonishment

of all around him, the Princess arrived at the

camp, and hastened to the Royal tent. It was

impossible that the messenger could have reached

Ptolemai's ; and how otherwise could she have

learned the mournful news, or what else could

have been the motive of her journey ?

As the Princess entered she found Lusignan,

mournfully watching beside the couch with two

Physicians and the Surgeon. The attendants

were standing at a little distance with looks of

deep affliction. It was night, and the tent was

only lighted by the pale lamp suspended from the

centre. There was something in the whole of

the scene so awfully sepulchral, that the Princess

as she came in gave a faint shriek, for she

conceived that her much loved Edward was no

more.

Lusignan rose, but his look was so hopeless

that it confirmed the idea which she had fancied

on entering the chamber. A slight motion how-

ever in the extended arms of the Prince relieved

her from the dreadful apprehension.

"Sir Guy, " she said in a low voice, " forgive

me if I beg you to suspend for a short time your

kind care of the Prince, and you, " she added

turning to the attendants, " depart, and leave me
alone to watch with these worthy men."
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There was a calm dignity in the manner of

Eleonora that could not be disobeyed. She seated

herself beside the couch, and they departed.

Lusignan remained in the exterior apartment

of the tent ; at the entrance of which the atten-

dants placed themselves.

In a few minutes the Surgeon appeared,

"The Princess," he said " is the most considerate

of beings. She insists on my taking an hour's

repose ; and has promised that she will send for

me when the Prince awakes ; I may be of more

use by availing myself of this refreshment.

Exhausted by fatigue and want of rest, he

then wrapped himself in his cloak, and sunk

to sleep. A slight whispering was heard in the

interior of the tent—Lusignan distinguished the

alternate voices of Eleonora and the two Phy-

sicians, both of whom were Arabians ; but the

last called in could explain himself in the lan-

guage of Provence, which Eleonora understood

and spoke.

At length all became silent, and lasted so

for some time ; till the drapery of the inner tent

was lifted up, and the Princess came out covered

by her long veil, and attended by Abdoulfaran,

the Physician first brought by Lusignan, and es-

teemed one of the most skilful in the east.

He looked grave and thoughtful ; and the

Princess as she passed, whispered to Lusignan,

** I think the Prince will soon wake, and it might

agitate him to find me here, unprepared as he
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must be for my so speedy arrival, I must now
retire to the tent made ready for me. To mor-

row you shall see me."

Thus saying she glided by him like a phan-

tom, not leaving him time to reply or to enquire

for Seraphina. He could not venture to follow

her steps and his agitation was extreme.

Still the silence of the tent continued. Ed-

ward slept. The impatience of Lusignan was

in some measure relieved by the Surgeon, who
woke and entered the chamber followed by Sir

Guy. They found the Physician who had re-

mained, seated on a carpet at the corner of the

couch ; and when the Surgeon approached the

sleeping Prince, he observed a favorable change

in his countenance, and he remarked that the

arm, which before had been shghtly bandaged,

on account of the intolerable heat occasioned by

the poison, was now more closely covered, and

rested quietly on the bed.

Both Lusignan and the Surgeon were sur-

prised and delighted to see what appeared to

them such a symptom of amendment; but the

Physician looked more wretched than ever, and

made signs to them not to speak.

All continued silent till the first rays of the

sun, penetrating through an opening of the tent,

fell on the face of Edward, and he awoke com-

paratively tranquil, and free from pain. He
spoke not immediately, and again closed his eyes

as if composing himself once more to rest.
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The Surgeon was too happy to refrain any

longer from questioning the Physician, and asked

him what had been done to produce this won-

derful amendant 1

" The good has been done, " replied the Arab,

" by a remedy which the Princess administered.

"

This was spoken mournfully, and his head

sunk on his breast, while he covered his face

with his hands.

The quick ear of Edward caught the word,

though uttered in a low tone of voice, and his

heart vibrated to the sound.

"The Princess," he said; "how can the Prin-

cess know aught of my wound ?
"

" She does," answered the Physician, " and

has bestowed on your Highness a remedy which

may restore you to health, if you do not defeat

her purpose by exerting yourself too soon."

" Restored to health!" exclaimed the Prince;

" to Eleonora ! to my brave soldiers ! This is a

feverish dream ; but it is a happy one. O ! yes.

It was a dream. I now remember it. Methouo:ht

I was in heaven ; and that an angel breathed on

my wounded arm."

The tears of the Arab flowed when he heard

this. "Good man!" said the Prince, "He is

overcome with joy. How can I enough reward

him? But, Lusignan, am I awake? Where is

the Princess ? I cannot understand this : and

it must be explained to me ; or I will rise, and

seek farther information."
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The Physician remained silent ; but Lusignan

answered that the Princess was reposing in a

tent prepared for her ; that she had watched, and

required rest.

The surgeon now interfered; and Edward was

persuaded to be tranquil, after receiving every

information which he and Lusignan could give.

The Prince, indeed, though relieved from pain,

had still much fever; and his thoughts were

yet hardly composed enough for understanding

what he was so anxious to hear. He soon fell

into a gentle sleep, very different from the rest-

less state in which he had before appeared.

Lusignan again called in the attendants; and,

with a mind too much agitated to remain sta-

tionary, where his presence was not absolutely of

consequence, he quitted the pavilion, and found

the crowds still assembled in anxious expectation

of the report of the physicians. Hopes were alrea-

dy entertained from what had been said by Ab-

doulfaran, who, when he attended the Princess,

had been questioned by those who could approach.

Lusignan now confirmed these hopes, by assuring

the soldiers that their leader appeared to be out

of danger ; and the joy expressed by them was

proportionate to the consternation and affliction

which they had felt.

They had been, with difficulty, prevented

from wreaking their vengeance on the Hfeless

body of Haly, when it was removed from the

tent of Edward.
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Many of the Knights, who had been deceived

by the artifices of the traitor, appeared, when
they met Lusignan, ashamed or indignant, avow-
ed their error, and confessed how justly he had
suspected Haly, how kindly he had warned them
not to trust him.

Some, who had, perhaps, not felt that attach-

ment for Edward, which, in so many respects,

he merited, no sooner saw him the victim of

treachery, and falling by the hand of a man
whom they had honoured with a confidence of

which he was undeserving, than they felt their

hearts warmed by the noljlest flame of loyalty

towards the Prince who had been so deceived

and so misrepresented. The soldiers had always

loved him ; and the excitement in the camp was
now universal.

Lusignan was told that several of the stran-

gers, who had been seen for some time amongst
them, had now disappeared; and there could be
little doubt of a plot having been defeated.

In all this Lusignan felt deeply interested, but

he was not less anxious to learn the cause of the

sudden arrival of the Princess, and much wished
to know who accompanied her. He questioned

many on this subject ; but what he could learn

was very little. He repaired to his own tent,

and had not been there long when a page arrived

with a message from Eleonora herself, to tell

Sir Guy that she wished to see him as soon as

possible.



CHAPTER XXXVIL

LusiGNAN lost no time in obeying the welcome
summons ; but how great was his dismay, when
he found the Princess resting on a couch ; her

face pale and livid, and her attendants weeping

around her.

She commanded them all to withdraw, except

her faithful nurse, who had accompanied her

from Castile ; and, when the others were gone,

she said, with a calm and composed voice,—
*'Sir Guy, I have desired to see you at this

early hour, because I wish to consult you on the

proper means for placing Seraphina in an asylum

suitable to her birth and feelings. I must not

forget the duties of friendship ; and she is well

worthy of that sentiment. She accompanied me
hither, and is now reposing, unconscious of the

new sorrows that await her. She will always be

sure of Edward's protection ; but a fit place
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must be found for her residence, until circum-

stances will allow her return to Italy/'

Astonished and alarmed at these words, Lu-

signan knew not what reply to make. He stood

gazing at the altered countenance of Eleonora

;

and she proceeded,

"You are surprised, my friend, to hear me
talk of other protection than mine for her ; but

I shall not be capable to afford it much longer.

The chill hand of death is on me ; and I have

other duties
"

Here a flood of tears choked her voice ; but

she made an effort, and said, " I must not in-

dulge this weakness. I was thinking that Sera-

phina might be safely and honourably placed

with the noble Ladies, Sisters of the order of

Saint John of Jerusalem. There she may wait

events ; you can watch over her welfare, and in-

form Anselmo of my fate."

—

It was with difficulty that the Princess could

articulate these words. She leaned back, and

nearly fainted ; but made a sign to Teresa not to

call for more assistance.

Lusignan threw himself on his knees beside

the couch in deep emotion. "Princess!" he

said, " What means this despondency ? You are

overcome with fatigue, with anxiety ; but you

will soon be better. The Prince is wonderfully

relieved."

"Thanks be to heaven! he is," exclaimed

Eleonora, clasping her hands, and raising her ar-
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dent eyes. " I was not deceived ; and I am sa-

tisfied. Lusignan ! I have not strength to relate

the whole ; and Edward must, as yet, remain

in ignorance : when all is over, when he can

bear it, tell him what Abdoulfaran can better ex-

plain to you.—Seraphina knows the rest." (74)

As she was speaking, the lovely orphan of

Orsini entered, and Eleonora had presence of

mind sufficient to say, in a low voice, to Lu-

signan, "Tell her not what the Arab will dis-

close ; tell her not my danger."

Lusignan bowed his head in sign of obedi-

ence . He arose and greeted Seraphina, with

emotion too powerful for description, and only to

be conceived by those whose harrassed feelings

have been tried like his. A glow of pleasure

brightened the countenance of Seraphina as he

approached her ; but when she observed the

altered countenance of Eleonora, she was seized

with alarm. " You are ill, I fear, very ill, dear-

est Princess. You have passed an anxious night

;

but I hear the Prince is better. O ! try to com-

pose yourself, and I will watch beside you."

" No, my Seraphina," replied the Princess,

faintly. "I must have rest; but Teresa shall

stay with me, and I will see the Physician.

Tell Lusignan, meanwhile, the reason of our pre-

cipitate journey."

Great was the embarrassment which this in-

injunction occasioned ; but it could not be dis-

obeyed. Abdoulfaran was called, and Eleonora
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said, " Farewell, Lusignan
;

perhaps we may
again meet to-day."

In the adjoining apartment of the tent sat the

other attendants of the Princess, unable to ac-

count for the sudden illness which had seized her,

and askino; all who entered if the Prince were

really better, as they attributed chiefly to alarm

for him the state in which they had seen their

beloved mistress. Vincenza was with them ; and

the mournful group gained little consolation fi'om

the answers of Seraphina. Sir Guy spoke not.

His eyes were rivetted on her whom most he

loved, and from whom he was now to hear what

deeply interested him.

The drapery of the vestibule was thrown

up, and a spreading sycamore gently waved its

branches, excluding the burning rays of the sun

;

beneath it Lusignan placed a seat for Seraphina.

**AlasI Lusignan," she said, *' we have not

met since the sad tidings reached me. You loved

my father
!"

She could say no more ; but tears relieved

her ; and the name of Octavio recalled the energy

of mind which Lusignan had nearly lost. That

was a subject, painful indeed ; but on which it

was permitted him to speak.

" Yes, dearest Lady !" he replied. " I loved,

I revered him. He knew my devoted attach-

ment ; and while I breathe, his guardian spirit

animates my bosom, and renders me not unwor-

thy to protect those whom he so fondly loved.
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Command me, Seraphina, trust me ! Remember
the happy moments that once were ours."

*' Thanks, Lusignan," returned Seraphma. " I

never doubted thee. To whom else do I owe the

kind, the soothing protection under which I live ?"

Lusignan sighed. He anticipated the sorrow

of Orsini's daughter, when that protection should

vanish ; but he was not to speak : there was a

pause ; and he knew not how to break the

painful silence. Seraphina recollected herself and

said,

—

"The Princess wished me to explain to you

how it happened that we reached this camp so

long before her arrival could be expected. It was

briefly this ; and it appears to me most providen-

tial. Walking in the gardens adjoining to the

palace at Ptolemai's, as was the usual custom of

the Princess, to enjoy the coolness of the evening,

1 happened to be alone with her, when a man
sprang over the wall, and, throwing himself at

her feet, conjured her to afford him protection

against an enemy who was pursuing him for his

destruction. More than one enemy, indeed, he

said. The Princess promised to protect him; and

he took refuge in a summer house near the spot

where we were standing. We returned to the

house, where we were soon told that application

was made by some Tartars that the man should

be given up to them. He had killed their chief;

and it was observed that he had made towards

the garden wall of our habitation. This is a
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fearful crime, said I to the Princess. I am a

Castilian, answered she ; and, when a Castilian

has once given refuge to the unfortunate, let the

crime be what it may, the asylum must be sacred.

Little did I think him a murderer ; but rather

one pursued by jealous hatred ; his countenance

is noble.

" Think, Lusignan," continued Seraphina,

" what we must have felt. The man was an

Assassi7i, a subject of that formidable chief whom
they call the ^' Old man of the mountains."

" O heavens !" exclaimed Lusignan, " a gleam

of li^ht discovers to me the whole of that dreadful

mystery, which 1 suspected. How often did I

warn the Prince of that invisible power which

spreads terror throughout Europe no less than

Asia, and which the rulers of nations seem to treat,

as the ignorant heathens worship malevolent spi-

rits, by offering gifts and deprecating anger. I

mean not that Edward acted thus. He, on the

contrary, smiled at the danger, and nourished the

viper in his bosom. Haly indeed spoke of the

Assassins as of a phantom ; as of a power which,

if it ever were to be feared, was now no longer

dangerous Pardon this interruption, dearest Se-

raphina
;
proceed, I conjure you."

" We returned to the garden, '^ she continued,

" and the Princess, while she afforded to this

unhappy wretch the means of escape, exhorted

him to adopt a better course of life, and dismissed

him through the little gate, which leads to the
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hills above the town; and of which, by the

Prince's desire, she always kept the key. As we
were returnino; to the house we heard a knocking;

at this door. The Princess said, 'He is again in

peril and I must open it.' In yain I urged her to

call attendants. ' No,' she said, *his safety depends

on secrecy.' She opened it, and once more he cast

himself at her feet. ' Rise,' she said, * what can

you fear? Are you again pursued?' ' My con-

science pursues me,' he replied, ' I will not re-

quite your benefits with ingratitude. I am a sub-

ject of the chief of the mountains. We swear a

solemn, a tremendous oath to obey his mandates

;

und it is not for us to question the justice of them.

They have been lately issued against the Tartar

deputy, and the Prince of England.'

" Judge, Lusignan, what the Princess felt,"

resumed Seraphina after a short pause, " I totter-

ed, I had not strength to scream." ' It may yet

be time,' he said, ' to save your lord, Haly has

long been with him, and has enjoyed his favour ;

but he has not long received instructions to strike

the blow. Depart instantly, and Edward may be

warned in time.'—'In time!' repeated Eleonora,

affrighted at the doubt,— * I fly, but O ! assist me.'

' Impossible !' said the man, sternly. ' I have al-

ready done, I have said, too much. — Yet stay,

behold this seal with mystic characters, drop this

in the way of Haly. He will think something has

occurred, and will search for me. He shall not

find me.—As he spoke these last words in a hollow

VOL. II. I
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tone he left us, and flew like lightning through

the gate."

" Has Eleonora this seal?" said Lusignan, " it

was strangely given, and may be of serious im-

port."

** The Princess," answered Seraphina, " con-

signed it to my care ; for her agitated spirits made
her fear to lose it : behold here it is.—The cha-

racters may be known to you."

Lusignan examined them ; but, well acquaint-

ed as he was with various languages, he could not

understand their meaning.

Seraphina then informed him that the

Princess instantly set forth on her journey, tra-

velled night and day, and met the messenger on

the road ; that when she arrived she insisted on

going alone to the tent of Edward, and said she

had a remedy which might save him.

At this moment they were interrupted by Ab-

doulfaran, who came up to Lusignan and told him

that he wished to have some private conversation

with him, and that the Princess enquired for Sera-

phina. As she withdrew, she cast on Lusignan a

look which pierced him to the heart ; it was that

of a melancholy farewell.

*' How have you left the Princess?" said Sir

Guy to the Physician when they were alone, " and

know you aught of Edward since I left him ?"

*'Tlie Prince will live," answered Abdoulfaren,

*' but his noble consort is very ill."

" Have you any fears respecting her safety?"
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" She is dangerously ill,—I have relieved her

for the moment ; but a temporary relief I fear, is

all our art can give. She may linger long; the

poison has in the present case a slower effect ; but

not less sure."

" Poison," echoed Sir Guy, " what mean you ?"

" To you alone," said the Physician, " I am
allowed to explain the sad, the glorious sacrifice.

The Princess trusts for the present to your secrecy,

and hereafter to your care for breaking the dread-

ful secret to her Lord. It would now counteract

her self-devoted ministry. When she entered the

Royal tent last night, as you must have observed,

her first care was to remove all but my companion

and myself. She told us she had heard that poi-

son could be extracted by the lips. We answered

that it might; but that death, perhaps slow, but

inevitable, would be the consequence to the person

who should perform the office, and that it must

be done in a manner so calm and so complete,

that it would be impossible to prevail, even on a

criminal condemned to death, to go through it

with the constancy requisite for its success.

" She replied," continued the Physician greatly

moved, " I need no farther information. I came

to do my duty. Our remonstrances were fruitless :

we slowly and carefully unrolled the bandage.

Edward started, but the torpor of powerful nar-

cotics had possession of him, and he woke not.

When the arm was bared, it appeared more livid

than before, and swollen to a great degree ; black
I 2
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spots of fearful omen were visible, and Eleonora

applied her lips to the hideous wound. I cannot

describe it. No. Her patience, her constancy are

above all praise. She has, I am convinced effect-

ed the cure ; but
'^

Lusignan struck at once with horror and

admiration, had not breath to speak. At last he

recovered himself, and said to Abdoulfaran, whom
he had long known, and in whose skill he had

the greatest confidence,

"Are there not herbs on the mountains of

Phoenicia, which are considered as powerful

antidotes to the poison used by men of that

country?" (74)

" It is so said," replied the physician, " and I

am inclined to believe it ; nay more, I have spared

no pains to discover similar herbs in other ground,

from the description of them which I have heard;

but I doubt of having succeeded. I applied such

to the Prince's wound ; but you see they failed of

that complete effect which is attributed to those

on the mountains of Tyre : they alone might save

the Princess ; but it is fruitless to talk of them.

The nation is as jealous of them as of the inac-

cessible heights which they inhabit."

Lusignan urged him no farther ; for he had

heard enough. He hastened back to his tent,

where he found his faithful Hamet in attendance.

" Hamet," he said, " get ready two of my swift-

est horses, while I gi\e some directions : for I am
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going on a secret expedition ; and thou alone

must accompany me."

Hamet enquired not whither they were to go.

He was accustomed to the silence and decision of

his master. Lusignan gave the necessary instruc-

tions to his officers, and then sat down to write a

short letter, which he directed, sealed, and gave to

one of his squires, with orders to deliver it in case

he should not return before a given day ; but not

till then to name it under pain of his displeasure.

He had unconsciously retained the seal, which

had been shown him by Seraphina, and he now
perceived that it was on his finger. It struck

him that it might be of service even more essen-

tial than he had at first imagined. The horses

were now ready, and, springing on that allotted

for himself, he rode off followed by Hamet, in a

direction contrary to that which he intended

afterwards to pursue.

At a short distance from the place where he

meant to take this destined road, he met two of

Edward's knights returning from the encamp-

ment of the Flemings, to whom they had com-

municated the danger of the Prince. They en-

quired if he were still alive, and were not less

delighted than astonished to learn that he was
so much better as to give hopes of recovery.

They asked Sir Guy whither he was bent, and he

answered that he was hastening to procure in-

formation, which, he trusted, might be of essen-

tial service.
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Having taken leave of them, he pursued his

journey, turning to the left when he arrived at

the point which he had in view; and he continued

to travel with such rapidity that, on the second

evening, he and Hamet found themselves at the

foot of the mountains inhabited by the people

called by some Capycians, and by others Assassins.



CHAPTER XXXVIII.

At the time when the Caliphs, successors of

Mahomet, invaded Siria, and took possession of

it by their valour, a people called, as we have

said, Capycians or Assassins, names derived from

those of Capys and Assaz, to the number of sixty

thousand, entered Palestine, and cantoned them-

selves in these mountains of Phoenicia.

They came from the borders of Persia, and

first arrived at Babylon; but, jealous of their

independence, they travelled farther, and at

length fixed on these heights and precipices for

their residence. They here dwelt for many cen-

turies unsubdued, and, we may almost say, un-

disturbed by the Caliphs, the Sultans of Egypt,

or the Christian Kings of Jerusalem.

A detestable policy formed the main spring of

their government. They never suffered an injury
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to pass unrevenged, and never made any scruple

of the means to be employed for that purpose.

They had ten strong fortresses, in situations

almost inaccessible, on the rocky summits of their

hills ; between which were delightful valleys

adorned with all that art or nature could produce.

Their chief was elective, and despotic in the ex-

treme. His power extended not only to the per-

sons and properties, but even to the minds of his

subjects. (75) His commands, just or unjust, were

to them a conscience, for, if they died in the per-

formance of them, it was the general belief that

they entered immediately into the enjoyment of

perpetual pleasures. In this and in some other

respects they professed to a certain degree the

religion of Mahomet ; but they were of a peculiar

sect, bound by no moral precept or obligation,

impelled by fanaticism, and grovelling in brutal

sensuality. Their Persian origin was to be traced

in the beauty and proportion of their features and

figures, no less than in the quickness and versa-

tility of their genius. They had commercial

establishments at Tyre of considerable importance.

They were skilled in languages, had some notion

of arts and sciences, and they were bold, secret,

and indefatigable.

The terror which they inspired throughout

the East had in it something almost super-

natural. The " Old man of the mountains" was

an invisible and most powerful agent, whom to

offend was death ; and whom no sovereign at-
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tempted to dislodge from that seat of empire

whence the terrific mandate for his destruction

might at any moment emanate. The Templars

had indeed laid waste some of the fertile valleys

in his dominions, and had plundered villages;

but they had not attacked the castles. The chief,

however, thought it prudent to enter into a treaty

with these knights, and to pay them a yearly

tribute for the purpose of avoiding farther moles-

tation.

This agreement became, afterwards, the cause

of much blame being thrown on the whole order

of Templars ; and they were accused of main-

taining a good understanding with the Assassins.

Richard Coeur de Lion was also suspected by

Philip Augustus to have set them on to murder

the Marquis of Montferrat ; but he would not

condescend to justify himself, or even to notice

the base assertion, which was completely refuted

by the bold avowal of the Assassins themselves.

They declared the deed to have been committed

in revenge for the confiscation of one of their

vessels, laden with rich merchandise, in the port

of Tyre, by order of the Marquis.

There was scarcely a court in Asia, or, in-

deed, in Europe, where they had not not one or

more secret agents. It was most difficult to dis-

cover them under the various disguises which

they assumed; perhaps, impossible, until their

parting steps were traced by the blood which they

shed and the mischief they occasioned,

I 5
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Adepts in falsehood and in crime, they rose

to pre-eminence by means which, if unsuccess-

ful, exposed them to every danger. No tortures

could constrain them to reveal the secret which

they were enjoined to keep; and if any exception

to this were found, revenge was as prompt as it

was certain. These agents were reciprocally

spies on each other, and, if they failed of being

accomplices, they were sure of being victims.

Remorse appeared a stranger to them, as if un-

conscious of the immutable principles of timth

and justice by which society is held together.

To the haunts of this treacherous and terrific

race Lusignan was now calmly advancing ; aware

of the perils that awaited him, but secure in the

integrity of his purpose, and the intrepidity of

his soul. Inspired by hope and charity, he rode

fearlessly forward, a true image of the Christian

warrior ; his mind resolved, and his countenance

placid, though thoughtful.

Hamet judged that his master was proceed-

ing towards Tyre ; and he was, therefore, as

much astonished as alarmed when, stopping in

a valley where the road divided into two, he

heard him ask which of the two led to the moun-
tains ?

" To the mountains !
" repeated Hamet, in dis-

may. " I thought you knew, my Lord, the only

passage over these mountains is through the ter-

ritory of the Assassins. You may wind round

them to the right, if your intention be to go to
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Tripoli ; but if to Tyre, you must keep to the

left, and gain the sea-coast."

" Which way then leads directly to the moun-

tains ?" said Lusignan.

*' There is no way," replied Hamet, " no road

whatever ; scarcely what may be called a path

among the rocks."

"Hamet!" said Lusignan, gravely, "I came

not hither on a slight purpose. I must seek the

residence of the Chief of this nation ; and it is

thy duty to direct my steps."

Hamet wept : he threw himself at the feet of

his master, and conjured him to desist from so

hazardous, so desperate, an enterprise.

Hamet had once been detained a prisoner by

this extraordinary people ; and had often related

the circumstance to his master; expressing, at

the same time, such a horror of what he had

seen and undergone, that Lusignan doubted if

even his devoted fidelity could be proof against

the terror of these recollections. His knowledge

was also confined to the mere entrance of these

dominions ; for he had been immediately taken to

one of the first castles, and thrown into a dun-

o-eon, where he witnessed the death of some of

his companions. He would have shared their

fate with the remaining few, had they not been

reclaimed by the Templars, to whom they were

proceeding with presents, from the Sultan of

Damascus, when they fell into the hands of the

mountaineers.
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All that Hamet had seen he clearly remem-

bered ; and, when he found that his master could

not be deterred from his purpose, he said,

"There is a little town, or, rather, a village,

on the road to Tripoli, which does not absolutely

belong to the old man of the mountains ; but

over which he has unlimited influence. The

inhabitants purchase his favour by the meanest

submission. There we may leave our horses

;

and, if you persist in venturing, we may thence

ascend the hill above it; which, I believe, is

the only practicable way."

Lusignan followed his directions ; and, in a

short time, they arrived at a miserable hamlet,

which Hamet recognised, with a shudder, as the

place where he and his companions had been

made prisoners. The inhabitants stared at the

strangers with a surprise not unmixed with sus-

picion ; and, as they entered a house, which Ha-

met recollected and thought capable of receiving

them, Lusignan told the master that he had

business with the Sovereign of the mountains,

and desired that he would furnish him with a

ofuide to conduct him to his residence.

"That is impossible," said the man. " I have

no right to shew any stranger the way. You may
wait here till one of the nation arrives, and tell

your story to him."

Lusignan, however impatient, was oblige d to

comply with this proposal ; and the delay proved

to be short; but he employed it in communicat-
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ing to his faithful Moor the object of his daring

attempt, and in giving him directions how to act

in case of its failure.

The host had no doubt sent immediate intel-

ligence of the arrival of a Knight, who made so

uncommon a request ; for in a very short time

four men made their appearance, completely

armed, and of unpromising demeanour. Lusig-

nan walked coolly up to them, having com-

manded Hamet to remain where he was.

"What means this intrusion T' said one of

them; "art thou come amongst these slaves as

a spy?

" I come on business to your Chief," said Sir

Guy. " Lead me to him, and you shall be re-

warded for your pains."

"What is your name?" said another of the

men.

"Sir Guy de Lusignan, a Knight of France,

and a Crusader ;" he said, throwing open his

cloak, and showing the white cross that desig-

nated his country and his profession." (76)

At this the men looked at each other, as if

enquiring what was to be done. At length

the first who had spoken asked if he came

unarmed ?

" I never ride unarmed," said Lusignan, " but

1 come not to fight—I come to parley."

" From whom come you?" said one of the

people.
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"That I will tell your Chief," answered the

Knight.

The men murmured, and debated with each

other on what was to be done ; in the mean
while Hamet approached his master, and im-

plored him to permit his accompanying him.

" No, No!" said the men ;
" come, Sir Knight,

we will conduct you ; and your servant may wait

your return."

The last words were spoken in a sarcastic

tone that chilled the heart of Hamet. He
would have spoken to his master ; but the four

men surrounded him closely, and prevented all

further communication.

Lusignan remained silent ; and two of the

men led the way, while the two others followed

him. They slowly ascended the mountain, which

grew more and more steep as they approached

its summit. The men conversed together in a

language understood only by themselves. Lu-

signan could distinguish a few Persian words,

but not sufficient to make out the general

meaning of the conversation.

Arrived at the top of the hill they rested, and

a wild but magnificent prospect appeared before

them. To the left was the blue line of the sea,

Ijeneath them a beautiful valley, and rising above

it in succession a chain of mountains glittering

in the sun.

After resting about an hour, and refreshing

themselves with wine and provisions, they began
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to descend; and, to shorten the road, by the aid

of poles, they sprung over chasms in the rock,

and glided down precipices, which would have

appalled any one less active and less intrepid

than Lusignan.

Fancy cannot picture a scene more striking

or more lovely, than that which presented itself

when they arrived at a village situated near a

murmuring stream. This rivulet was formed by

the torrents falling from the hills in copious cas-

cades, or trickling through the rocks like silvery

ribbons, with all the variety of sounds produced

by the obstacles which they encountered in their

course.

Lusignan was surprised not to find a castle

on the eminence, over which they passed ; but,

on looking up to it from the valley, he observed

one of great strength, which a ridge of rocks had

concealed from his view, when he was a short

distance from its walls.

Night had now closed in, and his guide con-

ducted him into a small room in one of the

houses of the village where they stopped, two of

them stationing themselves to watch him, and

the other two lying down to sleep near the door.

Lusignan slept for some hours; but he was

summoned long before day break to pursue his

journey. A contemptuous smile appeared on his

countenance when he found that his sabre had

been removed, and his poniard taken from his

belt. He carelessly said, " You have secured my
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arms ; but the precaution was unnecessary. I

come with no hostile intentions."

The men looked at each other with surprise,

and almost with terror at the composure of their

prisoner. This unconcern in a man within their

power seemed mysterious to them ; and every-

thing alarms a suspicious mind. Truth and

frankness are not understood by the deceitful

and treacherous ; and there is a courage arising

from the soul which cannot be comprehended

by those who are only brave because their nerves

are strong, and they are habituated to danger.

Again Lusignan and his guards ascended

;

and the rising sun discovered to him a prospect

of rocky scenery still more sublime than that

which he admired on the preceding day. It ap-

peared as if he were, in these awful solitudes,

divided from the world and all its attractions

;

yet beasts of burden, laden with rich wines, and
costly merchandise, often passed him ; and these

animals, accustomed to the precipices, ascended

and descended them almost in a perpendicular

direction ; while their bold conductors appeared

no less skilful in their bounds from rock to rock.

The summits of the highest mountains alone

were entirely bare of vegetation. The various

products of different climes seemed to rise in

succession beneath them, and several fortresses

were seen, like Eagle's nests, suspended on pro-

jecting rocks half way up these formidable emi-

nences.
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Continuing to climb, the men conducted Lu-

signan near one of these ; and they were chal-

lenged by a sentinel posted at the top of a rugged

flight of steps cut in the rock ; by which they

were to mount. He held a spear in his hand,

and had a bow and arrows slung over his shoul-

ders. A dialogue took place between him and

the guides ; and he seemed displeased at the

approach of a stranger. He sounded a horn, the

notes of which re-echoed through the wide extent

of surrounding mountains in a manner singularly

fine. Affrighted antelopes sprang from their

covers, and appeared to dart through the air
;

while flocks of birds with discordant screams arose

from the hills nearest the sea. The knight per-

ceived bands of archers taking their posts on

several of the rocks, and the, sentinel now per-

mitted him with his guards to mount the steps,

resembling those by which our hardy seamen

ascend the lofty side of a first rate ship of war,

but in greater number, and unaided by the slightest

support. One false step must have dashed him

into a torrent, in a valley below, so deep that its

murmurs could scarcely be heard at the fortress.

They passed under the walls ; and again de-

scending, they arrived at about mid-day in a small

well built town, ornamented with gardens, and

apparently populous. The inhabitants appeared

lively and inc[uisitive. They flocked around the

stranger ; and he observed amongst them many

females in gaudy attire ; and some of them play-
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ing on musical instruments. They were soon

rudely driven away by the g^uards ; who took the

knight through a garden to a deserted pavilion

;

where they left him with some coarse bread, and

a jug of water ; barring the door as they de-

parted.



CHAPTER XXXIX,

While confined in the pavilion, Sir Guy had no-

thing to divert his impatience but the distant and

discordant sounds of menaces, laughter, and com-

plaint. He could see nothing but the high and

thick cypresses surrounding the place v^^here he

was left ; and in this manner he had to spend two

or three hours before the journey was resumed.

It proved long and wearisome. Fresh guides

had been substituted, and they quickened their

pace without entering into any conversation with

Lusignan ; at the same time keeping still closer

to him than those had done with whom he first

set forth.

Young, strong, and active as he was, he was

nearly exhausted before they reached the destined

place of rest, the moon having lighted them for

the two last hours of their journey.
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The hamlet where they stopped, was com-

manded by a castle, of which it seemed to be the

suburb. The sentinels objected to the entrance of

a stranger more decidedly than those whom he

had encountered in the morning. They made
ready their bows ; and the new guides who were

with him, instead of taking his part, poured forth

execrations on his temerity, and threatened to

leave him to his fate.

In this emergency he resolved to make use of

the seal, which he had not meant to produce

before he should reach the spot where he ex-

pected to find the mysterious chief ; but he now
thought it was the only chance for his being suf-

fered to proceed ; and, showing it to the sentinels,

he desired that they would take him to the com-

mander of the fortress, and give him an oppor-

tunity of exhibiting this proof of his mission to

the Sovereign of the mountains.

The seal had all the effect he could wish.

Not only the sentinels, but the guides, were ap-

peased ; and the former ran to call the command-
ing officer.

He was a man of stern aspect, about forty, or

forty-five years of age. He looked on the seal,

and, after very little delay, he ordered the guides

to remain in the hamlet, and led the knight up
the rock to a drawbridge, which on a signal made
by him, was let down. He then invited Lusig-

nan rather courteously to enter the castle ; and

not to comply was impossible, for he had no al-

ternative.
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The drawbridge was again raised, and the

massive gates were closed
;
yet the countenance

of the intrepid Lusignan betrayed to the piercing-

eye of his conductor no symptom of distrust or

anxiety.

The Governor took him into his own apart-

ment, which was furnished with splendour. The

carpets of Persia, the perfumes of Arabia, the

silk hangings of Damascus formed a striking-

contrast in the mind of Lusignan with the wild

scenery which he had been so recently traversing.

" Stranger !" said the Governor, " since when
have you this seal ? and from whom did you re-

ceive it ?"

" I had it from a Lady," answered Lusignan,
*' not many days ago."

" Did Abdallah fall by a female hand ?" said

the Governor w^ith a look of doubt and disbelief.

" Abdallah still lives ;" said the knight, " he

was saved from death by the Lady to whom he

gave this ring."

" We are not used to be trifled with," resumed

the interrogator w4th the stern expression of coun-

tenance first remarked by Lusignan. " Abdallah's

breathless corse has been found near the walls of

Ptolemais ; and thou art his murderer."

The voice with which this appeal was made
was not less intimidating than the look which ac-

companied it. Yet Lusignan calmly replied,

" I never saw him."
" Hov/ camest thou by this seal?" repeated the

Governor.
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" I have already told you," said the knight.

" Abdallah, as you call him, for I knew not his

name, was pursued by enemies, saved by a Lady,

gave her this seal for a noble purpose ; in conse-

quence of which I hold it."

** We are not bound to believe a story so im-

probable," said the officer, "but our Chief shall

determine." So saying, he led him out of his

apartment, delivered him up to a strong guard,

and by no remonstrances could be induced to

listen to another word.

Imprisoned in one of the towers of the castle,

Sir Guy de Lusignan had full leisure to reflect on

the situation in which, it cannot be denied, he

had rashly placed himself. His impatience is not

to be described. A thousand anxious thoughts

crowded into his mind. He had no means to

justify himself from this supposed murder, and he

saw^ little chance of being extricated from the pre-

sent danger, with still less probability of accom-

plishing the object for which he had undertaken

the perilous journey.

"What have I done?" said he mentally.

" Have I not tempted Providence by rushing on

assured destruction? Presumptuously supposing

that I could controul events by braving them, and

accomplish impossibilities ! Was it a vain con-

fidence in myself that led me on ^ Was it a selfish

motive ? No. I am not conscious of either. If I

have lightly thrown away the existence, which I

might have longer rendered useful, I die at least

in the performance of what I thought a duty.
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Strengthened by this self-examination, and

recommending himself to that Power who can

alike arrest the bolt of the clouds and the arm

of the oppressor, the yomig warrior, overcome

by fatigue, sunk to rest, and slept composed

until many hours after he was awakened by the

opening of his prison door.

The Governor, immediately after delivering

him over to the guard, had despatched a mes-

senger to enquire what was to be done with the

intruder ; and, as the distance was not great, the

answer was just arrived, and he hasted to com-

municate it to his prisoner.

This was the order :
" The Christian, who

has thrown himself in thy way can have no busi-

ness that concerns us. We will not see him. It

is not clear that he killed Abdallah ; therefore

grant him his choice of death. Despatch !

"

Lusignan felt refreshed by repose ; and when

he saw the Governor enter his prison, he once

more asked to be sent to the Chief.

" He will not see thee," answered the Gover-

nor; "he has signified his pleasure to me in

this mandate ; but he is merciful, and allows

thee to choose in what manner thou wilt leave

the world. Wilt thou be precipitated into the

torrent below? or shall our arrows release thee?"

" I will m.ake no choice," said Lusignan, *' I

will not be accessary to my own destruction. I

came as a friend, and I told you truth. My
interview with your Prince would have been ser-
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viceable to him ; and my death will have the

contrary effect. But no matter. I came to shed

my blood under the banner of the cross ; and,

whether I die on this mountain in the cause of

humanity, or before the walls of Jerusalem, is

immaterial. Do with me what you will."

The Governor had a slight feeling of com-

punction , but he surmounted it. He commanded

that Lusignan should be bound to the mast of a

galley which had been erected as a signal post

on the brow of the fearful eminence ; and he

ordered out the archers.

The young Knight warned them off till he had

knelt and offered up a silent prayer. He then

arose, looked round the circle assembled to wit-

ness his fate, and would have spoken, but a dis-

cordant sound of martial instruments silenced his

voice. He made no farther resistance, suffered

himself to be bound with dignified composure

;

and stood erect, his eyes raised to Heaven, and

his soul intent on atoning mercy.

The bows were bent ; the signal given ; and

the arrows flew. One alone struck the christian

warrior ; for at the very moment in which they

were let fly, a noise was heard ; a breathless

messenger exclaimed, " Stop ! Defer the ven-

geance !
" Five of the archers heard it, and their

shafts flew at random ; the sixth slightly grazed

the shoulder of Lusignan.

He was led back to the Governor's apart-

ment, and it was made known to him that he
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was to be sent farther. His wound was dressed

;

for, slight as it was, he felt excessive pain ; and

doubted not that the arrow was poisoned ; for

such, he knew, was the usual custom of the peo-

ple, except for weapons used in hunting. He
took particular notice of the herbs applied to the

wound, but he could not succeed in procuring

any of them in their natural state ; and, if he had

been so fortunate, how could he have sent them ?

All that he could do was to remark the shape

of the leaf and of the flowers, and the manner of

applying them.

He was soon permitted to depart ; the Go-

vernor, in obedience to the orders which he had

received, was as anxious for it as himself; and

guards were appointed to conduct him. He was

watched as strictly as ever, although treated

with rather more respect.

As he quitted the fortress he observed some

poor peasants, who appeared to have brought

fruit and other provisions. Among them there

appeared to be an aged women, bent almost

double, and resting on her staff, with a basket

on her arm. She was near the outer gate, as

Lusignan passed, and clasped her hands in token

of joy at his deliverance. This was a different

behaviour from what he had seen in any other

person on the mountains ; and it greatly excited

his curiosity, but his guides surrounded him

closely, and he could ask no questions. He
however perceived that the peasants followed

VOL. II. K
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him, and kept offering their fruit to the guards,

who repulsed them, and who appeared to be

teased with their importunity. At length the old

woman, apparentlymaking a great effort, came near-

ly up with them, and taking out of her basket a

beautiful melon, entreated them to purchase it.

The voice, though disguised, struck Lusig-

nan forcibly, and he was sure that his faithful

Hamet was following him under this assumed

character. His agitation was extreme; for another

word might hazard the safety of this valuable

man. He would not allow himself to look a*

him ; but joined with the guards in warning back

the peasants. They still persisted in following,

though at a distance.

Sir Guy, as he proceeded on his way, at-

tentively observed all the herbs and plants which

bore any resemblance to that of which he was in

search. He was now convinced by experience o^

its wondrous efficacy, and he wished more ardent-

ly than ever to obtain it : at last he thought that

he could distinguish in the valley beneath a con-

siderable quantity of it ; but he could not be

sure, and to have made enquiry would have ex-

cited suspicion.

An exclamation from one of the guides soon

put an end to all doubt on the subject. *' See !

"

said the man to his con panions, "the Governor's

bestdcg! He has an arrow sticking in him. IS'o

doubt one of those that should have struck the

christian. He is rolling amorg those herbs and

will drive it in deeper." So saying, he called
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to the peasants, and told them to go down into

the valley, extract the arrow, and carry the dog

back to the fortress.

Lusignan understood not these words, but he

perfectly comprehended the sense of them. The

natural instinct of the animal had led him to seek

the remedy ; but all that Sir Guy now wished

was that Hamet should feel the importance of the

event. The guides stopped for a moment to see

if the peasants obeyed them, but Lusignan could

not catch the eye of Hamet ; he saw him stand

at a little distance from the rest, and turn back

with them, when they had drawn out the arrow.

He continued his journey through a country like

that which he had so greatly admired on the pre-

ceding days : till at length it became so wild and

barren in its appearance, and so difficult of ac-

cess, so broken into disjointed masses of rocks,

and so devoid of all vegetation, that it resembled

the fabled scene of combat of the giants scaling

the heavens.

Lusignan could not guess whither they were

leading him, when he found himself engaged in a

defile, and re-descending, for as yet he had been

mounting, between enormous natural walls of

stone, irregularly shaped, which almost excluded

the light of day.

By this dreary road he at last arrived at a

rock, which seemed to bar the way, and prevent

farther progress ; but on near approach, he ob-

served an excavation or grotto, into which he

k2
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planged, with his guides, and walked on for a

long time in total darkness.

By degrees a glimmering light appeared at a

distance, and encreased as they advanced. They
again saw day; but it was only for a short space

of time, as they were descending through another

defile in a serpentine direction ; and they came
to another dark gallery.

The guides had conversed little with each other

on their way, and still less with Lusignan, although

they could speak the Siriac language, as well as

their own. Here however they addressed him
and asked if he chose to rest awhile, offered him
water, and then talked with their companions.

The Knight, impatient of delay, and totally

unable to judge when all this was to end, in-

sisted on proceeding, and enquired when they

should reach their ultimate destination.

"This last cavern," said one of the men,
" will lead us to the awful dwelling of the old

man of the mountains. You have courage, no

doubt, or you would not have ventured hither,

and your countiymen, as well as the Sirians, may
have told you fearful tales of all the horrors of

his mansion ; but I question if you are suflicienfly

prepared for what you are about to encounter."

This w^as said in a sarcastic manner that

offended Lusignan ; but he disdained reply, and

pursued in silence a long subterraneous road of

rapid descent ; while the harsh voices, and ill-

timed jests of his guides resounded strangely

through the dismal cavern.
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Once more Sir Guy perceived a ray of light and

found it only intercepted by the leafy branches of

a palm tree, which concealed the narrow extremity

of the cave. His surprise was great at the sight

of this verdure, so different from the barren

scenes which he had been tracing ; and, when he

made his way into the open air, the blaze of day

appeared to him in all its splendour.

A prospect most enchanting was now discover-

ed to his view ; and he found himself in a winding

path, that led him down the side of a hill, clothed

with shrubs and trees of various sorts, into a

plain surrounded by the lofty mountains, over

part of which he had journeyed.

In the midst of this spacious amphitheatre he

remarked a rising ground, in the centre of which

stood a light and brilliant edifice, the palace of the

Prince of the country, of him who was depicted
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in the imagination of the superstitious vulgar as

something between man and demon, horrid to

behold, and inhabiting the bowels of the earth.

A meandering stream bathed the foot of this

delightful eminence covered with magnificent

gardens and terraces. The glittering domes and

slender minarets arose amidst the surrounding

trees ; and a perfumed atmosphere invaded the

senses, as the balmy gale sported among the

flowery shrubs reflected by the transparent rivulet

:

aquatic birds of gaudy plumage were sailing on

its glassy surface, while the thrilling notes of

others were heard in the groves, harmoniously

joining the murmur of the cascades ; which, fal-

ling successively from the distant hills, denoted

the source of the stream.

The tender grass, resembling a velvet carpet,

embroidered with flowers of every hue, formed a

spacious lawn on the banks of the water; and

here a variety of tents were spread, vying one with

another in splendour and in richness. Streamers

floated in the air, and golden dragons sparkled

in the sun. Horses sumptuously caparisoned, and

mounted by pages gorgeously apparelled, were

here exercising ; and in some of the tents, where

the drapery was partly drawn up, banquets were

to be seen, and song and laughter heard re-echoing

from the various gay circles which surrounded

them.

The guides conducted Lusignan over a bridge

of light construction, and fancifully ornamented,
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to the first court of the palace, refreshed by two

fountains, falling: into basins of curious marble.

The pavement was mosaic of dazzling colours in-

termixed with gold. Aromatic plants and shrubs

were growing round the fountains, and on the

sides of the quadrangle. Gilded lattices con-

cealed the windows, which had a view of the

court; and guards in glittering habits lined the

avenues of citron and lemon trees through which

Sir Guy had to pass in crossing this and the inner

court.

On entering a great hall he observed similar,

if not encreasing, luxury ; and yet there was no-

thing on which his eye could rest with pleasure.

A dazzling glitter of showy ornaments without de-

sisrn or g^eneral effect ; and sava;j;e countenances

inspiring disgust rather than security, designated

the apartments and the numerous retinue sta-

tioned in them.

Lusignan became every moment more and

more impatient to behold the strange being to

whom all this pomp was dedicated ; a door was

at length thrown open, and the dusk of evening

was succeeded by a blaze of torches, held by a

great number of armed attendants. He perceived

that he was entering a long gallery, at the thresh-

hold of which his four guides cast themselves on

their faces ; and were succeeded by four others

whom he recognized as those who had first attend-

ed from the frontiers. These led him to the mid-

dle of the gallery, where they performed the
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same ceremonial as the former, and he saw

many persons on each side of him in a similar

attitude.

The four, who next come forward, were the

men who took him to the fortress when the others

left him at the village ; and they now guarded

him till he came nearly to the extremity of the

gallery, where the most hrilliant illumination

dazzled his eyes, and scarcely allowed him to dis-

tinguish objects.(77)

He saw no throne ; and one great curtain, on

which were embroidered mystic characters, was

all that could give him a notion of concealed

state. Twenty warriors, armed as for battle,

stood before the curtain ; and one of them, who
appeared to be giving directions to the rest, sta-

tioned himself with his back to a pillar support-

ing the roof. Some of the others advanced, and,

surrounding Lusignan, conducted him to their

companion.

He was tall. His figure indicated strength

without grace. His features appeared to be

tolerably regular ; but they were altered by the

expression of his countenance, which had in it a

mixture of suspicion and contempt. His com-

plexion was a dark olive, and he seemed to be

about forty years of age.

" Christian !
" he said, in a deep-toned voice,

which, if softened by benevolence, might have

been harmonious, " what business hast thou with

the Ancient of the mountains I
"
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** I will inform him," answered Lusignan,

when I shall be allowed to see him."

"He hears thee," said the warrior; "and
that is sufficient. Mirza can answer thee."

Lusignan looked steadfastly at him, and saw

him lay his hand on a dagger ; a motion which

was instantly imitated by his companions.

" Camest thou hither for revenge, rash youth ?"

said Mirza. " Thou canst not penetrate beyond

this spot ; and we are many ; but this weapon is

enough. At this tyrants tremble ; for I can

lengthen my arm, and reach their bosoms be

they ever so distant.'^

" So mean a motive as revenge," replied Lu-

signan calmly, " would not have led me to these

dominions."

"Mean!" exclaimed his interrogator, with

eyes flashing anger. " I couple revenge with

glory.
"

" Listen to me," said Lusignan, " if you seek

glory ; nay, if you seek revenge, the noblest re-

venge, I will teach you how to obtain it. Ab-

dallah and Haly were sent hence to destroy

the Tartar Chief and the Prince of England.

The first succeeded ; but, pursued by other Tar-

tars, he took refuge with the British Princess,

who protected him even when she learned

his crime. What was his subsequent fate I

know not ; but he was grateful. Haly fell

by the hand of Edward ; and, in his agony,

he boasted that his work was done. The
k5
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boast would have been verified, had not the

lovely Eleonora imbibed the poison and saved

her Lord. I left her sinking beneath its fatal

influence ; and I come to ask a remedy. I apply

to an enemy; but is he not too brave to war

against a woman? And can he take a nobler

revenge on Edward than to lay him under obli-

gation ?
"

Mirza heard him in cold contemptuous silence,

and then said, " Foolish woman ! and thou still

more foolish, to risk thy life for her. Thou

sayest she is lovely , but thou wilt find thousands

not less lovely, and more wise I

"

The disgust felt by Lusignan at this moment
was hard to conceal. "I spoke of her loveliness,"

he said, " to move thy pity ; as to me, I honour

her virtues, and I owe her gratitude.*'

" Gratitude !
" echoed the Chief, " I hear

of gratitude; but I believe not in it.—Sir Guy
de Lusignan! we know thee.—^The Ancient of

these mountains knows thee. Thou hast talents
;

and thou hast merited the name of Fortebraccio.

Why art thou wasting thy existence in idle

dreams ? In useless attachments, when thou

mightest render thyself powerful and happy ?
"

*' I cannot think my existence wasted," repli-

ed Sir Guy, " while I am doing my duty; and,

as to happiness, I know not any other way to

attain it."

" I could teach thee," said the Chief, " many
other paths, and much more easy."
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*'Why take such interest in me?" enquired

Lusignan.

"Our Sovereign," replied he, "informs me
of all tliat passes : and no man's actions can

escape his knowledge. Nay, thoughts are known
to him. The genius of these rocky mountains

exercises a secret empire over far wider regions

than ever thou, Lusignan ! wanderer as thou art,

hast visited. Thou art brave ; thou hast the art

of pleasing, and of inspiring confidence. Thou
art alone in the world ; but it is thine own fault.

The arm of power, the head of counsel, might

assist thee. Treasures might be at thy com-
mand ; and there are thrones which might find

in thee a worthy occupant."

Lusignan simply replied that a throne to

which he had no right could have no charms for

him.

" How know you,'* said the Chief, " what

right you may, or may not have to a throne?

You seek information, and your researches have,

as yet, been fruitless ; but, perhaps, the moment
may not be far distant when all your doubts

may be cleared."

This was said in a manner so mysterious, that

it excited Sir Guy's curiosity. " If Philip de

Lusignan, " he said, " be a prisoner among you,

or if you know aught of his fate, there is no
ransom I will not pay, no reward I will not give,

for information concerning: him."
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" Of what use could it be to us," said Mirza, "to

detain an old Cenobite? As to intelligence of

thy concerns, Lusignan, thou must show more

confidence before the Sovereign will allow it to

be communicated to thee."

"What more confidence can I show," said

the young Knight, " than that of coming among

you alone, unaided by any precaution what-

soever ?

"

" Your own reflections might have told you,"

said the Chief, " the unreasonable nature of your

request. The success of all enterprises depends

on secrecy. Can we betray ourselves by teaching

others how to counteract the powerful means of

which we are in possession? No, Lusignan!

Thou canst not expect such grace. When we see

no necessity for the death of an enemy, we spare

his life: we have spared thine."

" I was falsely accused of the murder of

Abdallah," said Sir Guy.

"A letter from that traitor," replied Mirza,

"justified thee; for it proved his resolution to

punish himself for his perjury. He wrote it

when he left the garden, delivered it to a slave,

and then, as it should seem, destroyed himself.

The slave was tardy ; and he has suffered for it
;

but thou art safe. Thou seest that we are just,

and even generous ; for who can assure us that

thy story, however true, as to the principal

facts, may not be grafted on a secondary mo-

tive?
"
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Lusignan could not forbear answering, '* If

suspicion poison all your pleasures, the anchorite

is more happy."

Mirza suppressed a sigh ; and, assuming an

aspect of stern displeasure, he said, '' Young

Knight, this is bold ; but remember, we are not

accustomed to be insulted with impunity."

*' I insult you not," answered Lusignan; " I

rather grieve that genius and valour should be

clouded by error."

" One of our Sovereign's predecessors," re-

plied Mirza, " was willing to listen to the doc-

trines of your teachers. (78) He is said to have

compared the volume of our prophet with that

in which you believe, and to have given his pre-

ference to the latter ; but he wished to be freed

from the tribute which he had engaged to pay to

the Templars ; and they preferred his gold to

his conversion. We study not your books, but

we read your lives. Are you less treacherous,

less cruel, or less vindictive than we? You call

us your persecutors ; and you prove yourselves

hostile, not only to your avowed enemies, but to

your professed friends. Is not the Greek jealous

of the Romans 1 (79) Is not your Pontiff the

enemy of those who kneel before him ? And are

not they his foes and persecutors'? Talk not to

me of precepts. I know your deeds ; and I re-

joice in your divisions. We are wiser than you ;

for our sovereign protects us, and we protect

each other. We know we are safe while you are

divided.*'
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Lusignan coloured ; and his heart was sad-

dened by the picture ; which, though exagger-

ated, bore too great a resemblance to the painful

truth for him to attempt a denial. "I own,"

said he, " that many of us are unworthy of the

sacred badge of our profession ; but, erring

mortals as we are, we carry not treachery and

revenge into a system."

" You speak of our system as if you knew
it,'' returned Mirza, with one of those sneering

smiles that degrade human nature. " You know
it not. The Templars alone had some idea of

its worth ; but they are hypocrites, and will not

confess it.''

Lusignan was surprised to hear Mirza talk

with such freedom before the warriors, his appa-

rent companions ; and the guards, who stood

near him, with their eyes fixed on the stranger,

as if suspecting that he was intent on some

treacherous attack ; but these understood not the

conversation : for different qualifications were

required for different services and employ-

ments, in this singular court. Those who were

to be the immediate guards of the inmost re-

cess were selected for their strength and

boldness, as also for their deficiency in men-

tal endowments, and they were educated, or

rather, kept in ignorance, purposely to this

effect. The Chiefs, or Companions, on the

contrary, were adepts in all the policy of the

nation.
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Of these particulars Mirza made no scruple

to inform Sir Guy when he observed him looking

at these men with some degree of astonishment,

and, perhaps, thought he was too prudent to

speak before them, in reply to the offers which

he had made him.
" We shall not detain you against your will

longer than may be necessary," continued he
;

but you shall see how we live, and you shall

find that, when we are willing to admit any one,

we mean to confer a favour."

One of Mirza's companions then conducted

Lusignan into the interior of the palace, where

every thing was to be found that wealth and

luxury could give ; and where mute submis-

sion pervaded the splendid apartments. They

appeared solitary, though filled with human
beings ; and the Chief, who accompanied

Lusignan, seemed to inspire terror as he pass-

ed through them. He looked at the Knight

to discover what impression was made on him

by this display of pomp ; and he was disap-

pointed.

He next conducted him into gardens, which

bore, and well deserved, the Persian name of

Paradise, as far as Lusignan could judge, by the

clear light of the moon in an unclouded sky.

His guide here left him, in the midst of foun-

tains, groves, and flowers, a perfumed atmos-

phere, and the softest sounds of vocal and instru-

mental music.
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Youths who, by their speech and appearance,

seemed to be natives of Asiatic Greece, came and
offered their service to attend him, and pointed

the vray to magnificent baths, encircled by rose

trees. They also brought rich vestments for his

use. All this the Knight declined, contenting

himself vrith the refreshing coolness of a seques-

tered fountain, into w^hich he plunged, and then

resumed his former raiment.

He found a banquet prepared for him in a

pavilion, lighted by torches of odoriferous wood,
from which distils the precious gum so prized in

distant climes. The same young slaves were

ready to attend ; serving him in chrystal gob-

lets, with the choicest wines of Persia, and offi-

ciously recommending to him the most delicate

viands. Here were the tongues of pheasants,

and the spicy nests of the diminutive eastern

bird; the rarest fruits, and all the studied luxury

of marine productions.

Lusignan partook moderately of the simplest

food, and was about to rise from table, when
three half-veiled females, of exquisite beauty,

came to the door of the pavilion, and seated

themselves on embroidered cushions, brought by

slaves. One played on the lute, while the two

others sung a Persian air, expressive of senti-

ments perfectly in unison with the gay scene that

surrounded them.

On a sudden their song was interrupted, and

they withdrew precipitately. The slaves retired
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also with speed ; the torches were extinguished,
"

and Lusignan, leaving the pavilion, sought to
\

discover the cause of their desertion. I

All had vanished, and a few trembling lights J

alone were visible behind the more distant trees
;

but the stars shone bright, and he perceived

advancing towards him a person whom he soon i

found to be Mirza. !



CHAPTER XLL

" Well, Sir Guy," said the Chief, as he ap-

proached, '* how Hke you the den of the monster?

You see we are not doomed to unenlivened

seclusion."

" I thank you for your hospitality," answered

the Knight, "but my mind is too intent on other

objects to pay attention to your mode of living."

" You are austere," replied Mirza.

" It would ill-become my time of life and my
disposition," said Lusignan, " to find fault with

what pleases others ; but were I to fall asleep in

the lap of luxurious ease, I should become inca-

pable of nobler pursuits."

'* Our pleasures," said the Chief, " are toys

which we lay aside and resume as time and occa-

sion suit ; but if thou art not insensible to nobler

allurements, I will show thee some of the means

by which, on a plan steadily pursued, we render
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ourselves formidable in our littleness to the great

and potent kingdoms of the world. Come with

me, and learn to set a just value on the con-

fidence which I place in thee/*

Prudence would have dictated to Sir Guy a

refusal ; but he disdained all appearance of pre-

caution, which might look like fear. He also

was anxiously desirous to learn what Mirza had

to communicate respecting his family ; and it

must be confessed that, having so rashly entered

the territory of the Assassins, it was now useless to

resist ; whithersoever it might be their pleasure

to lead him.

"Remark that I am unarmed," said the Chief

before they proceeded farther.

" Armed or unarmed," said Sir Guy, "it is

the same to me. Were you not in perfect safety,

surrounded as you are, though perhaps at some

little distance, you could not tempt me to violate

the laws of that hospitality which you have ex"

ercised towards me; and I should surely wrong

you, were I to entertain any such suspicion on

my own part."

" But you remember we condemned you to

death !" said the Chief.

" Yes," said Lusignan ;
" and my wound still

pains me ; but you spared me ; and you are now

sheltering me among you. We are taught to

forget the evil done us, and to remember the

good. Nay more—we are commanded to return

good for evil."
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** But you are taught," resumed the Chief,

*' to consider the Assassins as the enemies of man-

kind, and to believe that, if you could extirmi-

nate them, you would confer a benefit on the

world."

" If this were true," replied the Knight, **it

must be in fair combat, or by form of trial. At

all events I am neither your judge nor your

enemy."
" Then why not our friend V
Lusignan started at this unexpected proposal,

and the Chief continued,

—

"Our friend, our companion in arms; our

future leader; or perhaps our ally on some

throne, which you may think more worthy ?"

" Explain to me," said Lusignan, " what

right you suppose me to have to any throne."

"That shall be explained," said Mirza; "only

confide in me. This is all I ask. Lusignan,

thou camest to solicit us for weeds, and we offer

thee a sceptre. Both thou mayest have, if thou

wilt give me proofs of thy confidence."

Lusignan made no reply, but followed the

Chief, as he led the way through winding walks

to a grotto, where a small lamp was suspended

to the wall. This he took, and they kept de-

scending for some time till they arrived at an

iron door, which Mirza opened with a key taken

from his girdle. They still continued to descend,

and at length came to a labyrinth of caves, filled

with treasure and arms of various sorts : a few
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lamps here and there gave sufficient light for

them to find their way, and to give Lusignan

some notion of the size of the place, and of what
it contained.

" These treasures," said Mirza, *' are at the

disposal of him to whom the Assassins how ; and

they are rarely employed in vain. Information,

power, and influence, are here lodged till time

and circumstances call them forth to action. Of
these thou mayest command an ample share ; and

if thy enthusiasm for doing good to ungrateful

man continue, thou mayest largely gratify it by

their assistance. Ease and pleasure are in their

train ; and believe me, friendship without them
is a word without a meaning. Lusignan ! I know
thy fortunes, and I have long watched thy steps.

Thy hatred to Haly was known to me, and I

might have revenged it ; but I wished to make
thee wise and great. Chance and thy own im-

prudence have favoured my design. What canst

thou expect from Edward? He will soon hear

of his father's death ; and he will return to his

contentious island ; where, as a stranger, thou

wouldst be pursued by jealousy, distrust, and

envy. Leave Edward and his Castilian heroine

to their fate ; and assert the self-importance to

which thy talents and thy birth entitle thee ! Be

King of Cyprus and Jerusalem !"

Lusignan was not seduced by this artful

harangue ; but he was a man, a young man

;

power, fame, and fortune, smiled upon him ; nay
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love too smiled ; for Seraphina might be Queen

of Cyprus. He looked on the ground in silent

reflection, and, as he looked, his eye glanced on

the cross which he wore on his breast. It was

to him as a panoply. Mirza who watched him

narrowly, and observed the direction of his eye,

continued,

—

"Pursue thy warfare! Be still a crusader,

until I make thee a sovereign. Swear only to be

our friend ; swear to support our friends and per-

secute our enemies. This is all I ask ; and the

rewards are gloiy, pleasure, empire."

At these words he led him to an altar on

which were various volumes. He pointed to them,

and he said, " Here are the writings of many
sages, the substance of many creeds. Swear as

thou wilt ; to us it is indifferent ; so thou bind

thyself by the oath to thee most sacred. Abdal-

lah, that enthusiastic youth, who lately destroyed

himself, was a zealous Musselman, and he swore

on the Koran. I thought him impelled by mo-

tives of high ambition ; but he was all weakness.

He loved my daughter. His heart was too soft

for great enterprises, and the tears of a woman
subdued him. Thou art more wise : an enthu-

siast perhaps, but with nobler views."

" I will not engage myself by any oath," an-

swered Lusignan, with the calmest dignity.

" Think again," said the chief; " and, if thou

will not swear, give me thy hand, and promise by

the honour of a knight that thou wilt be our
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friend, and the enemy of our foes : perchance I

may grant thee the life of the Princess. It is not

too late, and we ha^'e the remedy. Nay more,

I will not detain thee, I will instruct thee in the

plan thou art to pursue ; I will tell thee what to

promote and what to oppose ; and the dawn shall

see thee on the road bearing health and life to

Eleonora."

" I cannot purchase them at so dear a rate,"

said the inflexible young hero. " Yet," added he,

" I would fain testify my gratitude ; and be thy

friend if thou wouldst change thy measures, be

content with independence, and no longer molest

those who are not thy enemies."

" All are our enemies," said Mirza, *' excepting

those who form a compact with us. Reflect on

this ; and tremble at the consequences."

" Reflection," answered Lusignan ;
" can only

convince me more and more that I can act in

no other manner than 1 do ; I cannot accept your

offers, without a forfeiture of every principle that

I hold most dear."

Mirza contemplated him for some time in

mute amazement. At length he recommenced :

" The King of Cyprus," he said, " little knows

how completely he is in our power. In many
instances he acts according to our wishes. His

separate treaty with Benducar had here its origin,

although he knew it not. Good man ! He talks

of us as of demons, and he is our agent, like the

blinded bird that diaws others into the sports-
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man's net ; but he wants that decision of charac-

ter necessary for great undertakings. In you I

see qualities worthy of dominion. I see that you

are fearless ; and I could place you on his throne

more easily than you can possibly imagine. You
suppose that we are enemies to your nation and to

your religion. You are mistaken. We are indif-,

ferent in all these points. I mean the more en-

lightened among us, who direct the rest : but we
like not to be restrained by other laws than our

own inclinations ; and we will not submit to what

you call social order, founded on superannuated

prejudices, and supported by means which might

ultimately prove detrimental to our independence.

We know whom to spare, and whom to strike.

A King of Cyprus and Jerusalem who would be

our friend, without wavering or childish scruples,

might soon rise superior to all his enemies. We
paralized the arm of the Tartars, and when their

enthusiastic chief would not be satisfied w^ithout

trying fresh resourses, we M^ere constrained to

send Abdallah to remove him. Edward must

return. Charles will soon have enough to do in

defending his newly acquired dominions ; and the

Spaniard in attacking him. The Templars will

support us. What can you fear?"

" Nothing in your eyes ;" said Lusignan. " I

fear to do in this world what I could not justify in

the next."

We will not venture to describe the expres-

sion of countenance with which the chief heard
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these words. Yet, as there was something in the

character of Lusignan which he could not forbear

admiring, though so different from his own, he

said, after thinking for a moment, "I see no

cause for fear in any point of view. I know you

to be mistaken in thinking yourself the son of

Aymar. You are not the younger branch of the

Lusignan family."

" Whatever I am," said Sir Guy, '' this is not

the time, neither is it the place for me to enter

into engagements. Set me at liberty, reveal to me
what you know of my birth ; and be assured that

wealth aad security shall be the reward of your

compliance."

" You speak as if already master of Palestine,"

said Mirza, " I see you would condescend to accept

a kingdom, so you might obtain it without our

assistance ; and by what you call your right. You
would also obtain the Lady Seraphina, and I

could give her to you. Nay. Start not. I know
all that concerns the houses of Orsini and Manero.

When I speak, Mario relinquishes her ; and she

is yours."

The astonishment and the displeasure of

Lusignan encreased at every moment. Yet ho

was not to be moved from his stedfast inflexibility.

With a collected mind he answered, " Yes. I have

always been told that you have skilful agents in

most countries ; and have therefore means of

knowing the secrets of states and of families ; but

He who knows the secrets of all hearts has

VOL. II. L
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given me a conscience ; and that conscience tells

me I must not listen to you."

The chief was irritated. He struck forcibly

the brazen altar with the key which he still held.

Four of the warriors, whom Lusignan had seen in

the gallery, now appeared from different recesses

of the cavern, and stood expecting further orders.

The Chief slowly retreated till he was in the

midst of them, and then said, with a sarcastic

smile,

*' I will no longer offend the noble Fontebrac-

cio, I will not violate the sacred laws of hospitality,

but leave him quietly to meditate on all that he

has refused."

Thus saying he disappeared with his compa-

nions, amid the subterraneous intricacy of the

caves ; but in a short space of time the iron gate

was heard to close, and Lusignan was abandoned

to his fate.

He now found himself in a situation very dif-

ferent from any one in which he had before been

placed. He had frequently in battle exposed him-

self to every danger, and he had recently faced

approaching death with magnanimity in the storm

and at the fortress ; but thus to be left to perish

alone and disregarded was, to one of his ardent

spirit, a great and severe trial of patient fortitude.

He again examined himself as to the motive

and manner of involving himself in this snare ;

in which his life was to pay the forfeit of his teme-

rity : he at least flattered himself that it would not
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be wholly in vain, and that Hamet would carry

the sanitary herbs to the Princess. He hoped that

Seraphina would embalm his memory in her tears,

and that Anselmo would not condemn him.

These reflections were perhaps too softening
;

but he acquired strength from the consciousness of

having withstood temptations of the most power-

ful nature.

His curiosity had been excited in the highest

degree by the hints thrown out respecting his

birth. He knew not why, but he had always

conceived that some mystery had been veiled from

hinl. Aymar had seldom spoken of his mother ;

and would never disclose to him from what race

she sprung. How was the Chief acquainted with

any particulars relative to his origin, unless he

had possession of the papers deposited with Philip,

and who was this Chief? Was he the Sovereign of

the Assassins, or his representative ? He was in-

clined to suppose the former ; and to believe that

the curtain and ambiguous language were merely

artifices to impose on weak minds, and to perpe-

tuate the fable which made so strong an impres-

sion on the fancy of the multitude.

Hope never wholly abandons the vigorous

mind determined to wrestle with misfortune ; and

Lusignan would not give up that of discovering

some outlet from the dismal cavern in which he

was enclosed. He wandered about, and sometimes

lost himself in the labyrinth of passages, many of

which were totally dark ; and more than once he

l2
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stumbled against a skull, or other vestige of mor-

tality, which darkly warned him of his fate.

In some of these passages he could hear the

distant roaring of the sea ; but not a ray of light

appeared through any fissure.

He had no means of calculating time ; but

many hours must have elapsed in these fruitless

endeavours to trace a possibility of escaping ; and

he only found himself once more amidst the arms

and treasure.

*' Useless treasure ! and useless implements of

destruction !" said he to himself. " This cavern is

an emblem of the world in which we wander, lost

in mazes and in darkness. We may for a few

hours
;
perhaps for a few years, wield these arms,

and expend these treasures ; but the moment must

arrive when they will be no longer in our posses-

sion, when we must resign them to the next

comer, and lie down beside yonder bones. When
that moment comes, where is the difference be-

tween the longest and the shortest wanderings

!

The whole difference is this : how have we walked?"

Engaged in these meditations Sir Guy ap-

proached the altar and reflected with satisfaction

on his refusal of the treacherous oath. He looked

with reverence on the sacred volume which Mirza

would have led him to profane ; and, with more

exalted hopes than were given to the Spartans, he

felt like them, that " whether he lived or died, if

he had done his duty, he was blest."

Human nature however still clings to this

transitory state of existence ; and Lusignan was
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neither cloyed nor disappointed with that portion

of it which had fallen to his lot. He again tried

every avenue of the subterranean ; again he lis-

tened to the resounding billows, and thought it

impossible that some communion with the sea

should not be intended ; for he recollected that

amongst other epithets, Mirza had called it a

place of safety. Might it not afford to the Assas-

sins, or to their Chief at least, the means of escape

if pursued by enemies or traitors ? Some outlet he

still thought there must be ; though concealed

amidst the dark passages ; and if so, might he not

have strength to force open any door which might

lead to it?

He pursued this search so long that mere las-

situde obliged him once more to suspend it, and,

when he sat down to rest himself, sleep fell heavy

on his eyelids.



CHAPTER XLII.

Meantime, Eleonora became daily weaker, not-

withstanding all the remedies administered by the

European and Arabian Physicians. (81) Con-

sumed by fever, and languishing under the slow

but fatal effects of the poison, she tried in vain

to conceal from Edward the progress of the ma-

lady. He was still ignorant of the cause ; but

Seraphina had learned it from the afflicted Teresa.

She was by her told the manner in which the self-

devoted victim had passed the night of her arri-

val ; and she found that the Surgeon had been

made acquainted with it by the Arabs. They

were of opinion, with him, that it should still be

kept from the Prince, lest this aggravation of

sorrow should be fatal to him ; for his recovery

was not complete, his arm was nearly useless,

and he still felt in it considerable pain. He was

anxious for the removal of the Princess to Ptole-

ma'is, in the hope that change of air might relieve

her.

He could not account for the departure of

Lusignan at a time when his pi'esence would have
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been so consolatory ; and his prolonged absence

appeared to the Prince still more extraordinary.

He began to fear that the young knight had fallen

into some ambush of the enemy, and sent out

parties in every direction to search for him.

Prince Edmund returned, having succeeded

in all the operations entrusted to him ; and his

Royal brother left him with the command of the

army, while he accompanied his Princess to

Ptolemais.

Seraphina, sinking under the weight of ac-

cumulated griefs, seemed only to live in assisting,

and watching over the dying Eleonora.

Never were the generous feelings of the Eng-

lish more conspicuous than on this occasion. The

proud Barons, and the rough yeomen—the bold

liegemen, who had followed their Lords to Pales-

tine, all sympathized in the affliction of their

gallant leader, and all were filled with admiration

at the calm fortitude with which the Princess

bore her protracted sufferings. Lusignan was

also much beloved by them. His conciliating

manners and his distinguished bravery had gained

the affection of many ; and it was known that he

had greatly contributed to keep them on good

terms with their Prince, at a time when Haly was

using every effort to sow dissension. His absence

was therefore the cause of much disquietude ; and

it began to be universally suspected that he had

fallen a victim to false information from some

treacherous enemy of the Crusaders.
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The person who said the least; but who,

deeply as others might feel, was by far the most

anxious and miserable was Seraphina. She ac-

companied the Princess to Ptolemais, and was
unremitting in her attention ; but her thoughts

for ever reverted to the companion of her early

and only happy days. Whenever the suffering

Princess expressed her anxiety for Lusignan, she

could only answer with tears ; and they were the

sole relief that mitigated in any degree the acute-

ness of her sorrows.

She was in this state, when a letter was

brought to her. It was the tenth day after the

departure of Lusignan. She instantly recollected

his hand writing; and her spirits were overcome

by joy and agitation. By what horror were they

succeeded, when she read the few following lines

!

"To you, most perfect of human beings, and

most beloved, I reveal my purpose. I go to the

mountains of the Assassins, in the hope of pro-

curing the herb which can alone restore the noble

Eleonora. Should I fail, remember Anselmo, and

write to him from the house of the Ladies of St.

John. May heaven protect you !

Guy de Lusignan."

An icy chillness crept over the heart of Sera-

phina. She would have read the lines again ; but

a mist came over her eyes. They refused their

office ; and she had only presence of mind suffici-
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ent to leave the slumbering Eleonora, and to seek

an adjoining chamber, where she surrendered all

her faculties to the influence of that overwhelm-

ing sorrow, which she could neither resist nor

conceal.

Edward found her in this situation, as he was

crossing the room to the apartment of the Prin-

cess. Astonished, and alarmed to find the calm,

the self-controuling Seraphina in this agony of

grief, he could only account for it in the way most

dreaded by himself. He thought Eleonora had

breathed her last, and uttered a frantic exclama-

tion, which made his presence known to the before

unconscious Seraphina. She could not speak
;

but the thought of relieving him from his present

misery struck her. She gave him the fatal note,

which he read with horror scarcely inferior to her

own.
" Noble ! heroic Lusignan !" exclaimed the

Prince, raising his eyes to heaven, and in the act

of rushing into the chamber of the Princess, when

the daughter of Orsini, summoning all her reso-

lution, cried out, " O for pity's sake go not to her

at this moment. He would have saved her."

"Here is some dreadful mystery," said the

Prince. " I cannot live another hour without its

explanation."

" I have done wrong, very wrong," said the

unhappy Seraphina ;
" you should never have

seen it."

Concealment was now no longer possible ; and

L 6
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Edward learned the sacrifice made to save him.

"Why knew I not this sooner?" cried he, half

distracted ;
" I would have ascended those horrid

mountains, attacked the traitors, and forced them

to yield the antidote ; or I would have perished in

the attempt. My friend ! my Eleonora ! Have I

lost you, to save this worthless life?—Still it shall

be done. I will forego all other enterprizes till I

have exterminated the murderous race."

From that moment the sole object of Edward

was to form a plan for attacking the mountains ;

and he would certainly have attempted it, though

with very little prospect of success, in the eyes of

his council, had he not been prevented by a new

and important incident.

A vessel arrived from Europe, with the news

of the election of Theobald to the Pontificate.

This Legate, who was the friend, as well as the

companion of Edward in his expedition, received

at the same time letters informing him that the

life of Henry was near its close, and that the pre-

sence of the Prince would be highly gratifying to

the dying monarch.

History records the fond attachment of Edward

to his father. He needed not to be told that his

sight would be grateful to him ; and his first

thought was to depart immediately, in the hope of

finding him still alive ; but much he feared that

no time could be lost with impunity. No direct

communication had yet reached him ;
yet he could

not doubt the truth of Theobald's information.
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The precarious state of the Prmcess alone re-

tarded him. He was not willing to leave her

;

and the Physicians considered her incapable of

performing a voyage. She was however, so anxious

to accompany him, and not to delay his departure*

that she exerted herself in such a manner as to

inspire others with a hope of her recovery ; which

she could by no means herself entertain.

Lusignan was not forgotten. It appeared to

Edward on mature deliberation, that the best way
to obtain his deliverance was to employ the agency

of the Templars. Their grand master, who usu-

ally resided at Cyprus, was then at Ptolemais,

Edward conversed with him on the subject ; and

gave him unlimited power to ransom Sir Guy
at any price, which the rapacious enemy should

demand. Edward had in vain interrogated the

person who brought his letter from the camp to

Seraphina. He could only say that he departed

with Hamet, and had left orders for the deliv-

ery of the letter in case he should not return

within a given time.

On the third day of Eleonora's apparent

amendment, as her friend was sitting beside her,

she said to her with a gentle smile,

"You are not mistaken, dearest Seraphina;

I can perceive by your countenance that you are

not misled by hope for me. I cannot recover

;

but it matters not whether I die here or on ship-

board ; and the Prince is too good a son not to
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wish to see his dying father. Alas ! he has many

cares ; and I rejoice at any temporary relief of

his anxiety on my accomit. Should I not live

to embark, I wish you to remain at the Hospice

of the Ladies of St. John, until you may be

enabled to return with safety to your own coun-

try. I mentioned this to Sir Guy de Lusignan,

and much do I regret that he is not here at this

moment."

Seraphina had sufficient command over her-

self to forbear speaking of the letter which she

had received from him. She silently kissed the

hand of her benefactress ; and the Lady Rosalia

was announced. She was a Sicilian of high

birth, and superior of the order, (82) whose occu-

pation was to attend the female pilgrims in the

hospital, while the knights took care of the rest.

When these went to battle their sister Hos-

pitaliars put up prayers for the success of their

arms, and were, as well as they, of the noblest

houses in Christendom.

The Lady Rosalia was nearly fifty years of

age. She wore a long garment, with the cross

of eight points in white linen on her breast, and

also on her mantle which swept the ground. A
transparent black veil covered her head and

shoulders, over a plain white coif. She slowly

advanced, and saluted the Princess with dignified

respect. She sj)oke kindly to Seraphina ; but

the interview was short; and, when she was
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about to take her leave, Eleonora whispered a

few words in her ear, tears glistened in her eyes,

and she withdrew.

That evening the Princess was seized with

spasmodic pains ; her fever came on with redou-

bled violence, and the unhappy Edward who had

thought her convalescent, was wild with grief.

She passed the night in dreadful agony, and

towards morning fell into a state of stupor, similar

to that from which she had freed her Lord when

she first came to his assistance. The Arabian

Physicians pronounced this to be the last stage

of the malady, and mournfully asserted that she

would not survive the close of the day. Edward

could not be persuaded to leave the sad scene

;

and Seraphina knelt beside the couch, watching

the faint convulsions that alone indicated remain-

ing life. Sometimes the Prince would arise,

walk to a window, and contemplate the declining-

sun, as if counting the decreasing thread of that

life for which he would have joyfully given his

own.

In one of these moments he accidentally cast

his eyes on the court of the palace, where he ob-

served a peasant in conversation with Vincenza

;

but he had scarcely noticed him, when the man
disappeared like lightning, and Vincenza entered

the hall. The Prince resumed his melancholy

station, and she appeared at the door of the

chamber, making signs to Seraphina, who per-

ceived in her looks something that indicated
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comfort. She hastened to her and asked what

had occurred.

" Lady! " said Vincenza, in a low and agitated

voice, " dearest Lady ! It would seem as if all

extraordinary adventures came to my share. A
peasant tells me that he has herbs to sell worth a

Queen's ransom, and that Hamet's mother sends

him to me.

"

" O where is he? " exclaimed Seraphina, with

ardour, " let me fly to him !

"

" He is gone," said Vincenza, " though I told

him to wait ; but he saw the Prince at the open

window. He can only have concealed himself.
"

She had scarcely spoken when they perceived

a female, apparently of the same country as the

man, enter the court with a basket on her arm.

Seraphina drew back, and allowed Vincenza only

to appear at the window. The woman made
signs to her to come down ; but by this time other

persons belonging to the household had entered

the court, and the woman was not to be seen.

Vincenza sought for her, and found her where

she had hidden herself in an inner court with her

companion. They would not speak ; but followed

as she led them through a passage into the gar-

den. There they told her what sum they re-

quired, but would not consent to see any other

person, promising however to remain concealed

by the trees till she could fetch the money.

Seraphina, most anxious to obtain intelligence

of Lusignan would have accompanied Vincenza
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on her return ; but she assured her Lady that the

peasants would escape if they saw any other but

herself. She was therefore obliged to content

herself with charging her to make every possible

enquiry ; and Vincenza proceeded once more to

the garden, taking with her a very considerable

purse of gold.

The peasants, who, in the few words they had

spoken, had with difficulty made themselves un-

derstood by means of the dialect used on the

coast, would answer no questions. They gave

the basket into the hands of Vincenza, seized the

purse, and disappeared with a celerity scarcely

comprehensible

.

Seraphina flew to the Physicians with the

herbs. They examined them, and confessed that

they were of a species unknown to them, although

somewhat resembling those which they had al-

ready tried. They hastened to administer them,

for all hope was over, and Edward declared there

was no remedy he would not try. He was na-

turally of a disposition to seek resources, and

to nourish hope where others would despair, and

the name of Hamet, who was known to have ac-

companied his master, was sufficient to prove

that this must be the result of Lusignan's zealous

and devoted exertion. He and Seraphina watched

the progress with ardent expectations of success.

The Physicians were less sanguine.— They were

of opinion that, supposing the remedy to be in

many cases efficacious, it was now too late to en-
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tertain any well grounded expectation of its suc-

cess. A messenger, arrived from the camp, recol-

lected that he had seen a man and woman of the

description above mentioned, a few days before

;

and it was evident they had first gone thither,

had learned the departure for Ptolemai's, and

had come on foot to this place. This delay was

considered as fatal ; and the regret excited by it

proportioned to the occasion.

However the prediction of the Arabs was not

accomplished. The Princess survived the setting

sun ; and, when it rose again, she was yet living ;

though she had passed the night in a manner

similar to that which preceded it.

Seraphina offered up incessant prayer for her

protectress, and for Lusignan. There was no-

thing to prove his safety, but a ray of hope

beamed on her mind. Edward despaired less

than ever, and repeated his directions to the

Templars for the ransom of Sir Guy.

Day succeeded day, and Eleonora still lived ;

but without apparent amendment : the provision

of herbs was nearly expended. The physicians ap-

peared to be indifferent on the subject; but Ed-

ward was still hopeful, and sent in all directions

for similar herbs, concluding that they must grow

in other mountainous situations, though unknown
as an antidote so powerful.

All this would, however, have been of little

avail ; for the messengers employed returned un-

successful ; but, in the mean while, a fresh sup-

ply was provided.
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In an open portico, at the back of the palace,

at day break, two large paniers of osier were

found by the gardeners ; and, on their being

opened, it was discovered that they contained a

great quantity of the herbs, with a paper, in

Arabic, directing how they were to be used, in-

scribed "To the preserver of Abdallah."

This discovery and the writing inspired fresh

hopes. The physicians read it, and followed the

advice contained in it. A slight amendment was

soon visible ; and Edward, no longer fearful of

employing for himself any portion of the small

quantity which had before reached Ptolemai's,

now tried the remedy. He had long been free

from any dangerous symptom, but still found

pain in his arm. He applied the antidote, and

was soon relieved.

This successful experiment gave him the com-

pletest satisfaction. It was an earnest of Eleono-

ra's recovery ; and it could no longer be doubted

that she had greatly benefitted by the continued

attention of all around her, to observe the direc-

tions contained in the writing.

It now became necessary for the Prince to

embark ; and Eleonora's health improved daily.

Her complexion recovered its bloom, and her

step its firmness. This was hailed by the grate-

ful Edward as the best gift of Providence,

*' Ah !
" said he, "why is not Lusignan here to

witness my thankfulness ? " Seraphina heard

him and wept.
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The negociation undertaken by the Templars

proved unsuccessful. The Grand Master assured

Edward that he had done all in his power ; and

that he had every reason to believe that no such

person as Sir Guy de Lusignan was in the do-

minions of the old man of the mountains, adding

that he had given directions to his Knights, in

various places, to make every enquiry respecting

him.



CHAPTER XLIIL

The progress of the Princess towards perfect

health was much more rapid than could have

been expected, and Edward began to be very im-

patient for his departure. He recommended to

his brother to act on the defensive, until he

should have it in his power to return with new
forces, and, as he hoped, with new allies.

Theobald had already quitted Ptolemai's, de-

parting for Rome, on board the Pontific galley.

He was zealous for the crusade, and flattered

himself that he should be able to engage the

new Emperor, Rodolph Count of Hapsburgh, in

this enterprize. His nomination was likely to

produce a new eera in Germany, and in the whole

of the Roman empire ; and Edward already

planned an alliance with him ; which lessened

the displeasure he felt in being obliged to leave a

scene of action, where he had promised himself

very different success.
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Eleonora felt confident that Sir Guy de Lu-

signan would be restored to his friends and to

her gratitude. She joined with her lord in re-

commendino; to Prince Edmund the most dili-

gent search, and every possible exertion for the

recovery of their friend.

It was the intention of Edward to touch at

Messina, where he expected to learn certain ac-

counts of the state of England, and of his father's

health, and afterwards to proceed without delay

through Italy and France to his native island.

" You will come with us, dearest Seraphina,"

said the Princess, "at least to Rome; and should

you not find every thing there as you could wish,

accompany us still farther, and be to us a friend

and a sister. After all we have suffered together,

let us not have the additional regret of parting

from each other."

Seraphina felt an indefinite sensation of re-

luctance at leaving the country where Lusignan

still was, if in existence ; and this feeling, toge-

ther with a dread of fulfillino^ what mi}3:ht be her

future destiny, was hard to conquer ; but it was
her duty to go. She could not leave her pro-

tectress ; and the unfortunate Livia was now her

first, if not her only tie.

Sir Lionel Tracey had now asserted that in

two days the Royal Henry, and the other vessels

which were to attend on the Prince, would be in

readiness ; and the weather appeared favourable

for the voyage ; when the Lady Rosalia came to
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say that a venerable monk had arrived at her

hospice enquiring for the daughter of Octavio

Orsini ; as he had been informed by the brethren

of his order that she was well acquainted with

her. She added that the good man had express-

ed so much impatience that she had ventured to

bring him with her ; and that he was waiting to

be admitted.

The Princess observing that her friend was

much agitated, desired that the interview might

be deferred till she should become more calm

;

but Seraphina assumed courage to meet the trial

;

and the Princess commanded that the monk
should be introduced.

The venerable person who entered wore the

Benedictine habit. He appeared aged and

feeble. His scanty white hairs were covered by

a cowl, and his beard, white as silver, descended

on his breast, as he bent on a staff which hardly

supported his tottering steps. A chair was placed

for him by the charitable Princess, and he seated

himself.

He panted for breath, and appeared exhausted

by the fatigue of ascending the few steps which

led to the apartment. A cordial was brought to

him ; but he mildly rejected it, and in a low

voice enquired which was the Lady of the house

of Orsini.

Seraphina with anxious haste made reply to

the interrogation ; and besought him to inform

her if he brought tidings of her family.
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*'Alas! no, Lady," answered the monk : "I
come to ask, and not to inform. I understand

you are the only remaining member of that noble

and generous branch of the Orsini family, which

sheltered a young man, named Guy de Lusignan."

Seraphina could not speak ; but the Princess

hastily said,—" What of Sir Guy de Lusignan ?

He has many friends, and none more than I have

cause to value him."

*' For six long years," replied the aged monk,
" I have prayed night and day that I might be

spared till I could perform my duty to this young

Knight. My name is Philip de Lusignan."

" Ha ! his Uncle !" exclaimed Seraphina ;

"he of whom he was continually in seaich!

From whom he in vain expected letters ; whom
he sought in Provence and at Toulouse

!"

" Did not my letters reach him? said Philip
;

"I wrote as soon as it was permitted me; and I

departed for the Holy Land ; but I fell in with

the robbers of the Nile. I have endured much.

Years passed away, and I should have given up

the papers committed to my care by my brother

;

but I was a captive. At last I was set at liberty,

and I have reached this city—with what difficulty

heaven knows ! They told me I should hear

news of Orsini. What Orsini I know not ; for

my weak brain has almost lost all recollection.

My brethen here tell me that Lady is all that

remains."

Age, fatigue, ill-treatment, and anxiety of
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mind had nearly destroyed the faculties of Philip

de Lusignan ; and it was difficult to guess the

purport of his pilgrimage. Still it was evident

that his chief desire was to find Sir Guy ; and in

this, alas ! no one present could assist him. He
seemed to think that Seraphina had some motive

for not revealing- to him what she knew. He
conjured her by all she held most dear and most

sacred to tell him where Lusignan was to he

found ; and it is impossible to describe the feel-

ings with which she heard him.

The Princess endeavoured to explain to him

the anxious uncertainty in which all the friends of

Lusignan were involved with respect to his fate.

Philip listened, but comprehended little of what

she said : sometimes he appeared to understand

her ; but at others to think that she also wished

to deceive him.

Eleonora begged that he would say if he had

preserved the papers which should belong to his

nephew. " Nephew !" he repeated, " what

nephew ?"

" Sir Guy de Lusignan," returned the Princess;

*' have you not the papers which he so long has

sought ?"

" That," answered Philip, in a voice scarcely

audible, " that is a secret, which shall die with

me. Preserve them ! O, I have suffered much

to preserve them ; but, if I find not Sir Guy——

"

As he spoke he evidently grew every moment

weaker, and more faint. The charitable superior
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of the hospice of St. John, long used to scenes of

this melancholy nature, perceived clearly that his

end was approaching. She saw him conveyed to

a chamber, and laid him on a couch, where every

assistance was given him ; but he spoke no more,

and the weary, pious sufferer was soon at peace.

The body was removed to the church of the

Benedictines, where the brothers remained beside

it in prayer, successively, till the ensuing day,

when the pale and emaciated remains of the good

old man were deposited in a vault beneath the

church, which had been consecrated as the place

of burial for those of their own order.

The Prince, when informed of the circum-

stance by Eleonora, sent for the Prior of the Be-

nedictines, and interrogated him on the subject

of Philip. His answer was that the venerable

man had arrived, fatigued and ill in health, but

most anxious to obtain intelligence of Sir Guy
de Lusignan ; that he said he had been set at

liberty from a long captivity on the banks of the

Nile, by " the Friars of the ransom," as they are

called ; but that he could not wait for them at

Gaza, and had left them, because he feared he

should not otherwise live to reach Ptolemais,

where he had an essential duty to perform.

The Prior added that he was often confused

in his mind, and could not explain in what manner

he had left the friars
; yet he gave proof of re-

collection, by all he said of Octavio Orsini, with

whom he expected to find Sir Guy, and seemed
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to understand him perfectly, when he told him

that Octavio was no more, but that he had left

a daughter whom the Lady Eosalia knew. He
wanted to seek her immediately, but was so ill,

that the Prior obliged him to take some repose,

and he was confined to his chamber for two days

;

but at last, weak as he was, he went out, un-

known to the community, who were at chapel

;

and, as it appeared, first sought the Lady Rosalia,

and afterwards the palace.

Edward asked if he had papers ; and the

Prior replied that he spoke of them, and seemed

to think he had them ; but that no papers were

found in his possession, nor could it be guessed

in what manner he had disposed of them. He
was, the Prior said, at times perfectly clear and

rational ; he spoke of his brother Aymar, and

said that he had no confidence in any one but

himself and Porcellet, until he knew Octavio

Orsini ; but then his memory would fail him,

and his mind would wander from one subject to

another, the natural consequence of his long impri-

sonment, and of all the miseries he had undergone.

The British squadron was now ready. Already

the Prince had detached two vessels, with the

Lords Clifford and Talbot, for Cyprus, to inform

the King of that island that Henry's declining

health obliged him to return to England ; but

that he meant to resume his station, and, that

in the mean time he left Prince Edmund, his

brother, with the command of his troops in Siria,

VOL. II. M
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These Lords were also commissioned privately

to make the King of Cyprus clearly to under-

stand that Edward would not patiently suffer a

continuation of the neutrality which that sove-

reign had so incautiously adopted, without the

consent of his allies.

After having given these directions, the Prince

embarked with the Princess, Seraphina, and a

few Knights of England, Normandy, ami Gu-

yenne. Before they left the harbour a small

vessel came in bringing letters from Anselmo

to Lusignan, and one to Seraphina, which was

short; but confirmed the melancholy accounts

which had been brought from Italy, previous to

his arrival in that countly. The hermit exhorted

her to bear with patience and resignation, those

misfortunes which she had used every effort to

prevent, telling her that the consciousness of

having acted in this manner must, at all events,

prove her greatest consolation ; but at the same

time assuring her, that the state of things in

Latium and Sabina was rather favourable to the

house of Orsini ; that, since the destruction of

Ampiglione, the town of Minutalo had been

taken from the enemy, and that much courage

and loyalty had been shown by the subjects of

her father. Peace, however, was what he de-

sired, and he said that the conduct of Mario

Manero had justified every hope which he had

conceived of him. He trusted that, aided by

the counsels and powerful influence of Cardinal
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Cesarini, who was returned to his diocese, the

young Baron might soon be able to restore tran-

quillity ; for that Alessandro Massimo repented

of the violence with which he had acted, and of

the work of death in which he had shared ; and,

as to Sciarra Colonna, he had motives for de-

siring peace of great importance to himself.

Enclosed in this letter of Anselmo, there was

one from Livia to this purport.

"Yes: 'dearest Seraphina ! you have still a

sister ; but no longer the proud and animated

Livia, who could brook neither control nor

affliction. Grief has preyed on her existence,

but she has learned submission to the awful de-

crees of Providence.

" How shall I begin my dreadful story ? How
shall I tell thee, dearest sister, what I have en-

dured since the fatal night when I was torn from

my paternal roof, now, alas ! the prey of flames,

and dispersed by the winds in scattered ashes !

Thou, my beloved Seraphina, knowest but too

well that I was carried away by sudden force.

Who could believe that I was willing to follow

a being so different from all we prized ? Were
all my letters intercepted ? I wrote many to thee

and to our father ; but the unhappy Livia seemed
abandoned to her fate."

"How often have I wished that I had fol-

lowed thy example ! How bitterly have I mourn-
ed when I called to mind what I once conceived to

be a conduct noble and independent ! Yet surely,

M 2
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Seraphina ! to have been the wife of Pietro Ma-
nero was the greatest of evils. I cannot regret

having refused him ; but I repent of the haugh-

tiness with which I refused him, and the irritabi-

lity of my temper towards the unworthy wife of

our beloved father. But why torment thee with

this retrospection ?

" Octavio was at Rome, engaged by affairs

of importance, when news arrived of the attack

made by the Saracens on Cantalupo. Mario was

falsely accused of being concerned in the plot;

and what wonder that the brother of Pietro

should be suspected?

"My father was enraged, and loudly complain-

ed of the treachery of his enemies ; for he accused

them all of sharing the guilt, as Ghibelines, and

as his personal antagonists. About the same time

a servant of Massimo, charged with dispatches

of consequence, was attacked and plundered by

men of Ampiglione. Massimo and Sciarra attri-

buted this baseness to my noble father. Alas

!

Thou knowest the sad result. I cannot describe

it. Sciarra, the hauty Sciarra, loved the daughter

of his enemy ; but what availed his love ? Re-

venge, false notions of honour, and party spirit,

more baneful than all else, prevailed against it.

He joined Massimo in arms, and kept me, how-

ever idolized, a strict prisoner in his castle. In

vain the virtuous Beatrice entreated him to

liberate me. ' She is safer here,' he proudly

answered, ' and I will conquer her fathers
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friendship and her consent.' He departed, and

I found means to descend into the armoury (83)

which occupies five large halls beneath the cham-

bers where we dwelt. I cloathed myself in a

suit of armour, the lighest I could find, and best

adapted to my person ; I closed the vizor, and,

arming myself with a sword and spear, I watched

the moment when the outer doors were opened

for a fresh supply, and, mixing with those who

sallied forth, I was taken for one of Sciarra's

pages.

" We joined him in the wood when the battle

was raging, I sought Octavio. Alas ! I found

him already wounded, and fighting with the cou-

rage of despair against the men of San Vito. I

threw myself before him, and the excitement

caused in me by his presence, gave the strength

and skill which nature and education had denied.

His attendants assisted me in carrying him into

the church of the neighbouring monastery ; but

his wound was mortal. Dearest Seraphina

!

He knew and blessed me. He expired in

my arms.

" I was myself wounded, and I fainted from

loss of blood. I know no more of the dreadful

combat ; for, when I awoke, I found myself on

a couch in a humble cottage ; with the compas-

sionate Beatrice and her women. They told me
that, during my swoon, I had been conveyed to

the first village on the territory of Massimo, and

thither they were come to nurse me.
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*'It was not till I recovered, from the effects

of my womid that I heard all the horrors which

had taken place ; the total destruction of Am-
piglione, and the massacre of the unfortmiate friars

who had given refuge to Octavio, and the plun-

der of their sacred treasure. A tremendous

storm dispersed the murderous victors, and many
of them were destroyed by lightning. Massimo's

revenge is satiated ; but he is wretched ; and, I

trust, repentant. Sciarra disclaims all share in

the more dreadful circumstances of the war ; but,

had not Anselmo appeared as an angel of peace,

what was to be the fate of our faithful vassals ?

What our own ? He is using every argument with

Cardinal Cesarini and Mario Manero, to eifec-

tuate a general pacification. The latter is no

longer the thoughtless companion of lawless

youths, nor the wild enthusiast of cells and caves.

This change is justly attributed to the wise coun-

sels of Anselmo, once more the inhabitant of

Saint Angelo, and active m.ore than ever in doing

good and preventing evil.

" Wilt thou not return, my Seraphina? We are

the last of our unhappy race. Let us unite our

sorrows ; or rather let us witness thy happiness ;

for thou canst not be unhappy. Thy recollections

are those of peace, of comfort, and of self-ap-

proving conscience. Thou canst still love and

pity the unfortunate Livia."



CHAPTER XLIV,

The mind of Seraphina was relieved from some

anxiety by these letters, however painful in many
respects; and she more than ever felt that it was

a consolation, no less than a duty to dedicate her

cares to the unfortunate Livia ; but when she con-

sidered that it might be necessary for her to fulfil

an engagement to which she could not look for-

ward without the utmost reluctance, she dreaded

the moment when she should arrive in her native

Italy.

Edward's navigation was prosperous, and a

short time brought him in sight of the beautiful

island subject to Charles of Anjou, the ornament

of the south of Europe, as another which he was

destined to govern may be called that of the

north.

These two " gems of Neptune," as our immor-

tal bard would have designated them, had he
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spoken of them collectively, though different in

climate, appear to have had many points of re-

semblance. Great in arms, in arts, and in naval

skill, (84) Sicily was once the granary of Europe,

the parent of " swift footed steeds," and the mart

of various nations. The victims of contending

parties often found here a refuge ; and Archimedes

was a precursor of Newton.

Edward was however, detained for three or

four days by contrary winds before he could enter

the narrow channel (^5) so famed by the ancients ;

where Scylla and Charibdis appalled the stoutest

mariners. He had time to contemplate the lovely

coast, where the far-famed Syracuse still shows

the vestiges of her former magnificence, the bold

and picturesque rock on which stands Tuormina,

and Catania overawed by the gigantic Etna.

At length the Royal Henry, impelled by a

prosperous breeze, arrived in those waves, which

in some fearful convulsion of nature found their

passage through the protracted chain of the Apen-

nines and separated the fair island from Calabria.

Edward stood on the deck with Tracey, ob-

serving alternately the two opposite coasts. " Your

element, Sir Lionel," said he, "is a powerful

champion of independence ; and seems to defy

conquerors."

" True, my Lord," answered Tracey ;
*' but it

also forces its way through every obstacle ; and

there are none which an English fleet under your

orders would not willingly encounter."
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** I thank thee, Tracey," replied the Prince.

** Hereafter perhaps, when our island is wholly

ours, (for one thinks it should be under one mas-

ter,) I could not do better than follow the ex-

ample of the wisest and best of our monarchs,

the immortal Alfred, and consider what a British

navy may, and ought to be." (86)

Charles was at Messina when Edward landed

with his Princess, their friends, and their attend-

ants. The Sicilian monarch met him at the port,

and hailed him King of England.

Far from being elated, Edward was shocked

and afflicted at the news of Henry's death. " The

loss of a father is irreparable," said he to Charles,

who appeared astonished (87) at his insensibility to

the charms of royalty. He shut himself up in a

chamber, where he saw only the Princess during

the whole of that day, and was greatly affected

when on the following morning he was obliged to

receive the deputies from England.

They were sent by Parliament to inform him

that his father was no more, and that he was pro-

claimed King of England. Leicester's party was

annihilated ; the people loved and respected their

new Sovereign, whose victories at Evesham and

Ely, and whose domestic as well as public virtues

had long endeared him to the nation. They now
looked up to him as one to whom Providence had

allotted the glorious task of raising the honour of

the country, and of securing to them the blessings

of a wise and permanent constitution.

M 5
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A courteous and respectful address from the

Barons was also presented to him ; and he found

that there was no danger of civil commotions.

He therefore resolved to visit his dominions in

Guyenne and Normandy on his way to England ;

as also to see Philip of France, with whom he

wished to live on terms of concord and amity.

To secure the friendship of Edward was a

matter of considerable moment to Charles. He
was not beloved in Sicily, and he knew that the

King of Arragon was preparing, though slowly,

to make good his claims on the inheritance of

Conradine. Charles therefore pressed the King

of England to remain with him for a space of

time, at least, sufficient for the repose of Eleonora

after the fatigues of her voyage. To this Edward

assented, and all proposed visiting the Abbey of

Monreale near Palermo, where a portion of the

sacred remains of Lewis was deposited.

In this the king of Sicily gratefully acquiesced,

and as soon as Eleonora was perfectly recovered,

a light armed galley was ordered out, and the two

Kings, with the ladies and their attendants, pro-

ceeded along the coast.

It was night when they passed near the group

of the Lipari islands, and they saw the fire emitted

by the rocky Stromboli. On the following even-

ing they arrived in the bay of Palermo, and landed

beneath the shade of the lofty mount Pelegrino,

renowned for the gi'otto where tradition relates

that the body of Saint Rosalia was found fresh
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and unfaded as the chaplet of roses on her head. (88)

On the ensuing morning they went to Mon-

reale, ascending by a path adorned with the red

and the white Oleander of prodigious growth.

Amidst the rocks a profusion of wikl flowers ap-

peared intermixed with the plant which produces,

at the extremity of its prickly leaves, the fruit es-

teemed so salubrious by the natives of Sicily. The

noble prospect of the country around attracted

their admiration wherever they turned their eyes

;

but the Abbey was a striking contrast to this gay

and resplendent scene.

In this venerable repository of Royal ashes,

(89) the kings of England and of Sicily contem-

plated the records of past ages on the tombs of

monarchs various in descent as in fortunes ; and

here they more especially considered those of the

Normans, conquerors alike in this island and in

Albion.

As they approached the spot, where the relics

of Lewis were deposited, they observed a knight

standing near with folded arms, and apparently in

deep meditation. He seemed so lost in thought

that he was unconscious of the sensation excited

by the presence of the monarchs in the Abbey,

mitil they were near him ; when he at length

turned his face towards them, and Edward recog*

nized, with joyful surprise, Sir Guy de Lusignan.

This joy was soon shared in the highest de-

gree by Eleonora, who welcomed her noble friend

with transports of gratitude. As to Seraphina,
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words are too cold to express the ardent thanks

which she offered up to heaven for his safety.

Charles received him, if not with kindness, at

least in a manner which proved his esteem for

him. His heart was somewhat softened by the

remembrance of his brother, whose spirit seemed

to be hovering over those so dear to him, while

they were paying to his memory the tribute of

unfeigned piety and attachment.

The impatience of Edward to learn how Lu-

signan had freed himself from the fearful moun-

tains could only be exceeded by that of Eleonora

and Seraphina. As soon as they returned to

Palermo, where they were to pass the night,

and Charles had left them at liberty, they en-

treated Sir Guy to relate all that had happened

to him since he left the camp.

He told them in what manner he had as-

cended the mountains, of his danger at the for-

tress, of his arrival at the residence of the

chief, and of his confinement in the subterranean

cavern :

" I had every reason to believe that my exist-

ence was here to terminate, " said Sir Guy, " for

in case Mirza should re-appear, which was not

very probable, I certainly did not mean to accede

to his proposals. Hours passed away, and I wan-

dered about, listening I confess, to every sound

I heard ; but I could distinguish nothing save the

roaring of the sea or of the winds. This lasted

for a time, of which I cannot well calculate the
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duration ; and it might appear to me much longer

than it really was ; but at last I sat down on the

ground to rest myself, and as I leaned against the

side of the central cavern, from the roof of which

hung a lamp, I fell asleep.
"

" Thou art an extraordinary being, Lusignan,"

said the King, " methinks in such a situation, I

could not have slept."

" Pardon me, " answered Lusignan, " ex-

hausted nature will sink to rest, let our anxiety

be what it may. I slept ; but how long I cannot

say, when I was awakened by the sound of steps

and by a light flashing in my eyes. I perceived

two females in long white veils standing near me.

A voice familiar to my ears accosted me ; and yet

I could not at the moment recollect whose it was.

For with the place and the situation in which

I was, it appeared to me a vision.
"

" A blessed vision !
" said the Queen, " since

it has restored you to us. O Lusignan ! What
have you not hazarded for my recovery !

"

*' The voice, after naming me," continued he,

said, "Do you not recollect me? We meet in-

deed in a place very different from that in which

we parted ! The veil was lifted up, and I dis-

covered the features of Julia. I shuddered at

the thought of finding the widow of the noble

Octavio in such a country! At the same time

how did I bless the Genoese, Anselmo, and Ma-
hero, for having freed the Lady Seraphina !

''
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At this the daughter of Octavio strove in vain

to hide her emotion. " Noble Lusignan !
" she

said mentally, "he blesses even Mario for my
deliverance

!

"

" I looked attentively, " continued Sir Guy,

" at the other female. A thought of Livia crossed

my mind ; but on observing the stature, I was

convinced that it could not be. This lady was

not so tall as Livia. She trembled and seemed

much agitated. I told Julia how much I grieved

to see her in this situation, and lamented my in-

ability of freeing her from a confinement so de-

grading ; asking at the same time who was her

companion. ' That you shall hereafter know, ' she

said, ' if our attempt prove successful ; but there

is no time to be lost. The hour is far advanced ;

and if morning dawn before we reach another re-

treat we are lost. ' I asked no farther questions,

but followed the steps of my guides, who led me
back to the place where I entered with the Chief

;

but instead of issuing into the gardens, they took

another direction through a dark gallery, which

led to a door. This they opened, and we found

ourselves in a long passage lighted at intervals

by lamps, we went on and ascended a narrow

flight of steps at the extremity of it. Another

door was opened, and I should have thought

myself betrayed, could any situation have been

worse than that from which they had removed

me. We came to a magnificent hall, richly fur-
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nished and lighted ; but before I could express

my astonishment, Julia threw on me a long silk

mantle, and over that a veil, which perfectly-

concealed me : we passed through several cham-

bers ; but I saw no attendants except one female

slave, who stood at the door of the last opening

into sumptuous baths of marble. During all this

time neither Julia nor her companion spoke to

me or to each other, and when we entered the

baths, the lady seemed unable to go any farther,

and sunk on the pavement. * Dearest Leila,

'

said Julia, while the slave knelt beside her, ' take

some refreshment ; it is here prepared for you

;

and you will not be able to accomplish what we

have in view, if you do not support yourself,'

" A deep sigh was all the answer ; and it was

in vain that the slave offered conserves and wine.

They were rejected : and convulsed sobs suc-

ceeded the sighs. It became necessary to give

air to the suffering Leila. Her veil was thrown

back, and I saw a youthful countenance of great

beauty, bathed in tears ; but it was one that I

had not before beheld.

"Perhaps," interrupted Edward, "the daugh-

ter of Mirza, whom Abdallah loved."

" The same," answered Lusignan. " She ap-

peared not to be more than fifteen years of age,

and overwhelmed with sorrow. Zoe, said Julia,

to the slave, have you placed my women in the

cavern ? ' I have, ' replied the other ;
' but I

tremble, lest day should break, and sleepers be
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awakened. For the sake of us all, dearest Lady,*

said she, turning to the poor fainting Leila, ' ex-

ert yourself, and let us be gone. Think of the

consequences.'

*' ' O ! '' exclaimed Julia, *' let us think of no-

thing but our own safety." I enquired whither

we were going ; but obtained no information :

and I declared that I would not go without

accomplishing that for which I came ; for I was,

at that time, ignorant of the fate of Hamet, and

I could not be certain that he had understood,

or might have been able to accomplish, what was

to be done."

The Princess here interrupted Lusignan, and,

with the assistance of Seraphina, related to him

all that passed between the peasants and Vin-

cenza, but could not account for the second sup-

ply of herbs.

" That will soon be explained," said Sir Guy,

resuming his narration. "The Lady Julia, think-

ing solely of herself, remonstrated strongly with

me on, what she called, my obstinacy ; but I told

her that, had not the object of my journey been of

tlie greatest importance, she would not have seen

me there, and that what I wanted was the coun-

ter-poison. At this, the mourning Leila said in

a tone of great sweetness, ' Stranger ! you are

right. Abdallah wished to save ; and his wishes

are to me as sacred as laws. All shall not be as

wretched as Leila. She then told me that a

woman, poor and aged, had m«t her in one of
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the most solitary walks of the gardens, and ap-

plied to her for these herbs to save, she said,

Eleonora, Princess of England. This was enough

for her ; she gave them for the love of Abdallah,

and added directions how they were to be used.

She even sent a confidential slave, who had

orders to leave them by night, where they might

be found by the attendants of the Princess ; and,

as the aged woman begged for charity to remain

in her service, she had not the heart to send her

away.'

" I immediately knew," continued Lusignan,

" that this was Hamet, and I made no farther

difficulty ; and Julia whispered to me that I

should find Hamet in the cavern, with her

woman. We beo:an to hear voices ; and the

birds announced the dawn. Julia made signs to

me to assist Zoc in lifting up a heavy trap-door,

in the pavement of the bath ; and we had just

time to close it, and descend a flight of steps,

when we heard persons above us entering the

chambers we had left.

" We pursued hastily our way through a sub-

terraneous passage, led by Zoe, till we arrived at

a place somewhat wider, where we found two of

Julia's attendants, whom I remembered to have

seen at Ampiglione ; and, with them, my faithful

Hamet, still disguised. The joy expressed by

him was boundless ; but we made haste to pur-

sue our way ; and descended, with rapidity, till

we found a door, in which Zoe tried a key with-
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out success. The gentle Leila sat down on the

ground despondingly, and Julia uttered violent

exclamations of grief and impatience, accusing

our deliverer, for such was Zoe, of folly and

negligence. I could not bear it ; I called to Ha-

met, and we tried our strength. Thank heaven,

the bolts gave way to it, and we found ourselves

in a damp and dreary grotto, but at liberty."

Eleonora crossed herself with devout joy, as

these words relieved her from the breathless

anxiety with which she had listened. The ra-

diant eyes of Seraphina were lifted up in grate-

ful acknowledgment; and Edward grasped the

hand of Lusignan in token of his satisfaction.

"The place," said Lusignan, "was slippery

with sea weeds, and the v/aves often rolled in

We climbed and clung to the rocks, seating our-

selves as well as we could out of their reach, and

prevailed on Leila to take a little refreshment. I

now learned that Hamet had told her my story,

had revealed himself to Julia, and had prevailed

with them to save me ; but it was Zoe who
found the means of escape. She had been taken

prisoner on board a vessel belonging to the Greek

Emperor, as she was going from Mitylene to Cy-

prus after the death of her father, who had left

her in charge of his brother. The captors being

pursued by another vessel of the squadron, could

not reach the destined port, and ran their bark

on shore near this grotto adjoining to the secret

passage, through which the Chiefs of the artful
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people can make their way to the sea in case of

any sudden attack, or other emergency. Zoe had

been carried through the passage to the harem ;

she recollected that two doors had been opened,

and thought that the same key had served for

both."

*' But how came she in possession of this

key," said Edward, " was it by the contrivance

of Leila V
" Entirely by her own," replied Sir Guy.

*' She recollected that when first landed, she with

other prisoners was left in the grotto under a

strong guard, until the Captain of the galliot went

to obtain the key from the Chief. She became

the confidential slave of the reigning favourite ;

she watched her opportunity and secured it ; for

she has wonderful acuteness, and had long been

desirous to return to her friends, and escape from

a slavery which she detested."



CHAPTER XLV.

" With great difficulty," continued Lusignan,
*' Hamet and I left the grotto, and walked on the

beach to look out for some mode of conveyance

for ourselves and our helpless companions as far

as Tyre. I at length descried a vessel on the line

of the horizon, but at too great a distance for the

mariners to perceive any signals that we could

make to them. They had a contrary wind to

contend with, and were obliged often to tack.

This by degrees brought them a little nearer;

and I fortunately espied a fishing boat, which

had been dragged on shore, and was unoccupied.

Hamet and I flew to it, launched it into the sea,

and first rowed back to the grotto to tell our

companions not to be alarmed at our absence ;

after which we pushed off for the vessel, and soon

came within hail of her.
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*' She was a Cypriot, and when I told my
name to the Captain, I found that it was a pass-

port for myself and Hamet ; but not so for the

unhappy females, who I said, were anxious to

free themselves from slavery. The Captain re-

fused to admit them, fearful, no doubt, of the

revenge of the Assassins. To leave them was im-

possible, and my embarrassment was great. I

however resolved to lose no time in fetchino^

them, and rowed back in the hope that their

tears and supplications might have more effect

than my entreaties. Hamet and I exerted our-

selves in the fear that the vessel might be gone

too far for us again to reach her. We took the

ladies and their attendants into the boat ; and,

with the utmost difficulty we succeeded in once

more approaching the ship.

"A fortunate circumstance now occurred. Zoe,

the person among us of most use, in every re-

spect, was instantly recognized by an old mer-

chant named Demetrius, who was on board the

Cypriot. He was her Uncle ; and, through his

intercession, with the promise of a large reward,

the fear of the Captain was quieted, and we were

all permitted to ascend the side of the vessel.

"Demetrius, truly grateful for the deliverance

of his niece, took pains for the accommodation

of the ladies, while Hamet exchanged his female

garb for that of a warrior, and afterwards joined

me on deck where I was watching for a favour-

able breeze to remove us from the dangerous

coast.
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" I had now time to enquire of him how he had

followed me, and in what manner he had gained

access to Leila. He said that he felt so strong an

inclination to pursue my steps that, notwithstand-

ing his horror of the people of the mountains, he

had disguised himself as I had seen, and had

joined some of the poor peasants in the first

valley, providing himself with a few trifling pre-

sents suitable to their taste, and passing with

them for a sorceress, in whose art they manifested

implicit belief.

" Yes," said Seraphina. " Do you not re-

member, Lusignan, that remark of Anselmo re-

specting magic ; which, he said, was always be-

lieved more or less in proportion with the want

of religion and moral principle in a nation V*

" I well remember it," answered Sir Guy

;

** and few of its professors are as innocent in their

intentions as my faithful Saracen. He came with

the peasants to the fortress, as I have before

related, and eno;ao;ed one of them with his wife

to take the herbs to the Christian camp, on the

promise of a great reward, telling them for whom
to enquire, how to act, and what to say. Still how-

ever he was not satisfied ; and he was resolved to

seek the residence of the Chief, where he thought

I should be detained. He is very intelligent and

persevering, he watched his opportunity, and pre-

sented himself before the unfortunate Leila in the

way she related. Not content with obtaining

the herbs, he conceived hopes of effecting my
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deliverance. I had been seen to enter the palace,

and the gardens. Zoe had seen me ; and I dis-

appeared. This was enough for her penetration,

aided by that of Hamet, with whom she had

entered into conversation ; and they disclosed my
story to Leila, who was willing to save me. She

felt interested for a man who wished to restore

health to the benefactress of Abdallah. This

sentiment predominated in her soul over eveiy

other ; and being resolved to quit the mountains

with Julia and Zoe, as I will presently explain

to you, she promised to search for me in the

cavern of treasures, where it was but too well

known that many had perished.

" You seem to have been very long detained,"

remarked Edward at this moment. ^' How was

it that you arrived not at Ptolemai's before we

sailed? Came you to Sicily with the Cypriot?"

" The Cypriot," said Lusignan, " was return-

ing to his own country after cruising amidst the

Greek Islands. He would not consent to my
wish of being landed at Tyre or at Ptolemai's ;

but assured me that I should find vessels enough

at Cyprus to convey me withersoever I desired."

" How came my unhappy mother to these

dreadful mountains ?'' said Seraphina, " and was

she informed of her loss 1"

" She had learned it from Hamet," replied

Sir Guy, " and I was saved the pain of telling it.

She was not worthy of Orsini; but she wept for

him, and she had cause. She had been landed with
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other prisoners at a small port near Tyre, and had

been taken to the harem of Mirza, where she

was treated with great kindness by Leila. For-

tunately the chief was not an admirer of haughty

beauty, but his daughter was compassionate to

all ; and chiefly to the Christians, as her mother,

whom she lost when she was an infant, was a

Greek ; and she was very partial to Zo'e, on ac-

count of her country as well as her religion. She

could not however prevail with the favourite to

relinquish her services to her ; but she saw her

whenever she could, and always questioned her

on the customs and manners of Christendom. Zoe

told me that Leila had met in the gardens a

young man of noble extraction, who appeared

to be well with the Sovereign, and who was em-

ployed by him on secret service. This was the

unfortunate Abdallah, and he was promised the

hand of Leila, if he should return successful.

When she first heard of his death she thought

he had been murdered, and would have destroyed

herself had she not been prevented by Zoe.

** After we had been some hours on board,"

continued Lusignan, "she was brought on deck,

and the air seemed to revive her. She spok

a few words to Julia, enquiring whither our course

was directed, and, on being told that we were

going to Cyprus, she asked if there were monas-

teries in that island, as she had no wish but that

of hiding her sorrows in one of those asylums,

from which her mother had been torn by the
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relentless Mirza, who idolized her beauty and

broke her heart.

"Julia talked to her of the world and its allure-

ments ; of her youth, and of the power of time

to calm her sorrows. I said little to her; and

she seemed thankful for my not seeking to dis-

turb her grief. At last, when she heard that

we should reach the port in a few hours, she said

to me, ' Stranger ! you have been humane ; and

perhaps, you will have the charity to see me
placed in a monastery. I fain would be a Chris-

tian. Read this letter, but return it carefully,

for it must be with me in the grave.' It was a

letter from Abdallah, written just before he termi-

nated his sad existence, and it is probable he wrote

another of a very different nature to the Chief.'*

*' O, recollect," exclaimed Eleonora, " all you

can of the letter. I owe so much to that un-

happy Abdallah
! ''

" lean do more," returned Sir Guy, " I read

it, and obtained permission to copy it, I conceived

there were passages which must interest you. I

told Leila that in many respects it did honour

to the memory of Abdallah ; and on that account

she granted my request."

Lusignan, thus saying, gave the letter to

Edward, who read it aloud.

Abdallah to Leila
" Alas ! Leila ! beloved ! I have lived too

long ; but before my faithful Zanga shall have

reached the mountains, I shall have paid the

vol. II. N
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forfeit of my crimes. O! they have been tre-

mendous, I have been a traitor to thee, thy

father, and myself.

" Can Mirza be the father of the gentle Leila?

By every argument he urged me to destroy Ed-

ward of England, the foe to Siria, the enemy of

our prophet : he offered treasures, and I rejected

them with contempt. He offered power and I

resisted. He offered thee, and I refused thee.

Idol of my soul ! I refused thee. Edward pre-

served my life at a tournament, given for a

nuptial festival in Spain; when a treacherous

Moor, the enemy of our race, would have stab-

bed me. Could I strike my preserver?

" Haly, who had long been a spy on his actions,

was entrusted with the base commission ; but

thou wert again offered to me as the price of

blood. I was to strike the Tartar Prince, the

friend of Christians, and a traitor of his country

;

but I should have met him in open field.

*' O Leila ! I gave way : I pronounced a fearful

vow. I swore on the Koran to commit the deed,

and to be secret. I performed my horrid task

;

I watched the Tartar's steps, and in the dusk

of eve I plunged my dagger into his breast. At

the instant when I became a murderer my courage

forsook me. His dying breath called for ven-

geance on me. His Tartars came ; and I fled.

Ah ! why not bare my bosom to receive their

strokes ! I fled, my Leila, I entered a garden,

and I threw myself at the feet of a lady, whom
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I instantly knew to be the British Princess,

whom I had seen with her Lord at Burgos.

She promised me protection, and she kept her

word ; even when she learned my baseness. I

could no longer keep the fatal secret. I bade her

haste to save the noble Edward. I broke my
vow ; I sacrificed my dearest hopes.

" Tell me, gentle Leila ! Can the perjured Ab-

dallah live ? Can he live without thee, bright star

in the midst of angry clouds ! O ! were I but

guiltless I could die content. Our spirits might

then meet in fairer scenes, in brighter regions ; but

I die a murderer, and by this guilty hand "

The letter ended thus abruptly ; and no

doubt the wretched Abdallah accomplished his

dreadful purpose as soon as his slave was out of

sight. The body was found and removed by some

of the concealed Assassins, who acted by the

Chiefs command as spies on the conduct of each

other.

Edward remembered the occurrence to which

the letter alluded. Many noble Saracens were at

the tournament for the celebration of the nuptials

of the daughter of Lewis with the heir of the

crown of Castile ; and one in particular had dis-

tinguished himself by his skill and intrepidity,

but his vizor had not been raised, and Eleonora

consequently had never seen his face. Edward,

in the midst of a fictitious combat, had seen ano-

ther Saracen come behind him and aim a blow,

which the Prince of England warded ofi", and

N 2
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received his thanks. He now recollected that

two rival Princes had contended for a throne in

Africa, that one had been defeated and killed,

and that his son, who was a guest with the Moorish

king of Toledo, was supposed to be the knight

who met with this adventure. His fate was a

motive of deep regret to Edward, and after some

conversation on the subject, he requested that

Lusignan would go on with the narrative of his

voyage.

" When we arrived at Cyprus," said he, *' I

concluded, that, as a Lusignan, I should meet

with a courteous, if not a distinguished reception.

Aymar was of the same stock as Hugo ; but, as

to the artful insinuations of Mirza respecting

my birth, I know not what could be implied by

them ; and they roused in my mind no ambitious

ideas. I remembered that Aymar had never

encouraged me in a wish to make myself known
to Hugo. At present, however, being thrown on

the shores of his residence after such imminent

dangers, I had reason to suppose that I should at

least be welcomed. I therefore announced myself

with confidence ; but I encountered a coldness to

which I had been little accustomed, and, what was

still more painful, I found myself closely and sus-

piciously watched. For every reason I was im-

patient to be gone, and my first care was to take

measures for the safety and comfort of Julia and

Leila.

"I applied to the venerable Bishop, a pious and
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humane man ; to whom I related all the circum-

stances necessary for him to know : he listened

to me attentively, asked me numerous questions,

looked at me with the eye of investigation, and was
very cautious in all he said to me. I learned that

the captain of the vessel had heen interrogated,

and that Julia and Zoe had been separately

obliged to tell their story.

" You know but too well the disposition of

Julia," continued Lusignan addressing himself to

Seraphina. " She is of a temper to prefer in

every transaction of life artifice to sincerity. What
in this instance would she have to conceal 1 and

yet did she not choose to be mysterious rather

tlian open? I was convinced of this by what I

could gather from subsequent conversations with

the Bishop ; but such is the policy of little minds

;

and it usually ends in defeating their own pur-

poses no less than in embarrassing those who have

the misfortune to be engaged with them.

"Leila was the last interrogated; and when her

grief and timidity allowed her to give an answer,

the candour and innocence of her manner could

not fail of inspiring confidence. I was not pre-

sent ; but I understood from Zoe that she was

introduced by the Prelate to the superior of the

convent of Saint Agatha ; and that finding her-

self a little more at ease, she gave a distinct

account of all that she could remember to have

heard. She said that her mother had been taken

away from a monastery in one of the Greek islands
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where her father had landed with a band of As-

sassins ; and there happened to be at Saint Agatha

a nun, who had often related this sad story ; for

she was a relation of Theola, the mother of Leila.

The superior sent for her and she traced a resem-

blance, which confirmed what Leila had related,

She then told all that she knew of Abdallah : he

was the son of one of the rival Princes who con-

tended for the throne of Morocco. His father

was driven out and at length destroyed by his

enemy. Abdallah took refuge at Toledo, and his

sister Daraxa, whom he fondly loved, had been

sent to Nocera in Italy, where the family had

connexions.

" You see. Prince," continued Lusignan, ad-

dressing Edward, " how unfortunately this young

man whom you saw at Burgos was driven to de-

spair. He had valour and genius ; but no friend

to guide him ; and he was exposed to every seduc-

tion of the emissaries of the mountahis, with

whom he became acquainted in Spain. He armed

a galley, and cruised with them, became one of

their associates, but still preserved some of those

honourable sentiments, which seemed to render

him worthy of a better fate.

" Leila confessed to the Bishop that, when she

heard he was no more, she would have swallowed

poison ; but was prevented by Zoe, who told her

that, if Abdallah had been of her mother's faith,

he would neither have taken a rash oath, nor have

killed himself. This made a deep impression on
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her. She was shocked at the horrors of which

she had been the innocent cause ; and she resolved

to have no farther share in such direful mischief.

Julia and Zoe persuaded her to escape with them,

and she was urged by humanity and the remem-

brance of Abdallah to save the christian knight,

who must otherwise have perished in the cavern.

"The Bishop had great compassion for Leila,

who said that all she wished was to pray for her

father, and weep for Abdallah. The superior was

equally moved with her story; but neither of

them could comprehend why I ventured on the

mountains. The story of the herbs appeared to

them a fable, and suspicion was still attached to

my supposed views and intentions. The subjects

of the formidable Chief of the mountains appeared

in so many shapes, and introduced themselves

in so many pretences, that kingdoms and indivi-

duals began to be on their guard against them, but

were not always clear-sighted enough to know
where the real danger was to be apprehended ; nor

whence it was to arise. The reverse was often

the case, and into an error of this nature the good

King of Cyprus was led by his favourite minister,

an Ionian."

" Into this and many other errors," said Ed-

ward. *' I have always suspected that man to be a

traitor. He has enriched himself at the expense

of the Cypriots, by whom he is detested. He
calls himself an Ionian, but is perhaps of the

school which you, Lusignan, were not permitted

to see. I am told that youths are educated by
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public institutions, in the country from which you

are come, in every art of deceit, as in the endur-

ance of every hardship. They are trained for the

purposes to which they are afterwards assigned,

and the systematic perversion of talent is visible

in its effects. The Chief boasted with you of his

successful influence at Cyprus ; for he little ima-

gined that you could escape from his power to tell

the tale ; but how could your gallant spirit brook

the affront of being suspected ? What did you ?

Were not Clifford and Talbot there?"

" I was sufficiently indignant," answered Lu-

signan, " and I demanded an explanation, but so

far from obtaining it, I was, as I have since learn-

ed, on the eve of being shut up in a fortress ; and

orders had been given that no vessel should re-

ceive me. It is to your Barons, my Liege, that I

owe not only my release but the explanation I

so ardently desired. I made no scruple of com-

municating to them the strange situation in w^hich

I was placed, and they nobly shared the feelings

of my insulted honour."

Lusignan here stopped. The night was far

advanced, and he feared that his auditors might

suffer from want of rest. They unwillingly con-

sented to defer hearing the remainder of his story

till the ensuing morning, and they retired to their

several apartments in the castle of Moorish con-

struction where they were lodged.



CHAPTER XLVL

The Saracens were long in possession of Palermo,

and the castle in which Charles had fixed his tem-

porary residence was one of those ornamented

buildings which still remains as monuments of

their taste and dominion. Without the noble

simplicity of the ancient Greeks, they possessed

great advantages over all other nations, and many
traces of their manners and customs, as well as

of their arts and their languages were then, and

are still in a lesser degree, to be found in this

modern capital of Sicily.

Lusignan passed a sleepless night. His mind

was engaged by so many thoughts, and his heart

filled with such various emotions, that he arose at

dawn of day, and breathed the perfumed atmos-

phere, while the notes of wild music floating on

the waves struck his ear from the mariners cros-

sing the bay in their light and painted barks.
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Charles was engaged in hearing the complaints

of the Sicilians against the officers and soldiers of

the various garrisons in the neighbourhood. He
unwillingly listened to remonstrances which he

was resolved to disregard ; but he could not deny

his new subjects access to his presence ; and some

hours were thus employed, while Edward and

Eleonora resumed with Seraph ina their attention

to the story of Lusignan.

"The Lords Talbot and Clifford," said Sir

Guy, " after delivering your message, my Liege,

to the King of Cyprus, with a firmness worthy of

their Sovereign and their country, called on him

to give a reason for the unmerited suspicion with

>vhich I had been insulted. The King answered,

that he well knew Sir Aymar de Lusignan had

no son ; and that he had reason to believe I had

intentions hostile to his crown.

"The Barons told what I had related to

them, and remonstrated with the King of Cy-

prus on the injustice which was done me ; but

they could not do away the prejudices he had

imbibed ; and all they could obtain was the per-

mission of taking me with them when they de-

parted. Indeed, I believe that, had they not

reminded him of what he seemed willing: to for-

get, that his family owed the crown to your

gallant ancestor, Cceur de Lion, I might still

have been detained in Cyprus."

" In what situation," enquired Seraphina,
'* did you leave the unfortunate Leila V
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** She remains in the monastery of St. Aga-

tha," said Lusignan, " and seems to attach her-

self to the nun who knew her mother. Zoe is

with Demetrius, her uncle ; but she has permis-

sion to visit the young recluse : Julia is impatient

of confinement. She is the inhabitant of ano-

ther convent ; and all I could do was to forward

letters from her to Italy ; and recommended

her, through the mediation of the English Ba-

rons to the protection of Hugo. I was not al-

lowed to see her or Leila before I sailed for

Polema'is.

" When we reached that harbour, it was my
intention to join Prince Edmund's army ; but we
were told, at your deserted palace, of the melan-

choly fate of the good Philip de Lusignan, and

the impression which it made on me can easily

be conceived. I hastened to the Benedictines,

from whom I learned the toils and sufferings of

the venerable man ; and the Prior invited me to

descend with him to the vault where his mortal

remains were deposited. ' Come, ' he said,

* and visit our brother in his quiet home. Your

welfare was the object of his long and weary

pilgrimage, and his spirit will rejoice in this act

of reverence to his memory.'
" A lay brother attended us, bearing a lighted

torch, and we proceeded to the subterraneous

chapel, where I beheld an image of peace and

repose. The body had been carefully embalmed

;

and the hands, folded on his breast, appeared
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still to grasp a rosary, which I perfectly recol-

lected. I had seen it, when very young, in the

hands of my father. It had touched the Holy

Sepulchre, and he had sent it, as a gift, to the

pious Philip, at the same time as he forwarded

one, nearly similar, to his friend, William de

Porcellet : I mentioned this circumstance to the

superior. * Who knows,' said he, ' that the son

of Porcellet may not have some knowledge of

what concerns you? Our venerable brother said

that Aymar had most confidence in him and

Porcellet, whom well I knew ; but he is dead,

and his son went with Charles of Anjou to

Naples/
" This was all," continued Lusignan, " that I

could learn from the Benedictine. Where Philip

had left or lost the writings could not be guessed.

The friars, who had liberated him, sailed from

Gaza for Italy, and were now on their voy-

age. I therefore resolved to seek them and

Porcellet.

" Unwillingly I left the chapel. The good

old man had fallen a victim to his zeal for me,

however fruitless. It may be said that, had he

known the world better, he might have avoided

the difficulties which he encountered, and accom-

plished the object he had in view ; but Philip

and Aymar, though different in their pursuits and

acquirements, were alike of a retired disposition,

and confided little in a world from which they

had been early alienated.
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" I thanked the Superior, but left the monas-

tery disappointed. I made enquiry respecting

William de Porcellet, and learned that he was in

Sicily, Governor of Calafatana, and as highly

respected for his virtues, as beloved for his

amiable manners. I immediately embarked for

this island ; and, landing at Palermo, I could

not resist the inclination I felt to visit Monreale.

Had I not met you, my Liege, I should have

gone forward on my journey, without further

delay."

Edward could not flatter his friend with

much hope ; but he applauded his resolution of

leaving nothing untried, and assured him that,

whatever might be his uncertainty, he would

always find in him a brother. " He who has,

at the hazard of his own life," said he, " preserv-

ed that of my Eleonora must be my brother.

Come to us at Rome, Lusignan, after you shall

have seen Porcellet, and we will hear what the

Friars of the ransom have to say. At all events,

the name of Fortebraccio cannot be taken from

you."

Charles rejoined his guests ; and the hour of

their embarkation drew near. It was impossible

for Lusignan and Seraphina to exchange their

thoughts by language ; but they understood each

other too well to want that aid. What could

they have said to conciliate duty with affection?

Had Seraphina been free, the mind of Lusignan

was too noble for allowing him to involve her in

the cloud which now so deeply hung over his
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destiny. As the galley rowed from shore, her

eyes were fixed in the direction where he stood,

and where he kept his station long after it was

out of sight.

Edward made only a short stay at Messina,

•and embarked on board the Royal Henry for the

port of Ostia, where his squadron anchored. He
went up the Tiber in his barge, steered by Sir

Lionel Tracey, and was welcomed by his friend,

"who had now abandoned the name of Theobald

to assume that of Gregory the Tenth, with more

than royal magnificence.

Where every object is great and striking

;

where all record the deeds of heroes who con-

quered the world, and of sages who were its

legislators, pomp and splendour are characterized

by dignity superior to their ordinary nature.

Nothing is gigantic where all his lofty. The

moss-grown ruins of Rome appear to have more

solidity than the fleeting grandeur of modern

cities. In this lasting, this universal, temple of

renown, nations lose their distinctions, and all

that is exalted in talents, in genius, or in worth,

appears to be in unison with the place.

Here the mind is taught to think, and the eye

to discern. Elsewhere, the gay may seek plea-

sure, the avaricious wealth, and the ambitious

honours ; but, at Rome, the judgment is rectified

by meditation, and the heart improved by the

noblest feelings.

The mind of Edward was worthy of the im-
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pression which he received, and Eleonora devout-

ly visited the sanctuaries, pouring forth the

grateful thanksgivings of her pure and ardent

spirit.

The Pontiff had prepared a sumptuous palace

for the reception of the British Monarch and his

Consort; and the Roman barons vied with each,

other in the honours which they paid them.

He was scarcely arrived at his mansion, and

the Queen retired to her apartment with Sera-

phina, when numerous visitors, attended by a

long train of domestics, filled the spacious court.

Among the rest were Sciarra Colonna with Ales-

sand ro Massimo. The latter appeared to be in

ill-health, and oppressed by melancholy ; but he

5till retained that native dignity which commands

respect, and, when coupled with sickness or mis-

fortune, naturally excites sympathy.

Edward received him with distinction, and

detained him and Sciarra in conversation when
the other Barons departed. He had promised

Seraphina to do all in his power for the imme-

diate restitution of Livia. He knew that it was

the wish of Gregory to terminate, if possible, all

disputes between the Barons, to silence the con-

tending factions, and to unite the interests of

France and Germany. Edward cordially joined

in this great view, and was desirous of doing all

he could to forward it. His policy was that of a

capacious mind, soaring above petty cabals, and

jealous dissensions.
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With Sciarra he conversed freely. Massimo

said a few words ; but his brow was clouded ;

though his eye would sometimes flash with its

accustomed lire, as he listened to what was said

by the Monarch and Colonna on the general in-

terests of Europe.

On a sudden the curtain of the inner door was

drawn aside ; and the Queen, who thought Ed*

ward alone, hastily entered exclaiming,—" Here

is our friend ! Here is Anselmo !"

The hermit, who followed her, would have

retired ; but Edward stopped him, and expressed

his joy at their meeting, to which Anselmo re-

plied, and cast his eyes on the two Barons who
were standing near the King. His penetrating

glance discovered the altered countenance of Mas-

simo, and a generous feeling of compassion arose

in his breast. Massimo looked at him attentively

for a few moments, and soon after took his leave

of Edward with Sciarra Colonna.

Eleonora had noticed the look of Massimo

and mentioned it to Anselmo. " He must have

often seen you," said she, *' during the many
years of your residence in this country."

" Probably not," replied the Hermit; "I have

not been at San Vito since I have inhabited the

neighbourhood of Ampiglione."

Anselmo had been informed by the Queen

and Seraphina of the perilous undertaking of

Lusignan, and of the subsequent events, and he

had assured them that by the mediation of Car-
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dinal Cesarini it was settled that the Lady Bea-

trice would bring Livia from San Vito, and that

the two sisters would be re-united at Rome.
He now related to Edward what had passed

between the Barons, spoke highly of the conduct

of Mario, and said that he had daily and hourly

risen in his esteem ; but added there was great

reason to believe that the renewal of hostilities

and the death of Orsini were chiefly to be attri-

buted to the secret artifices of Andrea Manero.
" In that case," said Eleonora, " how is it

possible that the union of Mario and Seraphina

can take place ? Mario is innocent ; but to be-

come so nearly connected with the author of her

miseries, as she must be were she to wed his

grandson, appears to me incompatible with the

best feelings of human nature."

" Such would also seem to be the opinion of

Mario," answered the Hermit ;
" for, much as

he loves her, and nobly as he has exerted himself

in favour of the sisters and of their inheritance,

he never speaks of marriage."

While they were thus conversing, a page

came in and told Anselmo that a person waited

for him without on urgent business. He found

in the hall a servant of Massimo, who told him
that his Lord was taken suddenly and dangerously

ill, and that he expressed a great desire to see the

Hermit whom he had met that day.

" Unfortunate man !" said Anselmo to him-

self; " his looks convinced me that he recollected
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me ; and yet, it is strange ; strange indeed after

such a lapse of years !" With this reflection he

hastened to obey the summons, and followed the

messenger to the splendid habitation of Ales-

sandro.

They passed in silence through the lines of

attendants, and entered his chamber, where they

found him seated, pale as ashes, leaning against

the back of his chair, and just recovered from a

fainting fit. The Hermit stopped near the en-

trance, and Massimo fixed his eyes on him with

an earnest gaze, as he had done in the presence

of Edward. He then made signs for the attend-

ants to withdraw.

They seemed unwilling to obey him ; and he

said,—" I am better. I have much to say to this

pious man; and I command you to leave me with

him."

They left the chamber ; and he still con-

templated the features of Anselmo. " Speak,"

he said ;
" let me hear your voice again. The

sound of it more than all else convinced me I

could not be mistaken."

" Massimo !" said the Hermit, advancinir to-

wards him ;
" we have met in earlier, I will not

say in happier, times; for the happiest of our

days are those in which we approach nearest to

eternity, so we employ them well."

"It is ; it is Gravina," exclaimed Massimo,

making an effort to rise ; but sinking back from

weakness. Anselmo approached and supported
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him; but could not speak. As a Christian he

forgave and felt for him ; but recollections forced

themselves upon him. His colour heightened,

and the big tear stood in his eye.

" Massimo !" at last he said, " we are left in

this desert as withered oaks, scathed by lightning.

I thank heaven that we meet on this side the

grave; for we can exchange forgiveness. To err,

to forgive, and to be forgiven, is the lot of man,

if he harden not his heart against the tender

mercies of his Creator."

" Thou hast never injured me," replied Mas-

simo, in a low voice. "Thy son indeed ;

but the proud spirit of Massimo is quelled ; and

I repent me. Thy son and my Camilla
"

"Sleep in peace," interrupted Anselmo mildly.

I visited their tomb, erected by pious hands near

the shore, on which their earthly remains were

cast by the merciless ocean. Freed from the

storms of life, their gentle spirits will receive us

in a world where party strife, ambition, and

revenge can never enter."

" Ah! name not those hateful passions," cried

Alessandro, " they have been my destruction.

Happy Gravina ! Yes. Happier far than I could

ever be ; for thou hast never known them."
" I have endeavoured to subdue them," an-

swered the Hermit with a sigh, " or rather let

me say I have fled from them. Warned by their

fatal effects I have sheltered myself in obscurity."

'•'Had I followed thy example," said Massimo,
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" I had been less wretched. We thought thee no
longer an inhabitant of this world."

" I had no further business in this world of

strife," replied the Hermit ; "I had lost all.

Thou, Massimo, hadst still duties to perform ;

states to govern ; adherents to protect ; and rela-

tions to love."

" Is there," said Alessandro, any way by

which I can atone, Gravina, for the wrong I have

done thee V*

" None, Massimo," replied the Hermit, with

a lofty but calm indifference. This world has in

it nothing that I want. For the peace of your

own mind ; for the love of Italy, our common
parent, repair as far as possible the injuries done

to the orphan daughters of Orsini, and re-esta-

blish peace in this distracted country."

*' Thou, Gravina," said Massimo, " art now
the head of the noble house of Orsini. Why not

vindicate thy rights 1"

" Had my son lived, it might have been

my duty," replied the Hermit ; " but of this no

more."

As Anselmo spoke, the tear started to his eye,

and he turned aside to conceal it. When he

again looked on Massimo, he saw the deepest

anguish painted on his countenance, and his

heart was moved. *' Let me return to visit thee,"

he said; "we were friends in youth, companions

in arms :—we cannot meet coldly ; but recruit

thy strength : let me now call thy attendants."
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*' No, Gravina," answered Massimo. " Sit

down beside me; and let us converse on the means

to be employed for this atonement. My strength

decays ; but my ears are open to conviction ; and

the sole cordial that can now sustain me is the

hope of contributing in some degree to the resto-

ration of peace."



CHAPTER XLVII.

Anselmo perceived that in the state ofmind which

now prevailed with Massimo, it would be more

injurious to his health to leave him absorbed in

his painful meditations, than to excite his atten-

tion by pointing out what might yet be done to

repair the evils which he lamented. The faint-

ness in which he found him appeared to be re-

moved by the vigorous faculties of his mind, and

he began by asking Anselmo some questions re-

lative to the story of his life.

" We have topics of more importance to dis-

cuss at this moment, " answered the hermit,

'* hereafter you shall hear, if you desire it, what

has been the course of my existence, but you cer-

tainly know that the hermit of Saint Angelo

was made a captive by pirates. I was hospitally

received at Ptolemai's by Edward of England, and
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you therefore found me this morning at his

mansion."

" You saw our present Pontiff at Ptolemais,'*

said Alessandro, " what think you of his dispo-

sition?"

" As far as I can judge," replied the hermit,

"he is disposed to hold with equal hand the ba-

lance between the two parties. Charles of Anjou

can have no interest in disturbing our tranquillity ;

and he has enough to occupy him in the precarious

tenure of his acquired kingdoms. Rodolph seems

to have no wish but peace, and will not molest

us. O Massimo ! why should not the noble des-

cendents of the Fabii, and the Scipios be friends

and brethren ? Let us be Romans ! let us in our

several departments seek the good of our beloved

country, once the glory of the world ! Thou and

Sciarra Colonna in the higher, and I in the hum-

bler duties of life ; but all tending to one great

point, the happiness of those whom we are called

to instruct and support. The people will be vir-

tuous and contented when their Chiefs are no

longer estranged by civil discord. Let me con-

sole thee, Massimo, with this prospect
!"

*' It is too late," said Massimo in a deep and

mournfiil tone, " life fades away ; and I have

wasted it in the feverish dreams of ambition and

resentment. I have done irreparable evil. Those

helpless priests destroyed by the ungoverned fury

of my soldiers ; the ruin of that fair city once the

pride of Latium and Sabina, the death of Octavio,
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all lay heavy on my heart. O Gravina, I have

done much wrong. I suspected him unjustly.

Those letters, which I accused him of having in-

tercepted, have since been found, cast into a

thicket by the robbers who attacked our messen-

ger merely for the gold he carried ; and Octavio

spoke the truth. Thank Heaven I had no share

in the insult offered to him at Cantalupo, the last

dreadful blow to his offended honour ! Livia has

been treated as a daughter by my angel Beatrice.

That is some consolation to me : but the villain

Manerowas my bane. His artifices, aided by my
resentful prejudices, misled me. I never esteem-

ed, and Sciarra despised, him
;
yet to him I lis-

tened more than to Cesarini, whom I love and

respect. He was thy friend, Gravina !"

" He is my friend," said Anselmo, " and he

alone has been acquainted wiih my story."

^' I fain would see him," said Massimo,

—

" my strength decreases ; and this day's illness is

a warning not to be neglected. I am convinced

that I have not long to stay. I must also speak

with young Manero. His conduct, since his re-

turn from his strange enthusiastic wanderings,

has been truly noble. As a proof of thy forgive-

ness, Gravina, appoint them here to meet thee

:

Sciarra shall be with us, and we will consider

what can best be done for the advantage of the

daughters of Orsini."

" On condition," answered Anselmo, " that I

am with all, but thee and Cesarini, the unknown

hermit of St. Angelo."
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Thus saying he left the palace of his repentant

enemy, now once more his friend, and sought the

Cardinal Cesarini, with whom he indulged in

the expression of the various feelings which had

so rapidly succeeded eath other. His heart was

lightened by the forgiveness which he had pro-

nounced, and which he had long internally felt.

Cesarini shared his sentiments, " I rejoice

with you, " he said, " on the change which has

been effected in the mind of Alessandro. He
was by nature of a disposition truly noble ; but

it is not given to all men, Gravina, to bear

afflictions and resist temptations as you have

done. We must now consult what will be most

expedient for the settlement of these complicated

affairs. Would it not be better for you to assume

your name and titles, and take the government

of these states 1
"

"No, Cesarini," replied the hermit, *' I am
the last of my race ; and I have long been dead

to the world. For the good of these orphans

it may be necessary to disclose my real existence

to Gregory, before we meet Colonna and Manero.

I would indeed avoid, if possible, that meeting :

Massimo requested it, as a pledge of our recon-

ciliation, and I could not refuse him ; but I will

endeavour to persuade him that my presence

cannot be wanted, when you, who are acquainted

with all my thoughts and wishes, will act and

speak for me. The desire of Massimo that no

time should be lost is a proof, were any required,

VOL. II. o
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of the sincerity of his intentions. He thinks his

Slate precarious, and would do justice to those

whom he has injured."

*' Anselmo! " replied the Cardinal, " I will

not urge what your better judgment may deem
unnecessary ; but your disclosure to the Pontiff

cannot be omitted. It is the only prevention of

future evils, whatever be the fate of the Lord of

San Vito.
"

When Anselmo had once decided what was to

be done, he never suffered useless moments to

pass away without putting his resolves in execu-

tion. He repaired to the Pontific palace, and

was admitted with little delay to the presence of

Gregory the Tenth.

The Pontiff received him with cordiality ; for

he had conceived the highest esteem for him

during his stay at Ptolemai's.

*' I ought to upbraid you, " said he, *' for

not coming to me sooner. Do you think that

Gregory has fofgotten the friends of the Arch-

deacon of Liege ?
"

" The moments of a Sovereign are precious,
"

answered Anselmo, " and, even nov»% when my
duty and the good of many subjects of your Holi-

ness require me to trespass on them, I will make
my story as brief as possible."

" I guess on what subject you would speak,
"

said Gregory, " I hear that you have seen Ales-

sandro Massimo, and I am willing to hear what

your charitable zeal and the prudence of Cesarini
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can effect in subduing the haughty spirit of that

vengeful Baron. I were unworthy of the seat

in which I am placed, were it not my first and

most ardent wish to re-establish concord in these

dominions.
"

" The mind of the noble Massimo, " said An-

selmo, " is cleared from the mist of passion,

and his heart restored to the love of virtue ; but

I can claim no merit from this change. In

early youth we were friends, and this day he

has recognized me. "

" Recognized you !
" repeated the Pope look-

ing attentively at the hermit. " Say Anselmo

!

Who are you ?
'^

''Your Holiness," said the hermit, "may
have heard the name of Orsini, Count of Gravina,

who fought and fell, as was supposed, at the

siege of Jaffa !

"

"Aname, " returned the Pontiff, "forever

sacred in the annals of chivalry and virtue ! and

does Gravina still exist 1 and do I see him before

me?"
" The same ; " answered the hermit, " for many

years Cardinal Cesarini has alone known it.
"

" How ? the good Cesarini? " said the Pontiff,

" he knew it and never told me !

"

" Blame him not, holy father, " said the her-

mit, " I exacted from him a promise of secresy,

and he has faithfully kept it.
"

Anselmo then began to explain, as shortly as

he could, his reasons for discovering himself to

o 2
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his Sovereign, and all that he wished to be done

for the advantage of the two sisters and the inha-

bitants of Orsini's territories ; but Gregory insisted

on hearing a circumstantial account of his life

;

and gave orders that no one should be admitted

to interinipt him.
*' C3esar Orsini, my father, " said the hermit,

" supposed himself the head of our race ; but

wars and tumults had lessened his possessions and

sickened him of the world. He retired to his

castle of Gravina, in the Neapolitian States,

where he educated me with the assistance of a

learned Greek, who had taken refuge in Italy

from disturbances in his own country. My tem-

per was ardent ; and, as I read history with

avidity, I grew hourly more impatient for

mingling in the busy scenes of life. Health and

buoyant spirits accompanied me while I breathed

the pure and invigorating air of our mountains,

and I looked forward to the future theatre of

my hopes and wishes as to a prospect extensive

and unclouded. The name of Orsini appeared

to me an earnest of glory ; and, as all the chi-

valry of Europe was then, as lately, crowding

to Palestine, 1 dedicated my thoughts to the

attainment of languages and to the exercises be-

coming a knight. I frequently exposed myself

to useless dangers in following the chase ; and

one day, I found myself entangled in a thicket,

as I was tracing the path of a wild boar. I was

far from my companions : the ferocious animal
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kacl eluded my spear, and turned on me when
I could not use it with effect from the intricacy

of the branches. He seized on me, and I must

have been his victim, had not a young man,

whose face was unknown to me, sprung to my
relief with undaunted courag-e. This was Ales-

sandro Massimo, who was hunting with the

Colonnas, in the neighbourhood of Pagliano.

We soon became companions and friends. He
had talent, courage, and ambition. The Em-
peror Frederick, at that time Sovereign of our

country, was on the point of marrying the heiress

of the kingdom of Jerusalem ; which decided

the long deferred accomplishment of his vow
to seek the Holy land. The bride arrived, and

I obtained my father's permission to accompany

Massimo to the nuptial ceremony at Rome.
"The sight of this magnificent wedding, a

prelude to the solemn engagement renewed by

Frederick for the crusade ; his dignified and fas-

cinating manners, and the concourse of noble

knights from various countries, were powerful

incitements to a youth, whose imagination had

from early childhood been occupied by dreams

of glory. I will not detain your Holiness with

unnecessary remarks. My father was grieved,

but would not oppose my wishes : when I after-

wards joined the Emperor at Otranto, (90) he gave

me his advice and blessing. I embarked with

Massimo, and other young Italian Knights on

board the vessel which conveyed the Sovereign to

Ptolemais.
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" It soon became evident that Frederick's

sole object was the crown of Jerusalem. I saw

him conclude a treaty with the enemies of our

faith, present a ci'own of gold at the altar of the

Holy Sepulchre, and place it afterwards on his

own head, although the father of his Empress, in

whose right he claimed it, was still alive."

" Yes," interrupted Gregory, *' and it must be

owned that my predecessors had some reason to

be offended."

" The Pontific army," continued Anselmo,

" entered the kingdom of Naples, and Frederick

hastened to defend his states. Massimo and

several others were induced to return with him,

and fight under his banner in Italy.

*' About this time I received the afflicting

news of my father's death. I foresaw that the

fair fields of my native country would soon be

stained by the blood of its inhabitants, victims

of contending parties and of cruel discord. The

sight of Jerusalem awakened in me sentiments

of a very different nature ; and, while kneeling

before the tomb of our Redeemer, I could not

learn to disobey his precepts. I took leave of

the Emperor, and joined the Knights of Saint

John in aid of Walter de Brienne, Count of Jaffa;

who was, as your Holiness well knows, the ne-

phew of the King of Jerusalem, and a man of

singular worth and great abilities. He main-

tained among his troops, as in his capital, a dis-

cipline and regularity worthy of the best of times.
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He was almost equally beloved by Christians

and Mahometans ; and he esteemed the Knights

of St. John for their beneficence, no less than

for their valour."

" Were you not connected with the Count of

Jaffa?" said the Pontiff, "methinks I have heard

that Gravina espoused his sister."

A few tears stole down the hermit's cheek.

He wiped them off without speaking for some

minutes ; and when he resumed his story his voice

faltered, but by degrees it recovered its accus-

tomed firmness.

" Constance resembled her brother," he con-

tinued, " in goodness and wisdom. My domestic

happiness was great; and I was blessed with two

sons and a daughter."

" It was probably during this period," said

the Pontiff, " that the Tartar chief was so cha-

ritably received in your mansion."

" It was," answered Anselmo, " and he owned

to me that all he saw at Jaffa gave him a more

favourable opinion of Europeans than he had

before conceived, Walter de Brienne was indeed

the father of his people, and we passed together

many years in mutual confidence, often engaged

in warfare for the defence of his state, or of other

Christian Princes ; but enjoying at our return

that domestic peace which spread a charm over

our existence. At length the Count de Jaffa lost

his consort, and * I, my Constance and my infant

daughter. These gentle beings were removed

by a merciful dispensation of Providence, from
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what was soon to become a scene of horror and
devastation. My eldest son had attained his

eighteenth year when he accompanied me to the

fatal field of Gaza, where he fell by my side,

and I was taken prisoner with the Count of Jaffa

by the wild Corascans.

"The dreadful result of this engagement,"

continued Anselmo, "is well known to your holi-

ness, as also the heroic courage of the Count."
" The church regards him as a saint and

martyr," replied the Pontiff. "Were you pre-

sent. Count of Gravina, at the awful momentV
" I was," said the hermit, " the barbarians

threatened him with instant death if he com-
manded not his faithful subjects to deliver up the

city. Methinks I see him,sbound to a high cross

which overlooked the walls ; and hear him exhort

ihem to defend their countiy, and suffer him to

j-eceive the crown of martyrdom ! And this brave

man was my friend and brother ! and I had yet

a son in Jaffa ! my Guido ; detained unwillingly

from the fight by illness !

"

Here Anselmo was constrained to pause. His

emotion was too great to be controlled ; and he
withdrew to collect himself.

In the observations which Gregory had made
on the character of Anselmo, whilst he was con-

versant with him at Ptolemais, he had always

wondered that a man of so active a mind, and of a

disposition so formed for society should have re-

nounced the world ; and, when thrown once

more into it by circumstances, should feel impa-

tient to return to his solitude. He was now less
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unable to account for this seeming inconsistency

;

yet still anxious to hear from this own lips the

whole of a story which he had heard variously

related, and of which he could never form a per-

fect idea.

It was not curiosity alone that induced the

Pontiff to acquaint himself with these particulars.

He saw in Anselmo a man of independent cha-

racter, firm in his principles, and possessed of

great experience and judgment. Gregory had

received the tiara at a critical moment, when

all might be gained or lost for the internal peace

of the country. It was his interest, no less than

his duty to conciliate the rival parties ; and who

so well as Anselmo could aid him in this endea-

vour? His principal object was now to learn what

might impede or what might forward the resto-

ration of concord ; and it occurred to him that if

he could persuade the Count of Gravina to as-

sume the government of the states belonging to

the house of Orsini, and through his means effect

a marriage between Livia and Sciarra Colonna,

much would be done towaixls the pacification

which he so greatly desired. He had been in-

formed that this was the wish of Sciarra himself

and of Massimo ; but there was no chief to re-

gulate the affairs of the Orsini, and the inha-

bitants of the small towns, under the Knights

who had served with Octavio, were still in some

degree carrying on a desultory warfare, notwith-

standing all that Cardinal Gesarini could do to

prevent it. o 5
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When Anselmo returned, he complied with Gre-

gory's wish to hear the remainer of his story.

" The barbarians," he said, " finding that their

threats were of no avail, unbound the Prince from

the cross ; but only reserved him for a death of

almost equal cruelty : he was given up by them,

as your Holiness must have heard, to the Arabs

of Cairo, and massacred on the banks of the

Nile.

" Before he was led away from beneath the

walls of Jaffa, he made one request, and, strange

so say, it was granted ; such was the impression

made on Benducar by his heroic intrepidity, and

by the dignity of his deportment. The request

was that liberty should be granted to one prisoner.

I v>'as that one ; and, in a few parting words, he

gave me his instructions ; which he was desirous

of communicating to his children and his people.
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The enemy was perhaps less unwilling to let me
go, as he flattered himself that I might induce

the garrison to surrender ; but far different were

my resolves and the injunctions of De Brienne.

" I entered Jaffa, and fulfilled his wishes to-

wards those whom he designated : and I prepared

for the expected siege ; but I felt that it was my
duty so save, if possible, my remaining hope, from

the dangers which threatened its devoted walls.

I determined that Guido should sail for Italy,

that he should be made known to my friends, and

to the relations of our family, and that in case of

my death, he should be put into possession of Gra-

vina, and the estates belonging to us in my native

country. Vain, short-sighted mortals as we are,

we are perhaps risking most, when we esteem

ourselves most prudent I I entrusted my son to

the care of two knights, who were on their return

to Rome ; and I recommended him to the guar-

dianship of the Cardinal of Santa Sabina ; my
friend Cesarini being at that time in Urbini."

*' And you remained," said the Pontiff, "de-

voted to the hopeless task of defending Jaffa ?

"

" It was not entirely hopeless," replied Ansel-

mo ;
" the inhabitants were attached to the chil-

dren of De Brienne ; and the garrison was brave

and faithful. Besides I had given my promise,

and I remained
'* Octavio Orsini," continued Anselmo, " was

then young, and a great intimacy took place be-

tween him and Guido, who accompanied him to
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Ampiglione and SanVito. Holy father, his fatal

marriage is not unknown to you, and it is need-

less that I should dwell on these painful circum-

stances. We were at that time besieged, and I

was using my last efforts to save the city. Useless

efforts ! The place was stormed ; and I fell cover-

ed with wounds. I was thrown into a dungeon

of the citadel, where I was kept for several

months. At last I was sold for a slave to a party

of Tartars. Their Chief remembered that 1 had

been hospitable to one of their countrymen ; and

he set me at liberty, when we arrived at Ascalon,

whither they were destined, when they left the

desolate ruins of Jaffa."

As the hermit here paused, the Pontiff ex-

pressed his sympathy and added " you must have

been assailed with fearful tidings when you left

your prison."

" It was not until we reached Ascalon," said

Anselmo, " that I was told the fate of the young

Count of Jaffa and his brother ; Imt a still more

dreadful shock awaited me.—As soon as I was at

liberty I entered the first Christian temple that I

could find, and sought the most retired chapel to

offer up thanks for my deliverance. The first ob-

ject that struck my sight was an urn of the sim-

plest form on a small pedestal, which seemed to

have been newly erected, and I read on it the

names of Guido Orsini and Camilla Massimo,

shipwrecked on the neighbouring coast!— Holy

father ! it pleased Heaven to preserve my reason ;
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but how can I describe the abyss of misery into

which I was pkinged 1 I could hear little at As-

calon. One of the passengers, who escaped the

fury of the waves, was supposed to have erected

this monument ; but all I could learn was that,

by his language, he seemed to be a native of Pro-

vence. The circumstances of the shipwreck were

but too well known. I felt an irresistible im-

pulse to fly from the society of all who knew me,

and I assumed the habit of a pilgrim. A vessel

was ready to depart for Provence, and I embark-

ed, with the vague idea of perhaps meeting the

man who had performed the last duties to my
Guido. It was the only thought that soothed me.

When I arrived in the busy harbour of Marseille,

I heard that Cesarini was become Bishop of

Tivoli ; and I wrote to enquire of him the parti-

culars of my son's unhappy fate, recommending

to him secrecy with respect to myself in the most

uro-ent manner. While I was waitino; for his an-

swer, my mind was roused from the listless de-

spondency into which I was sinking, by the sight

of much distress and misery. I reflected on the

useless tenor of a life devoted to the selfish indul-

gence of grief. I looked around me for sufferings

to alleviate ; and my own afflictions became less

acute : this brought me again in contact with man-

kind, and I heard of the virtues, the misfortunes,

and the prodigality of Raymond, Count of Pro-

vence. The clamours of his subjects amounted al-

most to open rebellion. I was disgusted with all I
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saw and heard, and I only waited for the letter

which I expected from Cesarini, so seek some re-

treat, where I might be at peace. It came at last,

and informed me of all that he had learned from

the Cardinal of Santa Sabina and others who knew

the sad result of Guido's short and luckless visit

to the country of his ancestors. It also told me
of the loss of my paternal estates. The Ghibe-

lines, after the departure of my son, had taken

possession of them under pretence of defending

them against the lawless banditti, and continued

to occupy Gravina and its dependencies under the

sanction of the ruling powers. All that Cesarini

had been able to save was the gold which I had

sent for my son's expenditure. That was indeed

sufficient to save me from want ; and I scarcely

felt the loss of my estates, on the contrary,—it

seemed to me as if all that detached me from the

world was a blessing."

The Pontiff here recollecting the story of the

Pilgrim at the court of Provence, which he had

heard from Lusignan in Siria, enquired of Anselmo

whether Margaret's conjectures were well founded

or not.

Anselmo smiled, and answered in the affirma-

tive. " I often passed days and nights," he said,

*' wanderino- amidst the mountains connected with

the lofty chain of the Alps ; and it was just after

receiving the letter of Cesarini, while debating

on my future plan of life, that I happened to

enter the far-famed grotto of La Balme, which
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the tradition of the country has sanctified as the

last retreat of Mary Magdalen. This place, at

once romantic and sublime, was, as I thought,

solitary ; and I knew not that it was frequently

visited by the curious. While I was looking at

the inner cavern, I was surprised by the arrival

of Raymond, and a few followers ; and I conceal-

ed myself behind the projection of part of the

rock. I saw the Count advance incautiously near

the subterraneous lake ; and, his foot slipping,

he fell into it. His attendants Avere confused

from alarm, and he might have perished, had I

not plunged in to save him. My sudden appear-

ance, and, perhaps, my activity, which seemed

incompatible with my apparent age, excited great

astonishment, and something like a superstitious

reverence, in the beholders. This I endeavoured

to do away, by yielding to the entreaties of the

Count, who insisted on my accompanying him to

a tent, pitched for his reception in a valley near

the grotto.

" When he had changed his vestments, and

taken some refreshment, he walked with me to

some distance from his attendants, and offered

me a purse of gold, which I refused. He then

asked my name, and who I was. I answered

Anselmo, and nothing farther. He again pressed

me to accept the gold, and said I might apply

it to any charitable purpose I thought fit.

' Prince,' I said, ' your gold I cannot take ; but
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there is a purpose most charitable, to which I

would apply it, if I had your permission.' When
he heard this, his eyes sparkled with pleasure,

and he said, * Speak, my friend, you cannot ren-

der me a greater service; not even if you were

to save my life a second time/ There was some-

thing so frank and open in the countenance of

Raymond, that I could not help speaking to him

on his excessive liberality. ' There is, ' said I,

' a man who, I am told, is blest with every gift

of nature and of fortune, and is yet unhappy.

He has patronized talent, and has encouraged

industry ; but he disdains investigating what most

concerns him, and he lavishes treasures alike on

the worthy and the unworthy. In consequence

of this, he is plundered by the designing, betray-

ed by the faithless, and sold by the traitors, who
excite his people against him, with the gold

which he pours into their coffers. Let him con-

vert the gift of munificence into the stipend of

justice, and begin with the purse which he now
offers to the pilgrim.'

"As I spoke thus," continued Anselmo, "I
observed Raymond's colour rise. He was silent

for a moment, and then said, ' The pilgrim is not

correct : what I offered to him was the tribute of

justice, and not of munificence.' ' We will not

dispute on words,' I answered, ' but I want no

gold : it cannot give me happiness. That sun,

which vivifies our existence, is set for me ; but I

would fain see it in others ; and the reflexion of
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its beams, like the pale orb of night, may yet

light me on my weary way.

"The Prince was still anxious to find out

who I was ; but, finding that he only gave me
pain by asking, he forbore urging me farther ;

but, from that moment, he communicated to me
all his cares ; and it was by no means difficult

for me to put him in the way to re-establish

order in his affairs. He paid his debts. The

splendour of his court was restored under proper

regulations : his states were cleared of useless,

and, perhaps, dangerous pretenders to know-

ledge, and establishments of real activity were

formed.

*' At length, however, when the evils arising

from exhausted resources and factious discontent,

were removed ; when the Prince had again

power to give and to exalt, jealousy and envy

resumed their stations, and the unobtrusive pil-

grim became the object of persecution. Many
useless attempts were made to induce the Prince

to withdraw his confidence from the man who
only staid at his express desire. At last, some

impression was made. I drew up a full and clear

statement of every thing. He was convinced of

my integrity : and even asked forgiveness of me
for having listened to the suggestions of those

who were more his enemies than mine. He had

before off'ered me dignities and distinctions as

rewards ; he would now have forced them on me.
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as vindications of my honour ; but I thanked

him and departed."

"Why," said the Pontiff, "did you punish

him for the faults and follies of his subjects ?

Why deprive him of your advice and assist-

ance '?

"

" I had done," answered the hermit, " all

that was in my power ; and any man who cared

not for enriching himself, and feared not making

enemies, might do as much. I also thought that

the remembrance of me would have as much, if

not more effect, than my presence, on the warm
heart of Raymond ; and I had reason to be

g-rateful for the benefit I had derived from the

confidence he reposed in me. My exertions had

engaged my thoughts, and rendered my grief

more supportable. I now considered what duties

remained for me to perform. My sufferings had

silvered my hair and faded my cheek ; but I had

not attained the age of forty-two, when I re-

nounced the state of social existence in which I

had passed my former years. I might have

many yet to employ, ill or well, as I should

make my choice. Italy was the country to

which I owed my birth, and the nurture of my
earliest youth. Gravina I had lost ; and could

no longer be of use to those who, otherwise,

might have claimed my protection on that spot

of earth, now only dear to me as the grave of

my forefathers. I, therefore, fixed on the her-
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mitage of St. Angelo, at no great distance from

my friend ; where, concealed from all but him,

I could, in some measure, second his views for

the good of those around him."
*' It is time, Orsini," said the Pontiff, in a

firm and decisive tone, "it is incumbent on you

to take the station which is assigned you. The

castle of Gravina was wrested, by the troops of

Charles, from the Ghibelines, who long held it

in their grasp. He cannot refuse restoring it to

you ; and it is highly important that you should

claim the feudal estates of Orsini, to which you

have an undoubted right."

" Pardon me. Holy father," said the hermit,

" I adhere to my present situation ; and I only

wished to lay before you the real state of things.

As the father of your people it was fit that you

should be informed of them, and you alone can

support the orphans of Orsini in the claims which

they conceive to be their rights, and which I am
most desirous to confirm to them. There is also

a young knight for whom I am greatly inter-

ested. Sir Guy de Lusignan, and I fain would

see him united to the Lady Seraphina; but

although Mario Manero claim not the fulfilment

of her promise, he has not yet renounced it

;

and now that she is returned with the Queen, he

may renew his suit, and his conduct has been

such as to entitle him to all the gratitude of

the house of Orsini."
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" Mario," said Gregory, " is aware of the

treacherous dealings of his grandsire, now verging

on the grave, and his soul abhors the black pro-

ceedings. Andrea was the author of the attack

on Cantalupo, and his aim was, by removing the

younger, to give his grandson to the elder of

Orsini's daughters, that he might obtain pos-

session of his fair estates. The inconsiderate

Julia he wished to banish, that he might free

himself from the inconvenient presence of one,

who might betray him, as she had been partly

his accomplice. Mario foiled his schemes ; and

disappointment aggravates the infirmities of age."

Anselmo now requested leave to retire, and

the Pontiff assured him that he would not reveal

his secret, but that he wished him well to weigh

the expediency of making known his real con-

dition, for the good of all whom he wished to

serve. He also told him that he would do well

to see Massimo on the ensuing day, and then

come to him again.

Anselmo returned to the palace of Cardinal

Cesarini, where he was to pass the night ; and

he there learned that Andrea Manero was no

more. He died on the preceding day; and it

was thought that great changes would take place

at Saracinesco.



CHAPTER XLIX.

Early in the morning Anselmo again sought the

friend of his youth. He found him ah^eady ap-

prised of the death of Manero. " Thus," he said,

" have finished all his deep laid schemes ! Here

ends the labyrinth of his crooked policy ! O Gra-

vdna ! Had I never known him, I were now a

happier man ; but Mario is of another character.

To-morrow he attends the pageantry of woe, and

on the following day he meets Colonna and

Cesarini here. I can admit no farther delay

;

for although better than when you left me, I

have no time to loose. Beatrice arrives this day

with Livia, who shall be restored to her sister.

What think you, Gravina? might we not effect

an union between her and Sciarra? He has

learned to love her, and he had no share in her

father's death. He would have saved him. The

marriage of the younger sister wdth Mario may
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now take place; and the bond of peace and con-

cord will be doubly strengthened."

The hermit sighed. He thought of Lusignan,

and, as he left the mansion of Massimo for the pon-

tific palace, where, in consequence of the desire

expressed by Gregory, he was to acquaint him

with the time appointed for the conference, he

revolved in his mind the painful trials he had

undergone, comparing them with the tranquil

hours which he was accustomed to pass at Saint

Angelo.

He found Gregory preparing for a magTiificent

church ceremony, at which Edward was to be

present, and he would have retired immediately

after giving the desired information, but the

Pontiff stopped him, and, taking him to a win-

dow, told him that he had just received from

Mario Manero a supplication for a private audi-

ence, equally essential as he represented, for his

own peace of mind, and for the good of the estates

possessed by his late grandfather. The Pontiff

added that he had appointed him to come as soon

as he should have paid the last duties to the re-

mains of Andrea, and that he supposed it would

be previous to his seeing Massimo.

x\t length Anselmo was permitted to depart,

and he left the splendid city to regain that quiet

which he could only find at his hermitage. The
evening v, as far advanced when he reached it

;

and Iscdore had been uneasy at his long absence
;

but Anselmo was not yet to be restored to solitude
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and meditation. He found waiting for him two

friars of the order of the ransom, who came to

Saint Angelo for the purpose of giving an account

of their success in liberating Philip de Lusignan,

intimating at the same time his having escaped

from them, when he heard that their purpose was

to remain for some days at Gaza, and afterwards

embark for Porto d'Anzo. They had offered, as

they said, to send him safely to Ptolemai's, whi-

ther he was most anxious to go ; but his memory
often failed him ; his ideas became confused, and

they supposed he must have joined some travel-

lers whom he met in his vv^alks : they missed him

at their usual hour of repast, and he appeared no

more ; but w^hat they considered as most extra-

ordinary, was his having left in the chamber

where he slept a packet of papers, which he had

always appeared to preserve with the most pious

care. This they brought with them to Saint

Angelo, and consigned it to the care of Anselmo,

though directed to Sir Guy de Lusignan ; and,

repeatedly assuring him that no negligence on

their part had been the cause of losing their re-

deemed captive, they at last took their leave.

The feelings of Anselmo, when put in pos-

session of these papers, were of the most grateful

nature. He anticipated the satisfaction of deli-

vering them to Lusignan, who, from the intelli-

gence which he received on the preceding day

when he sav/ Eleonora, might soon be expected at

Rome. He deposited the packet ceirefully in the
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inner apartment of his hermitage ; saying to

Isidore, " Behold the long sought mystery which

hangs over the fate of Lusignan. May he soon

arrive, and may all his doubts be terminated as

may be most conducive to his happiness
!

"

The good Isodore joined in this prayer, and

Anselmo made him observe where he placed the

packet in security ; for, no doubt, he at that

moment reflected on the uncertainty of mortal

existence, and wished that Lusignan might be

saved from all danger of being again disap-

jDointed.

He listened patiently to Isodore's simple tale

of medicines administered, children instructed,

and disputes settled : he then gave directions for

the ensuing day ; and his faithful companion

retired to rest.

The hermit was now alone. He seated him-

self in his accustomed place. All was calm

around him ; and it seemed once more permitted

him to enjoy the tranquillity which his cares for

others had interrupted. He revolved in his mind

the various events which had so rapidly succeeded

each other, and he cast his eyes on the spot where

Ampiglione once stood. The moon shone brightly

on the miserable ruins of its fallen greatness^ and

his thoughts reverted to the splendour which it

exhibited, when the unfortunate Octavio first

welcomed as a friend the treacherous Lord of

Saracinesco.

He recollected the agitated appearance of Lu-
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signan, when he escaped from the festivities,

which he loathed, to seek counsel at the hermit-

age ; and he was so entirely occupied by those

thoughts that he heard not approaching steps,

and started when he saw before him the object of

these remembrances.

The sudden appearance of Sir Guy de Lusig-

nan seemed to Anselmo like the vision of his

fancy; but he soon perceived that he came to

him, as before, unhappy and perplexed.

" I come to you, Anselmo," said he, " for con-

solation and advise. I have seen Porcellet, and

have received from him every mark of kindness;

but he is unacquainted with all concerning Aymar,

except that he was his father's friend. My only

chance at present, and that so slight as to give me
little hope, is applying to the Friars of the Ran-

som. When they arrive I will enquire what they

know."

"They are arrived," said the hermit, " and I

trust they have brought with them comfort."

"It is my duty to leave nothing untried
;"

said Lusignan despondingly :
" but I consider the

writings as lost."

The hermit now led Sir Guy to the interior of

his dwelling, and there delivered to him the long

sought-for packet. It is needless to describe the

emotions with which he received and tore it open.

Anselmo left him at liberty to read the contents

unobserved, and when he returned to the terrace

before the chapel he perceived Hamet waiting

VOL. II. p
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beneath the trees for his master. From him the

hermit learned that they had landed on the pre-

ceding day, and had crossed the country to Tivoli,

where they left their horses. He entered into

conversation with this affectionate follower of the

yomig hero, and heard from him many particu-

lars of their deliverance from the Phoenician

mountains, when Lusignan joined him exclaim-

ing, " O Anselmo ! what I have read is w^onderful

;

and yet there can be no doubt of the authenticity

of these documents. I am the son of the lost

Guido Orsini."

The surprise, which he at this moment ex-

pected to excite, was of a very different nature

from all that he could anticipate. Words have

no power lo express it. Anselmo fell on his neck

and w'ept ; then raised his grateful eyes to heaven,

and strove to speak ; but it was long before he

could explain to him the closeness of that tie

which united them. What till then seemed the

bond of mutual esteem and friendship was now

become that of nature and of duty. The grand-

son bent his knee to receive the blessing of a

parent from him whom he had ever respected and

revered. "And am I indeed," he cried, "no

longer alone in the woi'ld ? am I in the presence

of Gravina ? and am I connected with all whom
I most love and reverence ?"

The much enduring Anselmo, awakened to

the doubt expressed in these ardent exclamations,

started and said, " Lusignan ! surely you have not

deceived yourself and me. / have been long alone
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in the world, long laboured to attain that resig-

nation which would be ill -exchanged for transitory

joy. Let me not have once more to study the

hard and painful lesson ! What proof have you to

give me?"
" Pardon me, dearest father," said Sir Guy,

*' pardon the wild expressions of overwhelming

rapture. Every doubt must vanish before proofs

like these
"

Anselmo seized the writings tendered to him

by his grandson, and taking them to the light

which was burning in the chapel, he examined

them with the closest attention.

The first was a letter from Aymar to his

adopted son, which was not to be delivered to him

until he had completed his twenty-first year ; be-

fore which time the unfortunate Philip de Lusig-

nan was a prisoner.

Aymar to Guido Orsini.

*' The dying injunctions of your mother, dearest

Guido, were that the secret of your birth should

not be revealed to you, until you should have at-

tained an age when your judgment might be

sufficiently formed, and circumstances might be

sufficiently favourable for you to assert your rights,

and to deprecate the resentment which her mar-

riage had excited.

" Driven from our peaceful home in the fair

territory of Damascus, and uncertain, as all men
must be, of the duration of life, I think it needful

p 2
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to deposit in the hands of my brother, Philip de

Lusignan, within the sacred walls of Saint Victor's

abbey, the authentic documents which accompany

this letter.

" From earliest youth a life of study and re-

tirement has been my choice. My constitution,

naturally weak, has been enabled by moderation

and temperance to endure the common fatigues

of existence ; and I had no inclination to seek

that monastic seclusion which was embraced by

my elder brother. He generously gave up to me
our small paternal inheritance ; and as I bore the

name of Lusignan, I conceived that the island of

Cyprus would afford me a delightful and peaceful

retreat, which the troubles in Provence at that

time denied me. Hugo, who is by nature of a

suspicious temper, received me indeed as his kins-

man, but seemed to ascribe my visit to pretentions

which never entered my imagination. I therefore

embarked for Damietta, where I landed just before

a tremendous storm, and had scarcely time to

offer up thanks for my preservation, when I be-

came the sad spectator of a shipwreck.

" A vessel filled with passengers was driven

on shore and perished. The few who escaped in

a boat were carried by the force of the wind to

a neighbouring harbour ; but several bodies were

cast on shore near the place where I stood ;

among them two young persons, a man and a

vroman, lovely even in death. It seemed as if

the former had sought in vain to save his compa-
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nion by swimming ; for his arm yet grasped her,

and he had a wound on his temple, which had

probably been caused by striking it against a rock.

This, no doubt, had rendered his efforts useless

and deprived him of existence."

The hermit could at that moment read no far-

ther. He laid down the manuscript, and threw

himself at the foot of the altar, where he had so

often sought and found consolation.

After a short space of time he arose, and his

countenance was serene. He again took up the

writings, and, as he continued to peruse them,

Fortebraccio hung over him in silent reverence

following with his eye the well know characters of

Aymar.
" I endeavoured to restore them to life ; but

all seemed to be in vain," so went on the letter.

" And I resolved to lay them in the same grave :

my servant, who was the only person with me,

went to fetch the Priest of the nearest chapel, and

when he was gone I perceived in the woman some

signs of animation. At length she opened her

eyes, and recovered sufficiently to perceive the

misery of her situation. She besought me to

renew my hopeless efforts to save the partner of

her misfortunes ; but I soon convinced her of

the fatal truth. The blow had destroyed him

;

and we buried him apart from the other ship-

wrecked corpses. This was her earnest request

;

and she next entreated me to conceal her from the

world.
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" When she became calm enough to relate

her sad story, she said that she was Camilla,

the daughter of Alessandro Massimo, Lord of

San Vito, and of other places in Sabina ; that she

was only sixteen, and that her mother was of the

house of Colonna. She had married Guido, the

son of Anselmo, Count of Gravina, against the

will of her father, who had other yiews, and was

displeased with Anselmo for leaving the Emperor

and fixing himself in Siria. She told me that,

after their marriage, they had solicited forgive-

ness, but could not obtain it, though her tender

mother, the Lady Beatrice, had warmly pleaded

their cause. They had then taken the resolution

of coming to Jaffa, and throwing themselves at

the feet of Gravina. Alas! before they could

have reached the coast, Jaffa, and its noble de-

fender, were no more.

" I soothed and tried to comfort her ; but

in vain. Guido, her beloved Guido, slept in the

cold grave ; and the world was to her a desert.

She lamented her disobedience, and said it was

the cause of his untimely fate ; for he was scarcely

eighteen years of age ; and, if his mind in any

degree resembled his person, great must have

been the loss to all who knew him."

The hermit sighed deeply as he read these

words ; and yet he felt gratified by a stranger's

praises of his son.

" At length, " continued Aymar, " the sad

Camilla owned that it was her duty to try to
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live. For thee, my son, she sustained the burden

of existence; and I watched over her, as if she

had been my child. In a solitary dwelling near

the coast, where she was attended by females of

the country, thou wert born ; she blessed thee

and expired. The same holy friar who consigned

to rest the lifeless remains of thy parents, for I

buried Camilla as she wished, beside her Guido.

signed thee with the sacred emblem of our faith
;

and called thee by that name, according to our

language, Guy, Many a valiant Lusignan has

worn it ; and when I adopted thee, I trusted that

no dishonour would ever stain it. Thou hast

answered all my most sanguine expectations.

The care of thy education occupied, and thy vi-

vacity cheered my solitude. When I have read

that a Scipio adopted the son of Emilius, be-

stowing on his nurture that time which his fee-

ble health would not allow him to dedicate to

the path of glory trodden by his fathers, I have

thought, O had I the wealth, the power, the

great qualities of that Roman, I would render

my adopted son, like the second Africanus, the

favourite of fortune, as he is of nature ! But

these my Guido, are transitory favours, and fleet-

ing joys. Mayst thou deserve to taste those of

eternity 1

Aymar de Lusignan.
"

The letter of Camilla, which Anselmo next

perused, was written a few days before the birth
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of her child. It expressed contrition for having

offended her father, affection for her mother, and
gratitude towards her benefactor, with a brief re-

cital of her story.

There were other documents to prove the

baptism of Sir Guy, the interment of his father

and that of Camilla, and the erection of the mo-
nument in the church at Ascalon.

After the perusal of these papers, no doubt could

remain in the mind of Anselmo ; and his thank-

fulness was proportioned to the esteem and affec-

tion with which Fortebraccio had always inspired

him. He expressed some astonishment that Ay-

mar should not at least have confided in Octavio

Orsini, sufficiently to leave in his hands some

document or copy of these papers ; but Guido re-

plied that Aymar, as he could well remember,

had no opinion of the prudence of Octavio, though

he loved him for his benevolence, and respected

him for his valour.



CHAPTER L.

Anselmo now communicated to Guido the in-

terview which he had with Massimo, and the fa-

vorable disposition in which he would assuredly

find him, when he should be presented to him

as the son of Camilla

.

" I cannot regret, " he added, " your visit to

Porcellet, (91) however useless in point of dis-

covering the secret of your birth. He is a man
of distinguished worth, and he comes of a truly

noble race. His grandfather saved the life of

Coeur de Lion, in a battle, by suffering himself to

be taken prisoner under his assumed name ; and

the great Saladin, not insensible to generous feel-

ings, treated him with kindness until he was

exchanged for ten of the richest and noblest pri-

soners whom Richard had to offer.
"

" The present William de Porcellet," answered

Guido, *'the son of my father's friend, is adored

p 5
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by the inhabitants ; whose happiness and welfare

are indeed his chief objects. They are so con-

vinced of it that, notwithstanding their strong

prejudices against his countrymen, justified in

some measure by the excesses which they com-

mit, Porcellet is considered as a father or a guar-

dian angel. One thing I recollect he told me
which seems to clear up a mystery. We were

speaking of the nation of Assassins, and he said

that he had heard his father mention a circum-

stance which at the time it happened had given

pain to Aymar. This was an attack on his solitary

dwelling when he happened to be absent. He
was in Provence, whither he went to part with

his estate previous to his settling himself near

Damascus. A confidential servant was left with

the care of that humble villa, where I was born

;

and when Aymar returned to it he learned what

had occurred. The servant was crone. He had

been doubtless carried away, and made a slave to

the Assassins. I was then a child too young to

know these things, and he had taken me with

him ; but perhaps this domestic was the man
who witnessed the fatal shipwreck, and the scene

that followed. Perhaps from him the people of

the mountains learned that I was not the son of

Aymar.

"

"All this is possible," replied the hermit,

" but their despicable policy is such that they

have thousands and millions of corrupt channels

through which they gain information. The
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wretched Manero was in their toils ; but he is

now no more.
"

How forcibly Anselmo now felt that, in our

present state of existence, happiness without alloy

is not to be found ! He deemed i necessary to

acquaint his grandson with all that had occurred,

and to mention the private audience so earnestly

requested by Mario, even before the interment of

Andrea ; which he had every reason to believe

was to absolve him from his vow, and he also

thought it best at once to tell him the wishes

of Massimo respecting the sisters.

The dissatisfaction apparent in the looks of

Fortebraccio, proved how imperfectly he had re-

linquished the hope of being united to Seraphina

;

and it cast a gloom over the radiant delight which

had shone in the countenance of Anselmo until

that moment. He regretted more than ever the

chains which had been found ; but the faith of

promises, and the claims of justice and honour

were with him superior to all other consi-

derations.

At length the young hero recovered himself

sufficiently to say, " I am not ungrateful, dearest

father, for the blessings that have fallen to my
lot, though I may not gain all that my ambitious

heart would covet. Believe me trust me, I

will yet strive to conquer this deep-rooted love."

Anselmo embraced him with tears of sym-

pathy ; and they were now consulted on the steps

to be taken with the Pontiff, with Massimo, and
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with all who were concerned in this important

change.

The hermit had now not only a motive, but

a peremptory duty, which recalled him to the

world. He was now to assert the claims of a

line, which, but a few hours before, he thought

destined shortly to finish with himself. A new
scene opened to his view, and he humbly ac-

knowledged the hand of Providence, which had

developed it. He was not dazzled by the pros-

pect ; but he felt he was the guardian of a hero

who could add lustre to its brightness ; and that

his experience must aid him in the course which

he was destined to pursue.

The Count of Gravina could therefore no

longer be concealed. After a few hours rest,

he went with Guido to Rome ; where his first

object was to prepare Seraphina for the change

that was to take place, and he expected to find

Livia with her.

They went to the palace where Edward re-

sided, and while Anselmo sought the orphan of

whom he was now to be the protector, Guido

nastened to the King and Eleonora. It is need-

less to say in what manner he was received ; or

with what glad surprise they heard the discovery

of his birth, and the name of his noble grand-

father. The veneration which they had always

felt for Anselmo could not be encreased by a

knowledge of his rank, or former achievements

;

but he was still more than ever endeared to them

by their affection for Fortebraccio.
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Eleonora informed him that Livia was arrived

from San Vito with Beatrice, and that the fore-

boding heart of her sister prepared her for a

melancholy change in the once brilliant health

of her whom she so fondly loved. As they were

speaking a page entered, and requested, on the

part of the Lady Beatrice and her companion,

permission to salute the Queen of England.

Guido prepared to retire, for he felt that this

was not the moment for declaring himself to

Beatrice, or of meeting Livia.

Edward pointed to a door which led to a spa-

cious garden, and Guido had no sooner disap-

peared than the Queen commanded the Ladies

to be admitted to her presence.

They were both in mourning vestments and

covered with long black veils which they threw

back as they entered, and Eleonora was struck

with the grace and dignity of Livia, as with the

mild and benignant countenance of Beatrice. Her

features also attracted the notice of Edward as

well as of his consort from the resemblance which

they traced in them with those of Fortebraccio,

notwithstanding the difference of age and sex.

Perhaps this might not have been so immediately

remarked, had not his story been so recent in

their thoughts ; but he was more like his mother's

family than the Orsini ; and the similarity of his

features and figure to those of Sciarra Colonna,

had been observed by many.

Beatrice told the Queen that she came by
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the desire of her Lord to deliver up her charge,

and restore the Lady Livia Orsini to her sister,

from whom she had been so long separated

;

that he lamented all that had passed, and that

he had been cruelly deceived.

The Queen instantly sent for Seraphina, who
came greatly agitated by all she had heard from

Anselmo, and by the expectation of seeing Livia.

Alas ! her altered appearance too fully justified

the apprehensions she had entertained. Their

meeting cannot be described ; it would be folly

to attempt it.

Livia was the first to recover from the over-

whelming power of the various feelings excited

by this meeting. She turned to Eleonora and

expressed her gratitude for the protection which

she had so kindly, and so long, afforded to her

sister. "Royal Lady!" she said, "the obliga-

tion has been conferred on us both. We have

always been as one, We had the same parents,

the same affections! O, may our fate be dif-

ferent."

" Let me entreat you," said Eleonora after

exchanging a glance with the King, " let me
entreat you to share her fate. Join with me in

persuading her to dwell in our court, and leave

the scenes which must for ever excite painful

recollections."

Livia bowed her head in mournful silence, and

Edward pressed the sisters to accept the offer

of his Queen. Tiiey could not speak. Beatrice
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kissed the pale cheek of Livia, and would have

departed ; but the Queen requested that she

would stay, and the daughters of Orsini with-

drew to the apartment of Seraphina.

The King whispered Eleonora, and left the

room. She was now alone with Beatrice, and

made her sit down beside her.

" I know," said the Queen, " that you have

saiFered much ; and your participation in the sor-

rows of others is acute. You have been a guar-

dian angel to this unfortunate Lady, and she is

fully sensible of it ; as I have learned from her

not less grateful sister. Your benevolence will

be rewarded. Be assured of it. Lady ; and try

to look forward to brighter prospects, and to

happier days."

" Gracious Lady," answered Beatrice, " I do

look forward humbly to brighter prospects, when
I shall be released from this vale of misery.

Meanwhile what in others might perhaps deserve

some praise, in me is no more than a simple duty,

and the only solace of my afflictions. These

will soon be complete. My Lord is fast ap-

proaching to his rest ; but alas ! the steps that

lead to it are painful and gloomy."
" I heard that he was better," said the Queen,

" since he saw the good hermit of Saint Angelo."

"He is better in mind," replied Beatrice,

"but I cannot deceive myself. His strength

decays ; and I fear I shall survive him."

Tears accompanied these words, and the
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Queen was greatly moved. She wished to pre-

pare her by degrees for the happmess that

awaited her, lest, without such precaution, it

might be more than her broken spirits could

support.

" Had your Camilla left a child," she said,

" you would have thought it your duty to wish

to live, or at least to consider life a blessing."

" That indeed," said Beatrice, " would have

made a wide difference ; but I was not born to

be so happy."

" But your nephew Sciarra the representative

of the noble house of Colonna/' said the Queen,
" is he not a comfort to you? It is said that in

features he resembles your Camilla."

" He is a comfort to me," answered Beatrice

;

" at least he is a pride, for he is generous and

brave ; and he has a lovely, noble child. But I

tremble for all I love. The times are turbulent,

and lofty spirits are most involved in the whirl-

wind."

" Know you Sir Guy de Lusignan? " resumed

the Queen, "he is our friend, and he saved me.

Without him I had not been here in your far

famed city. He is thought to resemble Sciarra

Colonna ; and he resembles you. Had the Lady
Camilla left a son, I should have thought Sir

Guy to be that long lost treasure ; for it appears

that he is not a Lusignan."

The look and manner, with which Eleonora

spoke these words, made a singular impression
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on Beatrice. She thought awhile ; but then,

sadly sighing, she replied, " Alas ! It is impos-

sible. My poor Camilla was lost a very short

time after her marriage. In my dreams I have

often seen her holding a beauteous infant to re-

ceive my blessing ; but such dreams are no un-

common productions of a mother's sleeping fancy.

A child of Camilla would have been the only

consolation this world could give."

" And if that child were worthy of all your

tenderness?" exclaimed Eleonora, " the delight,

the benefactor of all who knew him ; the glory

of his country and of human nature?"

The animation of Eleonora, in praise of him

to whom she owed so much, out-stepped the pru-

dence which she had hitherto observed ; and she

saw with pain the varying colour and the trem-

bling frame of Beatrice. " Pardon me. Lady,"

she cried, " I would not give you false hopes
;

your Camilla indeed expired ; but not before she

had given birth to this young warrior, now proved

to be Guido Orsini."

This judicious remembrance of Camilla's death,

by tempering the excess of joy, conceived by the

long mourning mother, recalled her to something

like composure ; and she listened attentively to

the succint account which Eleonora now gave her

of all that had been recently discovered.

The first feeling of Beatrice was evident gra-

titude to Heaven
; ^ and she then poured forth

blessings on the memory of Aymar. She was
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impatient to see the offspring of her beloved Ca-

milla ; and the Queen, knowing that he was with

Edward, sent for him immediately.

If strangers, who casually beheld Fortebraccio,

gazed with wonder at his graceful form and ex-

pressive countenance, what must have been the

glad surprise of Beatrice when he entered the

room, and knelt before her, imprinting on her

hand the kiss of filial attachment ?

She looked at him with fixed attention, as if

to ascertain his affinity with those whom most she

loved. Then, turning to Eleonora, she said in a

low voice, '* Yes. He resembles Sciarra ; but he

has his mother's tenderness, and Massimo's eleva-

tion of soul. O ! permit me, gracious Lady, to

seek my suffering Lord. He wants the consola-

tion which this new blessing will afford him."

When they arrived at her mansion, they

learned that Massimo was in conference with An-

selmo, and that orders had been given against the

admission of every one, not excepting the Lady

Beatrice. The attendants conceived that religious

duties were the cause ; but Guido doubted not

that Anselmo was disclosing the eventful story.

He was not mistaken ; and the exclusion of Bea-

trice was a proof of Massimo's afiection ; for he

was preparing to give her the information, which

he had received, in a manner sufficiently cautious

to spare her agitated feelings.

She was soon admitted, and her mind was

relieved by finding that Massimo was already
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acquainted with what she had to relate. He
thanked her tenderly for bringing Fortebraccio,

and, when he approached from the adjoining

room, received him in a strict embrace.

" My son," he said, " I have caused thee to be

a wanderer from thy birth. Thou hast been in-

debted to others for that protection which thou

hadst a right to claim from me : but I was in-

jured. Had I not loved thy mother, I should less

have felt the wrong. All is now forgiven ; and I

receive thee as a long lost son. We will meet

soon again ; but at present I would be alone."

Anselmo had already left the chamber, and

with a paternal care returned to the sisters whom
he now considered as his children. Guido re-

mained with Beatrice until they were joined by

Sciarra, whom she informed, with tears of joy, of

what he heard imperfectly rumoured through the

house, as he approached her apartment. The old

domestics, several of whom had known the Lady
Camilla, sought excuses to obtain a sight of her

son, and crowded round him with that affection

which characterizes their class in the patriarchal

houses of the Roman states.

Sciarra Colonna had always felt esteem for

Fortebraccio, and a desire to cultivate a friendship

with him.

" We are nearly related," said he, *' and in

many respects, I trust, we think alike. I wish to

gain your confidence ; and, believe me when I

say, disinterested as far as party is concerned.
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You have fought for Charles of Anjou, and I

against him ; but I never sought to engage in war
against Orsini. That contemptible Andrea Ma-
nero, who no longer burdens the earth, acted on a

system of perfidious duplicity, which in the end

defeated itself ; but not before he had caused irre-

parable mischief. He was the firebrand of our

country, with the exterior of candour and moder-
ation. He had not a soul for noble enterprizes,

and he was as revengeful as avaricious. I confess

hat the long projected alliance between Mario
and Seraphina, which will probably now take

place, is contrary to my wishes. We have no

cause of complaint against him, and he has shown
himself difierent in principle from his grand-

father ; but his states lie between us and the king-

dom of Naples, and I know not how far he may
be trustworthy, as an intermediate neighbour."

" He has hitherto been fair and open in all

his proceedings," said Fortebraccio, " and it will

be time enough to be on our guard, when we ob-

serve any indication of a contrary line of con-

duct."

" Have you heard of his application to the

Pope?" enquired Sciarra. "He wants to be ab-

solved from a vow, and his old preceptor friar

Placido is returned to him. This augurs at least

weakness of mind ; and our Pontiff", though un-

like his predecessor in sentiments, should not be

accustomed to see the Barons suing to him for

his sanction and approbation. But we will have
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more conversation hereafter on this subject. Have

you not heard that the great point that Andrea

meant to carry was to secure the heiress of Orsini,

(as she was supposed to be ;) the Lady Livia, for

his grandson Mario, when Pietro was no more ?"

"Alas!" said Guido, "the engagement with

her sister could not be broken."

"Alas!" echoed Sciarra. "Did you wish

that Mario should wed the Lady Livia ?"

" By no means," replied Guido aware of his

imprudent exclamation. " I lament that either

of the sisters should have been promised to this

hostile race ; and I have always lamented it."

"Then why not prevent it?" said Sciarra has-

til}^ ; "it is surely in your power and that of

Gravina. Other and more worthy husbands may
be found for these noble orphans." C92)



CHAPTER LI,

The dialogue between Colonna and Fortebraccio

was, happily for the latter, interrupted by a mes-

sage from Alessandro, who was desirous to see

him ; Guido found him in the act of dispatching

messengers. The lofty spirit of Massimo allow-

ed him not to express otherwise than by deeds

the affections of his heart. His great anxiety

was now to make amends for that obstinate re-

sentment which originated in offended pride

;

but which, in the end, had exposed him to what

he now contemplated as degradation. He was

hurt at the thought that his noble grandson

should have passed twenty-four years in what ap-

peared to him a state of dependence ; and he

wished that the house of Orsini should not alone

have the honour of such a representative. He
had written to the Emperor Rodolph, and to the

King of Arragon, announcing the discovery of a
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grandson, in the person of that Fortebraccio whose

fame had been so early spread over the greatest

portion of the then civilized world. He com-

municated to him what he had done, and his in-

tention of informing all those whom he valued,

and with whom he was in correspondence.

Beatrice saw this with more pleasure than

she was accustomed to feel on similar occasions

;

for she considered it as an omen of returning;

health ; her heart was once more alive to hope

and to enjoyment ; but she was deceived with

respect to Massimo, whose exertion was followed

only by increase of weakness.

Meantime the sisters became more calm
;

and Livia was satisfied that she had never been

forgotten or neglected. The treachery of Gio-

vanna was evident ; and Livia knew not where

she was ; for Antonio, whom she married, hav-

ing been promised every thing by Andrea Ma-
nero, was obliged to content himself with the

superintendence of a small estate, and a dilapi-

dated castle, in the wildest part of Calabria, be-

longing to that Baron. Here he opj)ressed the

people : they rose against him ; and he was de-

stroyed. His wife fled from the fury of the en-

raged peasants, and nothing more of her had

been heard ; it was, therefore, believed that she

had found a refuge in some convent ; at least,

Beatrice, to quiet the mind of Livia, had sug-

gested this idea ; for not being then aware of

her treachery, she was anxious on the subject.
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" That excellent woman," she said, speaking

of Beatrice, " was constantly on the watch to

mitigate my sorrows ; but, thank heaven, I once

more behold my dearest sister. To me, it is the

greatest of blessings ; the only one left me in

this miserable world ; but to you, dearest Sera-

phina, I must yet be a cause of painful solicitude,

at all events, it will not be long
"

" Oh ! talk not thus, my beloved Livia," re-

plied her sister. " We have, indeed, sorrows to

bear, and miseries to remember, but we will bear

them together; and together we will strive to

soften the recollections of the past, by attending

to the duties of the present."

Livia smiled, and pressed the hand of Sera-

phina ; but there was something mournful in the

smile, and she made no answer.

The Count of Gravina came in at this mo-

ment, and spoke kindly to Livia. " You must

both," he said, " consider me as your father

;

and Guido, now known to be your kinsman, as

the most affectionate of brothers. Your welfare

shall be our first object ; and you may confide in

us as in yourselves."

Anselmo knew the impatience of Massimo,

and looked forward to the conference which was

to take place on the following day, with some

anxiety, on account of the sisters. Resolved,

however, that their fate should not be decided,

without conciliating, if possible, their inclina-

tions, and the good of all concerned, in these in-
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tended deliberations. He knew, but too well, the

sentiments of Seraphina, and the conduct of Ma-
rio was still mysterious ; but it certainly appeared

most probable that he only waited for the pro-

mised interview with Gregory, to declare himself

openly. Anselmo, therefore, was principally de-

sirous to know whether Livia felt any repug-

nance to accept the proposal of Sciarra, now that

she was at liberty, or still preserved that par-

tiality for Guido, which had been the principal

cause of all her misfortunes.

In relating, at her request, many of the par-

ticulars respecting himself and Fortebraccio, con-

nected with their history, he could not perceive

any traces of this attachment ; and, when she

spoke of Sciarra it was with justice and impar-

tiality. It was only when her father was named

that she seemed agitated, and Gravina was per-

suaded that her thoughts were detached from all

that had once captivated her imagination. Ha-

rassed and wearied by all she had suffered, she

longed only for that repose to which she looked

forward in another state of existence.

Seraphina was of a different opinion. The

tender regard which she felt for Guido, and the

misery she never ceased to endure while she la-

boured to combat this sentiment, and to listen to

the voice of duty alone, led her to believe that

the same hopeless passion was the slow poison,

consuming, by degrees, the fair frame, as it had

extinguished the brilliant vivacity, of her sister.

VOL. II. Q
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Impressed with this notion, she felt herself

bound to make one last great effort ; and, leaving

the faithful Vincenza with Livia, she took An-
selmo into an adjoining room, and expressed to

hmi her fears for the sister who was restored to

her.

" There is but one hope left,'' she continued,
'' and, when I mention it, you will think me jus-

tified by the state in which I see her, if I betray

what should otherwise be for ever buried in my
bosom. I have long been convinced of Livia's

attachment to the companion of her youth. Other

thoughts engaged him ; or he must have loved

her. Why should he not learn to prize her now?

why should not their union replace her in the

dwellings of her ancestors?"

Gravina listened to the tremulous accents of

Seraphina ; and looked on her with all the

warmest feelings of paternal affection. She was

then indeed the child of his heart. " Seraphina !"

he said, " a sentiment of honour alone induces

you to yield your hand to Mario. It is still pos-

sible that Mario may be destined to a religious

life. He has not yet disclosed his views ; and I,

who know him best, cannot divine him : consult

your own heart, and "

Seraphina here interrupted him and said " I

have consulted it ; and, if freed from the obliga-

tion of keeping my promise to Mario, I will

thankfully seek the asylum of a monastery, if I

cannot, as I fear I cannot, bring myself to leave
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all that is most dear to me, and accompany my
generous benefactress to a foreign and far distant

soil."

" But there is another heart to be consulted,"

said Gravina, " and one whose happiness ought

to be more dear to me than that of any other."

*' I could not accept happiness from the loss of

a sister ; nor could that noble heart receive it

from the death of its victim. All I now dare to

wish ; for I speak openly to you, my guardian and

consoler, is that I may not be forced to wed Ma-
nero, forced, I mean, by the sacred faith of pro-

mise ; which, if requisite, I will yet fulfil ; and

none shall read in my behaviour the reluctance

which I unhappily, and perhaps unjustly, feel.

Think on what I have said, and dispose our friend

to justly estimale the merits of my hapless Livia.

I must now rejoin her, and to-morrow may decide

all things."

The calmness assumed by Seraphina while she

spoke the last few sentences could not have lasted,

for she felt an involuntary shudder as the morrow

rose in her thoughts. Anselmo remained in

wonder and admiration of her firmness ; and more

than ever he wished all obstacles removed, rather

than creating new difficulties for the generous

Fortebraccio, whose sacrifices had already been so

great.

When the latter came back from Massimo, he

informed Anselmo of his conversation with Sciarra,

and of the conclusion which he had formed that it

q2
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was the earnest wish of the Lord of Palestrina to

obtain the hand of Livia.

" Nothing could be more suitable to my incli-

nations," said Anselmo :
" but I fear it may be

too late. You will find Livia sinking to the

grave, and her sister at this moment thinks of her

alone. As their kinsman you must now see them,

and I have prepared them to look on you as the

most affectionate of brothers."

Guido followed him to the apartment, where

he was received by Livia with the confidence of

friendship, and with a calm dignity, that raised

her greatly in the mind of Anselmo. After some

conversation on the discovery of his birth, and on

the duties to which he was called she said,

" I doubt not you will nobly support the name

of Orsini. You are called to it as the son of Gra-

vina and the heir of Octavio : it is the duty of

man ; and domestic virtues are the ornaments of

women. All else is madness or folly. My short

existence has been as a dream ; but I am awaken-

ed from it. It was a dream of ambition, of fame,

of distinction, and they who came nearest to my
ideas became most dear to me, because they seem-

ed to realize the visions of my fancy. I acknow-

ledge my error too late to repair it, or to remedy

the mischief I have done.

*' Dearest Livia," said Guido, " why will you

accuse yourself? You could not foresee the mis-

fortunes which have ensued. Pietro Manero was

not worthy of you."
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** Fortebraccio I was wrong," said Livia, in-

terinipting him ;
" but I repent. I could not save

my father; and all I now hope is to rejoin that

blessed spirit. O ! he was indulgent in this

world of strife, and he now inhabits the regions

of forgiveness. He will not reject his repentant

child."

Livia could say no more. A deadly paleness

overspread her countenance, and she was taken to

the couch of Seraphina, who wept over her in all

the bitterness of grief.

It seemed as if she had only retained life to

bid farewell to those she loved. She was perfectly-

aware of her approaching death, and wished to

see once more the kind and gentle Beatrice, who

went to her without delay. Expressing towards

her the warmest gratitude, she mentioned Sciarra

with esteem.

" Bear my remembrance to him," she said,

and tell him I am not ungrateful ; but what sym-

pathy could there be between us after the fatal

stroke that deprived me of my father ? That stroke

to me was fate ; and I have lived but to mourn

that haughty spirit which caused me to resist his

will. O Beatrice, warn those you love ! Night

closes in ; the prospect fades, and the lofty turret

disappears with the humble cottage."

Of worldly things she said little more. She

received thankfully the consolations of religion,

and expired at dawn in the arms of Anselmo and

Seraphina.
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Sciarra was distracted. He received from

Beatrice the message of her whom he so ardently

loved ; and the warning was enforced by the kind

and pious matron with all the earnest tenderness

of which she was capable. It failed of producing

the desired effect. Colonna was still lofty and

ambitious, but it was grateful to him as a proof

that Livia was not wholly insensible to his attach-

ment. Her memory was ever dear to him ; and

of her alone he said, " that woman had a soul

worthy of a Colonna."

Guido mourned for the unfortunate Livia as

for a beloved sister ; but he forebore disturbing by
his presence the grief of Seraphina. In their short

interview before the death of Livia, he had
scarcely ventured to meet her eyes, and she had
not allowed herself to address him.

Anselmo now endeavoured to convince her

that her sister was the victim of her acute feelings

of remorse, for having been the cause of breaking

that unfortunate treaty into which Octavio had
entered so incautiously, and that, whatever pre-

possession she might have had in favour of Guido,

she appeared to have conquered it. Whether
time and similarity of character might not have
induced her to share the brilliant destiny of

Sciarra he could not say ; but it was clear to him
that she was anxious to prove how far her imagi-

nation had misled her.

Seraphina listened to him with filial reverence,

and the unbated kindness of Eleonora came to

her assistance.
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Great festivities were preparing for the few

days which the royal Edward could permit him-

self to pass at Rome, and although the sad event,

which had taken place, cast a gloom over all

around him, in which he sympathised, he could

not refuse accepting the honours which the Pontiff

and his people were anxious to pay him. Guido

begged to be dispensed from appearing, and the

meeting which was so anxiously desired by Mas-

simo was now deferred.

Of Mario nothing more was known than that

he had been with Gregory, and had received abso-

lution from him in his private chapel.

In this state of things Anselmo saw himself at

liberty to return to Saint Angelo, whither Guido

accompanied him. On their way they conversed

on the various important duties which they had to

perform, and nothing was forgotten that could

tend to the benefit of those who were now become

their care.

When Anselmo had informed the Pontiff that

morning of the change which the discovery of

Guido had made in his resolutions, the Sovereign,

as may well be supposed, rejoiced on his own ac-

count no less than on that of Gravina and his

grandson ; and the latter was to be put in imme-
diate posssession of all the feudal territories of

the Orsini.

Guido now proposed to despatch Hamet to

Cyprus, for the purpose of offering an asylum to

the widow of Octavio at Cantalupo, Vicovaro, or
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any of the castles belonging to her late Lord,

which she might prefer as an habitation. The
death of Livia hung heavy on his heart ; and he

scarcely dared interrogate Anselmo on the sub-

ject of Seraphina.

It vras night when they arrived at the hermit-

age, and both stood in need of repose ; but as

soon as day appeared Gravina led his grandson

up the hill behind Saint Angelo.

What was his surprise when he beheld a rising

village on this delightful eminence ! Workmen
were busily employed ; and the poor inhabitants

of Ampiglione, who had been driven from their

homes, were cheerfully aiding them in the erec-

tion of cottages. Some were already terminated,

and thatched with the long large leaves of the

Meleca, which grows so abundantly in this part

of Italy, others were yet only skeletons of wood ;

but quickly to be covered by the industry of the

people. A little portico surmounted by a cross

of wood, formed the entrance to most of these

cottages. Vineyards and gardens were planting

near them, and many of the peasants were

rearing flowers to adorn the altars of their patron

Saints. An oven built of stone at a convenient

distance, in many instances completed the com-

forts of these simple dwellings. (93)

Since the return of the Hermit from Siria, all

this had been done. Labour and activity had suc-

ceeded the despondent indolence in which he

found the unhappy people, when he first saw
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them after the destruction of their city. They
were now animated by hope, and had not time

to think on what they had lost. The more opu-

lent inhabitants had taken refuge in the neigh-

bouring towns.

The gardener Bartolomeo was one of the most

busily employed. He recognized Fortebraccio,

as soon as he saw him, and burst into a flood

of tears. He talked much of Octavio, and re-

peated all that he said when he last beheld him ;

described the manner of his death, and related

many circumstances that deeply affected his

hearer, but the good Bartolomeo soon forgot his

grief in the joy of seeing the hero whom he so

much admired, and who was now his Lord.

Guido was by this time surrounded by many
of the old servants of Orsini ; and many of the

neighbouring peasantry. As he walked on with

Anselmo, he said, " They as yet know me only

as their friend ; but henceforth I trust they shall

hail me as not unworthy to share their affection

for our common father. They have long consi-

dered themselves as your children. Will you

not let them know the right they have to that

name? The dearest right to which I am en-

titled !

^'

Anselmo looked at him with delight and ten-

derness. *' My son," he cried, " there will soon

be no farther occasion for concealment ; and we

may now do more for their comfort, and for

that of the inhabitants of our other possessions.

Q 5
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Observe how little suffices to render these people

useful and happy, while they are good and industri-

ous. Watch over their moral conduct, their acti-

vity, and their health. Their wants are few ; but

unremitting attention is requisite to preserve them

from the contagion of bad example. On the

knowledge and performance of their positive

duties depends their welfare, like that of other

classes ; but as their path in life is more simple,

their happiness is more easily attained."



CHAPTER LII.

A SUMPTUOUS banquet was prepared for Edward

and his consort by the senate and people of Rome
(94), represented by their chief magistrates,

called Conservators, and headed by one of their

principal nobles acting as Senator during the

absence of Charles of Anjou.

This was held at the Capitol according to an-

cient custom whenever a Sovereign visited Rome,

and the people were not less desirous than the

Pontiff to mark their known esteem for the King

of England. The Capitol was decorated with

rich hangings, in a manner equally chaste and

magnificent, befitting the dignity of the place.

The ascent was strewed with odoriferous herbs

;

and garlands of laurel were hung in festoons, and

entwined the columns of the temples of Concord

and Jupiter-tonans.

The Roman Barons, sumptuously attired, and
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attended by numerous dependents and domestics

were collected to receive the King and Queen

who came in state with several English nobles,

Sir Lionel Tracey, and many Knights from Guy-

enne and Normandy ; Eleonora was attended by

her Ladies ; and the Roman matrons, who were

there to grace the banquet, appeared resplendent

in gold and jewels.

As Edward looked round the assembled circle,

addressing all with courtsey, he sought in vain

for Mario Manero, and enquired for him of the

Vice Senator.

*' He will not long delay," answered the

Roman ; "for he knows his duty and his obli-

gations."

Martial music resounded through the hall,

and all were about to take their places at the

splendid board ; when distant trumpets were

heard and answered, and soon after Mario was
seen advancing through the arch of Titus on a

white charger, the same he mounted when he

first appeared at Ampiglione to ask the hand of

Seraphina. His dress was becoming, but not

brilliant, in respect for the recent death of An-
drea, yet there was something in his appearance

more dignified and more chivalrous than had

before been remarked in him.

Beside him rode an aged servant, bearing

in his arms a child of uncommon beauty, attired

in all the dazzling splendour of gems and em.

broidery, A crowd of attendants followed ; and
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all eyes were attracted by the cavalcade as it

passed through the forum, and ascended the

Capitolme hill.

Mario dismounted, took the child in his arms,

and, presenting it to the Conservators, he said,

" Behold, Magistrates of Rome, the young

Lord of Saracinesco and Sambuci, the son of

Pietro Manero. I place him under your protec-

tion, and I claim for him the honours and inhe-

ritance of his ancestors."

Having thus spoken, he turned to the Royal

Edward and Eleonora ; and bowing respectfully,

entreated their forgiveness for not having sooner

expressed his grateful sense of their goodness to

him in Siria.

All but the Conservators, who were prepared

for this scene, gazed at Mario and the child in

mute astonishment, and the curiosity of the

whole assembly was excited to an extraordinary

degree.

" Sir Mario," said the Vice Senator, " pro-

duce your witnesses ; and let them declare before

the Senate and people of Rome, before the gra-

cious Monarch, and these assembled nobles, the

right and title of the young Angelo Manero to

the Baronies, which you, his uncle, claim for

him."

Mario then called forth, from among the

group of his followers, the astrologer Benfadi,

and the friar Placido ; who both stood forward

and declared, the one that he had witnessed, and
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the other that he had performed the ceremony

of marriage, according to the rites of the church,

between Seignor Pietro Manero, and the Lady

Daraxa, a Saracen of noble extraction, and con-

verted before her nu})tials to the Catholic faith.

They also declared that the child now present was

the offspring of this union.

Mario confirmed all that was said ; and he

assured the assembled Barons that he was per-

fectly satisfied as to the truth of all the facts,

which he had carefully investigated.

The attendants were then commanded to

withdraw.

The King and Queen, and all the guests,

seated themselves at table ; and Mario placed

the child between two fair and noble Ladies

I'elated to his family, causing him to salute

courteously and respectfully the royal pair and

the company around them.

After a short time he took him away, and rode

off with him in the same manner as that in which

he came. A variety of remarks took place as

soon as they were gone. It was recollected that

Pietro was once supposed to be enamoured of a

Saracen lady, and that he was wildly jealous of

her ; but no one had heard of a marriage ; and

the generosity of Mario on this occasion appeared

to be excessive ; for the general opinion was by

no means favourable to the validity of the proofs,

and it was an additional cause of wonder that the

magistrates seemed to be convinced of the truth

of such assertions.
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In the meanwhile Mario sought the Count of

Gravina. He left his attendants with their young

Lord where the roads divided ; and, ordering them

to pursue that of Saracinesco, he ascended the

hill leading to the hermitage.

Anselmo was alone ; welcomed him in the

most friendly terms ; and took hira into his cell,

where he knew their conversation could not be

interrupted ; for he was convinced that at length

Mario had come to a decision, and wished to com-
municate his intentions.

" Were I to indulge myself," said Mario, " in

the expression of my gratitude, I should take up

too much of your time. I feel in every respect

my obligations to you ; but I will now only thank

you for your kindness to my infant nephew."
** Your nephew !" repeated Anselmo, " Is then

the child, found by Isodore in the ruined monu-

ment, the son of Pietro ManeroV
" He is," answered Mario with a calm and

serene countenance :
" and I now wish to explain

to you circumstances, which will perhaps account

for the frequent wanderings of imagination, and

the agitation of mind, which j^ou often observed

in me, and which all but you considered as marks

of insanity.

'* You know that our education was defective,

and that the towering spirit of Pietro made him
despise all restraint. He too often, alas! over-

stepped the bounds of reason and of justice ; but

one fatal event was the chief cause of his errors.
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He had noble qualities and I loved him. All who
knew him felt for him a partiality which in the

end became still more prejudicial to him than

his own ardent temper. The power of beauty over

him was great ; and they who wished to take ad-

vantage of his faults found this the easiest way to

gain his favour.

" Of that number was Benfadi, the astrologer,

whom our grandsire patronized and consulted.

Pietro ridiculed his pretended science, but fell

into his snares. At a tournament held at Nocera,

we saw the principal beauties of that city ; whom
Benfadi had previously represented as the most

captivating in Italy. Pietro was struck with the

charms of the lovely Daraxa, niece of one of the

chief inhabitants, with whom she lived : as her

father, who had a claim to the throne of Morocco,

was driven into exile and afterwards murdered."

Anselmo at this moment recollected the story

of Abdallah ; but he forbore interrupting Mario
;

and the latter proceeded :

" I was at first the confidant of my brother
;

and I assisted him in getting possession of a strong

tower on the mountains of Abruzzo, which we
took, under pretence of assisting the Ghibelines.

Pietro here placed the unfortunate Daraxa, whom
he succeeded in persuading to marry him pri-

vately. He had such influence over us all, that

we could not refuse assisting him. Placido was
compelled to perform the ceremony after she had
consented to renounce the Mahometan faith, and
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Benfadi and her nurse, who accompanied her in

her flight from Nocera, were present at it. On
this occasion the strictest secresy was observed ;

for nothing could have pacified Andrea had he

been informed of the proceedings. My brother

oblio-ed even me to swear on the cross of his

dagger that I would not reveal what I knew on

this subject. When he visited Daraxa in her

lonely tower, he went alone, or attended only by

Antonio, now no more. His intention was to

proclaim his marriage as soon as our grandsire

should have paid the debt of nature ; and he at

length told me that he was blessed with a son.

I asked to see the child, and in the excess of

his joy he promised soon to conduct me to the

tower. A few days passed, and I began to per-

ceive an unusual gloom on his brow. He sent

Antonio often to the tower, but went not him-

self. He made no answer to my questions,

and seemed to wish to be alone ; but I could

not leave him when he wanted consolation

:

and at last he was obliged to suffer me to go

with him on a hunting expedition as he called

it. We rode towards the woods, on the flank

of the mountains ; and I observed that, while

the domestics and huntsmen were engaged,

watching for the boars, Pietro leaned against a

tree, with his eyes bent on a winding path, which

led up a hill. I stood at some distance, concealed

from him by the branches, and he thought me
occupied in the chase. On a sudden, I perceived

a. young man descending by this path, and, at
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the same instant, the javelin flew from the hand

of Pietro. It missed the youth, and, whizzing

close to him, it fell a few paces beyond him.

He fled, and disappeared in the thicket. I then

saw Pietro spring upon his horse, and dart like

lightning up the winding path. I followed him

with equal speed."

Anselmo here observed the changing colour

of Mario, and the effort which he made to speak

with composure ; but he went on, after a short

pause :

** I continued to follow my brother with

breathless rapidity, and I dismounted at the first

gate of the tower, whither he had directed his

steps by paths unknown to me, through the

woods. A porter stood at the gate, and seemed

affrighted at his master's looks ; for he allowed

me to pass immediately after him, unable to

speak from consternation. I found my brother

on the battlements, half concealed by a projec-

tion of the building, and contemplating the un-

happy Daraxa, who knew not of his approach.

She was looking wistfully towards the road of

Piparno, which was not that we had now taken ;

and, as she softly sighed, I could hear her say,

" Abdallah ! dearest Abdallah!" O Anselmo!

The dreadful scene is for ever present to my
mind. Pietro drew his dagger, and plunged

it in her breast. In vain I sprung from my
hiding place, and caught his arm.—It was too

late.—The hapless victim uttered one faint groan,

and expired. Her nurse, who was in the cham-
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ber, with the sleeping child, flew to her assist-

ance ; but, seeing the vindictive Pietro, with the

poinard dripping blood, she screamed, and ran

back to the infant."

Anselmo, struck with horror, recollected

many wild allusions to this fatal scene, in his

former conversations with Mario.

"Unhappy young man!" he said, "I have

heard strange surmises ; but I knew not that

such guilt hung heavy on his soul."

"It was a momentary excess of jealous rage,"

said Mario, ever anxious to vindicate his bro-

ther ; "he loved Daraxa, even to madness ; and

alas ! she loved him too .—Abdallah was her bro-

ther ; but it had been purposely given out that

he perished with his father ; and Pietro knew
not of his existence, he knew not his name ; and

an officious menial, Antonio, whom I have men-

tioned, informed my brother that a young Sara-

cen had written to her, and had bribed the por-

ter to convey the letter. The man had confessed

it, and added that the youth was to see her on

this luckless day. Antonio intrusted the porter

to shew him the way through the woods, but he

could not prevent his taking the other in his

ascent ; for he missed him at the bottom of the

hill; and, in the meanwhile, the nurse gave him

admittance. On his return, he followed the

man's directions, and there, as I have said, Pietro

laid in wait for him, but the javelin passed be-

side him. The letter was not found ; for the

nurse, who escaped with the infant, in the mo-
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ment of alarm and confusion, took it with her.

My brother, though persuaded that Daraxa was

guilty, was overwhelmed with grief and remorse

for what he had done, and it was not till many
months after, that he was persuaded by Andrea

to see the Lady Livia. He admired her ; and

might have attached himself to her, had their

sentiments been reciprocal."

Gravina shuddered at the thought; but he

interrupted Mario by asking how the child was

lost, when so many were in the tower.

" All search was fruitless," answered he

;

" while Pietro was in a state of distraction, and I,

with Antonio, who arrived soon after us, and the

porter, employed in consigning to the earth the

sad remains of Daraxa, the nurse made her

escape, and concealed it, we know not where, for

several months, fearful, no doubt, of its father's

vengeance, and of that of Daraxa's offended

relations at Nocera. Her existence must have

been wretched ; and, at length, finding her

strength fail her, she applied to Benfadi. He saw

that she was in a dying state; he wrote the letter,

which he dropped at the feet of Vincenza, and

then conveyed her to the ruined sepulchre, where

she breathed her last."

" How strange to leave her in that dismal

place !
" exclaimed the hermit.

*' He feared for his own safety, " replied

Mario, " and from a soul like his no better feel-

ing could be expected. He knew indeed that

those whom he trusted had hearts of another
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Stamp. I come now to what has recently oc-

curred. Immediately on the death of my grand-

father, Benfadi came to me and brought the

child with the cottag-ers who had care of it. He
told me the story of the nurse, and he also showed

me the letter of Abdallah, explaining to me its

meaning ; he wished once more to see his sister

before he sought protection in a distant country,

and had come to Nocera purposely for this.

How he learned her place of residence does not

appear; but the language is familiar to you,

Anselmo, and you shall read it. The guiltless vic-

tim, as it appears, would fain have obtained his

permission to confide the mystery which hung

over their family since the death of her father,

to the man whom she loved ; but Abdallah would

not allow it.

*' I asked Benfadi, " continued Mario, " why
he had not informed Pietro that his child was

found, and that the unfortunate mother was in-

nocent. He had witnessed his grief and his

horror at her death even when he thought her

culpable ; and there could be no doubt of his

tenderness for the infant ; but the astrologer said

that he waited for a fit opportunity, and soon

after, my brother, alas ! was no more. He had

also, he said, tried to prepare Andrea by pre-

dicting to him a lineal succession of his race
;

but he saw that he had other views, and feared

to offend him."

" Allow me to advise you, " said the Count of

Gravina, " to give this Benfadi as much gold
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as you may think his services to your nephews
deserve ; but suffer him not to remain in his ter-

ritory. You have seen the Pontiff, Mario ?
"

" I have, " replied Manero, *' and he has

released me from the oath, which I swore on the

dagger of my brother. For his son's sake I was
obliged to reveal the fatal secret to Gregory and
to the magistrates of Rome. Yet, Anselmo, every

vow lies heavy on the heart. I have not for-

gotten that which I pronounced in the chapel

of the wood ; but you have convinced me that it

is no less my duty to serve my country, and my
fellow creatures, than to avoid the allurements of

those passions, the fatal effects of which I have

too sadly witnessed. My decision is now made.
I dedicate myself to arms and deeds of charity.

I assume the cross of Saint John, and I have

already written to the grand master, announcing

my intention of becoming a brother of his order.

I shall be permitted to watch over the education

of Angelo, and to govern his states during his

minority. You will, I trust, assist me with your

counsel. My resolution cannot be sliaken ; but

there is still a tumult in my bosom, which time

alone can calm."

The conduct of Mario was so ma^rnanimous

and so rational that Anselmo could not have

combated his decision ; had it been less congenial

to his wishes. By taking the cross of Saint John,

he renounced the connexions, (95) but not the

duties of life. Seraphina was free, and Guido

might be happy.



CONCLUSION

The accounts which Edward received from Eng-

land were satisfactoiy, and his presence was im-

patiently expected ;(96) but it was also necessary

that he should visit his French dominions and

confer with Philip.

Tournaments were in those days not merely

the amusements of Kings, but trials of their per-

sonal skill and bravery ; insomuch that the prowess

of every Prince in Europe, as well as that of each

individual belonging to his court, was universally

known and estimated at its just value. No man
could be great or powerful, without exposing

himself to difficulties, hardships, and dangers

;

and it was not easy to refuse obedience to him

who stood foremost in every peril ; or to withold

affection from him who shared in every labour and

privation.
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During the intervals of actual war, tourna-

ments supplied its place, and kept up the martial

spirit of the times. Edward received invitations

to many from the places through which he was to

pass, and more especially from the Count of

Chalons. (97) This he was unwilling to decline

;

because it seemed to be given with an air of de-

fiance, and he wished Guido to accompany him

;

as his marriage could not take place till Sera-

phina could lay aside the sable garb, which she

wore with unfeigned sorrow.

Guido consented, and was one of the few who,

with their gallant monarch, gained the honors of

that memorable day, (98) and left on the mind

of the assembled Knights of France an indelible

impression of their distinguished valour. He then

hastened back to Rome, where in a few days

after his arrival he was united to Seraphina.

Massimo lived only to witness the return and

marriage of Guido. Mario Manero saw his

nephew grow up wise and good, and afterwards

rose to the highest dignities of his order, when it

was established at Rhodes. Hamet returned

from Cyprus the husband of Zo'e, and openly

professing that faith, which the noble actions of

his Lord, and the virtues of Anselmo had long

induced him to consider as the best. Demetrius,

the uncle of Zoe, had known his father, a mer-
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chant at Granada, and consented to his suit,

giving her a dower which marked his appro-

bation.

Hamet said that Leila was kindly treated,

and satisfied with a life of seclusion ; but Julia

disdained the generous offer of the Count of Gra-

vina and his grandson. She became the wife of

the favourite minister, and shone, for a while, in

all the splendour of envied wealth and greatness

;

but this brilliant existence was soon clouded by

the sudden death of the Minister, occasioned by

poison. It was then discovered that he had long

been the agent of the Old Man of the Mountains,

and that he had betrayed both him and the King

of Cyprus. Julia was suspected of being con-

cerned in his machinations, and was confined for

the rest of her life as a close prisoner in the same

monastery, which she had before quitted with

disgust.

After the birth of the Prince of Wales, at the

Castle of Carnarvon, Guido visited his royal

friends ; and also the widowed Queen of France,

at Vincennes ; to whom Anselmo had written, as

soon as he was recognized as Count of Gravina,

and grandfather of Fortebraccio.

He lived to an advanced age ; continuing to

be the support and consolation of all who sur-

rounded him. He preserved to the last that

equanimity and energy of mind which had sus-

tained him during his afflictions, and were not to

be shaken by a change so unexpected.

VOL. II. R
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As he would not leave his hermitage, Guido

and Seraphina made the hill of Saint Angelo

their chief residence ; a castle was erected, and

many commodious dwellings were soon occupied

by families, once settled at Ampiglione. In a

few years arose a considerable city, now called

Castel Madama ; (9^) and travellers read on one

of its gates the name of Fortebraccio Orsini, with

the date of the year 1308.

THE END
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CHAPTER XXIV.

47. Dominick, the founder of the order of Friars Preachers,

which also bears his name, was patronized by Blanch, the

mother of Lewis the 9th, when Regent during the minority

of her son.

48. Les jeux florauXy instituted by a Lady named Clemence

Isaure, of whom tradition says little or nothing. They are ce-

lebrated annually at Toulouse, and the prizes are flowers in

Vermeil.

49. The Count of Champagne, who afterwards became King

of Navarre, was a passionate admirer of the Queen Regent

Blanch, and composed verses in her praise ; for he was a cele-

brated Troubadour. His son and successor married a Princess

of France, and followed Lewis to his second crusade.

Some compositions of the Emperor Frederick the Second

are still remaining, as also of Richard Coeur de Lion.

50. Of Regaud de Vaudreuil there are some pretty lines,

which may be thus translated

:
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In vain your shepherd you implore.

The heart you gave him to restore.

And yet, my dearest, I can boast

That heart I neither sold nor lost

;

I took and mixed it up %vith mine ;

And know not now which heart is thine.

We have several pieces by Elzear de Sabran, Blacas and

Blacasset. There is a curious satirical composition written

after the death of Blacas by another noble Troubadour in praise

of him. He says that, as no man had so great a heart, it would

be well to divide it into as many portions as there are sovereigns

in Europe. He advises Henry of England to swallow a large

piece that he may better withstand the insolence of his Barons ;

and he does not spare even Lewis ; for he desires him to take

more heart, and not submit himself to his mother ; going on

with criticisms on other Princes in a similar manner.

Another poet takes occasion to sing the praises of many

fair ladies by. dividing the heart amongst them. On the whole

it must be ovnied that in the vast collection of the relics of the

Troubadours printed at Paris, there is not much to interest or

amuse. Their devotional poems are the best. Their love verses

have, in general, little of nature or simplicity ; more especially

after the twelfth century and the beginning of the thirteenth ;

when minstrelsy became so general as to fall rather into dis-

repute, though still so much patronized at the Court of

Toulouse.

CHAPTER XXV.

51. For the very interesting details of this crusade, and the

conduct of Margaret, see Joinville's Memoirs.

52. For the story of this pilgrim, see Mazeray History of

the Kings of France.

CHAPTER XXVI.

53. Anecdotes mentioned by Joinville.
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CHAPTER XXVII.

54. See Polybius. Maimbourg, History of the Crusades, &c.

55. Julius Caesar is said to have dreamed that he saw Car-

thage, in the form of a beautiful woman in great aflfliction, suing

to him for protection, and that, in consequence of this dream,

he meant to send a colony to Africa, and rebuild this splendid

city. Dying soon after, it was left to Augustus to fulfil his in-

tentions,

Carthage was afterwards taken by Genserick ; and a great

empire was established on the coast by him and his successors,

including many flourishing towns and cities. At length these

conquerors were driven out by the Saracens, and Carthage was

once more destroyed.

56. Before the Moorish invasion, many learned men and fa-

thers of the church adorned this country with their virtues and

their writings.

In the works of Augustine are very interesting local descrip-

tions and records of antiquity.

57- The Count de Nevers was born in Palestine, during the

time that Lewis was a prisoner, and Margaret named him Tris-

tram, to express her grief.

58. JoinviUe's Memoirs.

59. Mazeray.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

60. All historians notice the prudence of Edward's conduct,

notwithstanding his disappointment at the conclusion of a treaty

with the King of Tunis,
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CHAPTER XXIX.

61. Geoffroi Rudel, Prince de Blaye, is recorded by all au-

thors who have written on the Troubadours ; and several of them
have mentioned the monument erected by the Countess Meli-

sande, to his memory, in the church of the Templars, at Tripoli.

62. Maimbourg writes, that the Saracen mothers used to

frighten their children with the name of Richard, and the word

was also used by the men, as a threat to their horses.

CHAPTER XXX.

63. In this complaint of Richard, he, with some bitterness,

enumerates the various nations, his subjects, who suffer him to

pine in captivity without endeavouring to rescue him.

64. The Prince or Chief of the Assassins was called the " Old

man of the mountains." The nation took its name from one of

their leaders called Assaz ; and, from their treacherous cruelty,

the appellation has been perpetuated to secret murderers. Join-

ville, Maimbourg, and others, have given detailed accounts of

them.

65. These are small places on the Roman coast, between

Ostia and Porto d' Anzo. The latter, Pratica, belongs to Prince

Borghese.

66. The Crociferiy or frati del riscaito, collect money and

employ the product of their own labours, for ransoming Chris-

tians taken by the Barbary corsairs.

67. All these circumstances are historical, as also the death

of Octavio, and the destruction of Ampiglione.
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CHAPTER XXXV.

68. Godfrey de Bouillon, the hero of Tasso's Jerusalem.

69. Rinaldo, nephew of Guelfo, of the house of Este ; see

Tasso, Canto the 1st.

70. Historical.

71. See Ariosto and Tasso.

CHAPTER XXXVI.

72. Maimbourg, Histoire des Croisades, Rapin, &c.

73. Many historians doubt the authenticity of this tradition

respecting Eleonora ; but Thompson has adopted it in his beau-

tiful imitation of the Alcertes of Euripides, entitled Edward and
Eleonora.

CHAPTER XXXVII.

7.4. The Assassins inhabited the Phoenician mountains

CHAPTER XXXVIII.

75. The account given of this singular people, in the present

chapter, is historical.

76. The Cmsaders all wore a cross on their habit until they

had fulfilled their vow. The different nations were distinguished

by the colour of the cross : the English wore red; the French,

white ; the Germans, black, &c.

CHAPTER XL.

71 . Le Vieil de la montagne, as he was called, was supposed

by some to be so denominated more from his authority than his
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age j but allvvas a mystery, and his dwelling was as little known

as his person.

78. Historical.

79. The Greek Emperors were so jealous of the Crusaders

that they continually betrayed and counteracted their plans, until

they were themselves driven out by the Ottoman conquerors,

which could not have happened had they supported the Chris-

tians in Siria.

CHAPTER XLI.

80. See Xenophon, on the Spartan institutions. What was

the epitaph on Leonidas, on his immortal three hundred ?

Go, traveller ! at Lacedoemon tell

That here, obedient to her laws, we fell.

CHAPTER XLII.

81. The Arabians were, at this time, considered as the best

physicians. They had translated into their language the works

of Hippocrates, &c.

82. This order subsisted till the time of the destruction of

convents in France. The Ladies made the same proofs of no-

bility as the Knights of Malta.

CHAPTER XLHI.

83. This armoury, preserved at Palestrina contains, amongst

other curious things, one, if not more, suits of female armour,

which had evidently been worn in battle.

CHAPTER XLIV.

84. It is needless to enlarge on the many advantages pos-

sessed by Sicily, with respect to climate and situation. Its an-

cient splendour and population are well known.

85. Now called Faro di Massina,
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86. Edward the First, in this, not unlike Frederick the Great,
** desiroit de s'arrondir."

8/. This speech, and the return of Edward through Italy and

France, are to be found in history.

88. Santa Rosalia, the patroness of Palermo, is represented

with her chaplet of roses, in this grotto, now a chapel.—The
view from Mount Pelegrino, so called from the pilgrims who
visited the sanctuary, is magnificent.

89. The ancient abbey of Monreale is very interesting, in an

historical point of view, from the monuments which it contains.

CHAPTER XLVII.
50. The first idea of an Orrery, mentioned in history, refers

to this time. A sumptuous tent was presented to the Emperor

Frederick, and displayed at Otranto. It was sent him by a Sul-

tan ; and the motion of the sun (which of course at that time was

believed to move), with that of the moon, and of the planets, were

represented by machinery, within the tent. The' story of Wal-

ter, Count of Jaffa, anciently Joppa, is also historical.

CHAPTER L.

91. See Maimbourg, &c. for this anecdote. The character

of the Governor of Calafatana is well known.

92. The marriages of heiresses, in feudal times, was an affair

of state, and often a source of dissension and war between the

Barons.

CHAPTER LT.

93. Cottages as here described, are still to be seen in the

country near Rome.

CHAPTER LII.

94. S. P. Q. R. are still on the banners, and in the halls of

the Capitol. The senate and people are still represented in the

manner here described, by a senator and conservators.
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95. The Knights of Malta, after they had pronounced their

vows, could neither maiTy nor retain possession of patrimonial

property.

CONCLUSION.

96. Edward had, probably, political reasons for being so long

on his way to England, as no Sovereign could be less suspected

of losing time.

97. This tournament is called by French authors, ^'La petite

guerre de Chalons." It began in sport and ended in hostility.

58. The name was changed from Castel Sant' Angelo to

Castel Madama, from its becoming the dower of a Princess of

the house of Farnese.

LES QUATRE FRERE BLACAS.

Hail ! thou castle, proudly rising

O'er yon clifiF's impending height

;

Where's the man who, fear despising,

Dares to mount, prepared for fight ?

Michael thus exclaims, proceeding

Boldly on his watery way.

And his fleet, imperial, leading.

Anchors in Corcyra's bay.

See all hands the tower erecting.

On the galley's trophied deck.

Where the lofty rock, projecting.

Near approach would seem to check.

High the tower, but far exceeded

By Corcyra's cliff, sublime.

Fresh resources, now, are needed :

Still, the Prince commands to climb.
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" Rear the ladders ! swiftly rear them !

Fix them to the turret's roof 1

Hark, their trumpets I Ha ! Ye fear them :

Where's your courage, at the proof?"

'* No : we fear not hostile sabre

;

No : we fear not haughty foe ;

But to reach them, is the labour.

—

Hark ! the bellowing deep below.

** Vessels rolling, ladders failing

;

How, with tottering steps advance ?

Where's the hope of ramparts scaling ?

Where of fame or conquest chance ?"

Michael sternly gazes round him :

** What? No heroes in my train?

Shame I eternal shame ! confound him.

Whom this peril courts in vain."

Four brave youths on board the galley.

Linked in nature's sacred band.

Hear his voice, their number rally.

And, erect, before him stand.

Sons of Blacas, famed in story.

From Provence they trace their birth ;

Oft their spears, in fields of glory.

Won the palm of martial worth.

All admire the gallant strangers.

As they mount 'twixt sea and sky.

Claim pre-eminence in dangers.

And in acts of kindness vie.

Long'they fight, each other shielding.

Long with adverse hosts contend

;

Oft repulsed, yet never yielding.

See the steps beneath them bend

!
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Three, with every peril striving.

Cling, encourage, faint, and—falll

Palamede alone surviving,

Plants the standard on the wall.

This ballad is taken from an anecdote related by Papon, and
;

other historians of Provence. Four brothers of the family of
j

Blacas were in the service of the Greek Emperor, and distin-
;

guished themselves in this extraordinary manner at the siege of
'

Corfu. It is to be remarked that in the' twelfth century, when ;

this circumstance occurred, all galleys destined for war had '

towers, from which arrows and other missive weapons were
j

discharged, resembling, as is probable, those of the ancient
|

Greeks and Romans, which are to be seen in has reliefs and

gems.

RUDEL AND THE COUNTESS OF TRIPOLI.

Un noble Chevalier de France,

GeofFroi Rudel, bon Troubadour, &c.

In France there dwelt a noble knight,

Jeffrey Rudel his name.

The Prince of Blaye, renowned in fight,

A troubadour of fame.

But he, by love and war betrayed.

Forgetting lance and lute.

Or wandered in the gloomy shade.

Or sat retired and mute.

At length arrives a minstrel gay.

The castle's drawbridge near ;

Hark ! hark 1 he sings. His simple lay

Attract's the warrior's ear.
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** If knight there be, who seeks to know

The fairest of the fair.

To Tripoh he needs must go ;

For Melesinda's there.

** Who gazes must become her slave.

As bound by magic spell

;

But she can only love the brave ;

And such was once Rudel."

The knight is pleased ; the knight is ^vroth.

He calls the minstrel youth :

" Declare," he cries, "by faith and troth

If this be sport or truth."

'* Scorn not my artless tale. Sir Knight,"

He answers, " truth I tell.

All beauteous is that Countess bright

;

All brave was once Rudel."

" I was ; and will again be known

For deeds of martial fame,"

The knight replies : " my fault I own

;

This long rep(>se is shame."

To Siria straight his course he steers

;

By love and glory fired
;

The bark flies swift ; the port appears ;

The warrior has expired ! !

!

His graceful form, his cruel fate.

Renown and pity teU.

The Countess hears ; but hears too late ;

She dying names Rudel.
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